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Intro duction.

Extensive use of radioactive s,.bstances and radiation in different

fields of the national economy and scientific investigation leads one to pay
a spacial attention to the studies of their influence on humans, animals, and
plants.

The effect of ionizing radiation at certain intensity induces severe
sickness in humans and animals with a typical complex of symptoms, in which
phenomena connected with the charge in the immunobiological reactivity of the
irradiated organism play a leading role.

It is known, that the vital activity of all living creatures pro-
ceeds in continuous interaction with the world of microorganisms inh~abiting
its integument and cavities, which are in communication with the environment.
A healthy organism possesses a certain stage of stability with regard to the
surrounding microbes, but after a change in reactivity of the organism d(e
to impairment of its vital activity, induced by various agents such as radi-
ation, this symbiosis is disrupted and the phenomena of autoinfection appear.

Numerous experimental data and clinical observations of humans
after radiation indicate the appearance of inflainuatory processes indced
by the penetration of microýorganisms. Often they are also detected in blood
(bacteriemia). A detailed investigation of microbes isolated from blood and
internal organs of irradiated bodies showed that they ara species ordinary
ixzhabiting living organis- and thus they compose the normal microflora of
the h-st. The microflora of the intestines are the most frequently found.

Besides the presence of aatoinfectiori, it has been established that
after irradiation the susceptibility .o pathogenic micriorganisrns increases.
"Infectious diseases in exposed animals proceed uniquely, and much more severely
than in nonirradiated ones: death rate and duration of the sickness increase,
l.atent infactions take a clinically pronoa.ced course.

It is known, that diuturjance. 4n the resistance of the organism
to the germs increase w'ith in• easing radiatior. dose. Some informatior. haz
boere obtained as to the causes for the increase in sensitivity of the irradiatud
bodics to '. rioas microbes. A substan-ia. change in the reactivity of the organ-
irm .ollowinr irradiation, manifested as a decrease in intenaity of nonspe:ific
.Vt&ral .T-nr.ity and a lo•'rad 'Lve' of ac -ed i' i one of the
princr.-.I reasons. The 4 defenselessness 70 toward germs which appears after
irracition has a practical signific.nce for the sick body itself (because the
,Sectious co. ,plictiors increase tho sevority of the ;o.rse of the basic
process) as w32. as for tYe surroundi:• oodies, because tho irradlated orgarism
,;ky b~coia a hazardous infection %"~r.e co:.tinuously infectinj the dnvi2o= 1t,

"*..d )rorso wno come in contact wi'l• it.
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It is obvious, that investigation of peculiarities in the inter-
relation between the irradiated organism and microbes, in order -"o detect
means for struggling with the development of infection, is the go&L of the
microbiologists working in the field of radiobiology.

In the complex process of interaction between micro- and macroorganisms
which are under the effect of definite environmental conditions, one Dust take
into account changes in any of them as well as the complex phenomena of their
interaction. I

In order to study the biological peculiarities of germs, which
change under a direct effect of rauiation as wall as under the effect of
excretions and substances of the tissues of an irradiated organism, the
use of various bacteriological, biochemical, morphological and serological
methods is necessary. Investigations on immunobiological reactivity of
the exposed organism have to be varied. Use of immunity reactions in viva
and in vitro, use of biochemical analysis and marked atoms and expcrimentation
on animals infected with germ cultures enable one to obtain the necessary
information on changes in reactivity appearing after irradiation.

In this interesting and extremely fascinating field of studies the
accumulation of data does not restrict further investigations, but, on the
contrary allows one to detect new problems which require solution.

Despite the large number of published experimental and review
papers in the field in which the studies of changes in the properties of
micro- and macroorganisms subjected 'o irradiation are carried out, there
are still many problems of theoretical and direct practical significance
which have to be investigated.

Thus, for instance, the dynamics of the development of autoinfection
in relation to the severity and stage of radiation sickness requires detailed
study; disturbances in various factors of natural immunity 'nave not been in-
vestigated sufficiently; investigation of the course of compensation and re-
storation of immunobiological reactivity after irradiation is urgent, too.

The peculiarities in the course of allergic reactions in an exposed
organism are almost entirely unknown. As is known, many painful reactions,
such as serum sickness, anaphylactic shock, food and drug idiosyncrasy, and also
allergic reactions to allergens of pathogenic bacteria used in diagnostics
(Pirko test and others) can be attributed to these reactioaL.

All these kinds of scientific investigations can be separated into
two groups, one of which is preparatory for the other.

?apgrs uf a descriptive character, in which the effect of radiation
on these or other factors is clarified, pertain to the first group. The
mrajority of the published papers regarding the effect of radiation on inter-
relations of micro- and macroorganisms are of such a character. The data of
these investigations provide the basic characteristics of the state of the
irradiated organism, but they fail to disclose the reasons for the apparent
changes. On the basis of the data obtained, the papers of the second group
appear; they contain experimental investigations of the reasons and mechanisms
of the phenomena discovered. Those are mainly resa:rch, experimental papers;
their execution is more difficult. They require tireless searching and com-
paring of facts as interpereted by a definite working hypothesis, without
which it is impossible to carry out these experiments.
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The present monograph is a collective work, which reviews a series
of data from the literature of the recent years (without reference to widely
knovn published reviews and papers), it contains data of our own investigations
in the region of the first descriptive group of works as well as the results
of exp;.,riments dedicated to studies of the reasons for the changes in re-
activity of the irradiated organism.

These investigations were carried out over a pcziod of many years
by a group if co-workers, which included, besides the authors ,` the book,

G. A. Chekatilo, 0. R. Nemirovich-Danchenko, G. X. L'vitsina, and A. F. Kozov,
whose nonpubliched data ara included in the data presented by us. Acl,•e
radiation sickness indiced by total-body external irradiation or by the
effect of radioactive substances is the investigationm- object.

White mice, guinea pigs, rabbits and dogs served as experimental
animals.

Problems pertaining to all basic sections hich characterize the
interrelations between the microbes and irradiated organism were investigated.
The phenomena of autoinfection and infection caused by pathogenic microbodies,
changes in the natural and induced innunity and allergic reactivity were
studied. Special attention was puid not only tu the theoretical significance,
but also to the possible practical use of the data obtained.
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Chapter 1

Chango in Automicroflora and Iicroinvasion
in the Irradiated Organism.

There are no data in the literature delineating the specific role
(relative to other reasons) of infectious complications as cause of death

in radiation injuries. However the clinical and exprrimental data show the
important role of the germ factor during the course and on the end result of
radiation sickness. Radiation dose proved to be essential. In the cases of

massive radiation which result in death, the germ factor is not the cause

of death (219, 274); in exposing humans (253, 324) and animals (265, 317,
325) to sublethal radiation doses the effect of infection emerges when
the pathologic process persists for weeks or months. It aggravates radiation
sickness and can lead to a lethal outcome. Actually the development of in-
fectious complications is the consequence of weakening of the natural
stability of the organism. The autoinfections appear as a result of definite
changes in the environment, which brought the organism and its microflora
out of the stabe of symbiosis.

The weakening of natural barriers--induced by various faztors--
which preserve the organism from its commensals--leads to spreading beyond
the limits of the ordinary reservoirs; the microflora invades the tissues
and organs. The later course of microbes as well as of the infected organism,
depends on the efficiency of internal natural defense mechanisms, and on patho-
genicity and number of penetrating virases.

By changing the temperature conditions, I. E. Trop (160, 162) has
detected intestinal bacteria in liver and spleen of overheated animals; he found
microbes in lungs of cooled animals. Arnold (185) has disclosed the dependence
of the microinvasion and change in tho intestinal microflora on feeding and
weather conditions.

The environment affects the macro- and microorganism, and consequently,
also their symbiosis directly and indirectly (by means of their symbior.ts).
Penetrating radiation, one of the physical environmental factors, affects the
indicated symbiosis in an identical manner.

During irradiation, naturally, radiation affects the oroani.sm and
rdcroflcra dwellinr. in it directly. Thereafter, reciprocal effects of the
components of syn.lbiosis, which undergo constant change, join the developing
radiation sickness. Radiation with incorporated radioactive substances,
wnere the radiation source is active continuously or throughout life, com-
plicates the situation even more.



In studying the role of the germ factor in radiation pathology, on
one hand one had to clarify the stat^ of automicrofiora of the irradiated or-
ganism, on the other hand it was important to find out which changes in the
mechanism of the natural immunity induced by radiation stimulate the develop-
ment of autoinfection.

Tha intestine is the most important reservoir of microflora in the
anLmal organism. Bacteriological investigations of the feces of humans who
were subjected to local X-irradiation (120), and those of animals after total-
body irradiation, exhibited quantitative and qualitative changes in the content
of the microflora of the intestines. Furth, Coulter and Howland (219) have
observed an increased number of gram-negative forms, staphylococci and strepto-
cocci in the feces of irradiated dogs (450 r). R. V. Petrov (123) has noted
an initial dooroane in tho total numbor of bator5ra (among thom tho ooliform
bacterium) in the large intestine followed by an increase (especially in
B. coli) in 30 irradiated (600 r) rats to the end of their lifetime. The
raean number of B. coli 'n per cer.t of the total number of bacteria in feces
before irradiatc-u amounted to L5, on the first postradiation day -25,
hth-49, 6th-47, >,h-54 and on the llth-75. On the day the rats died, mainly
B. coli was cultured from their feces. The number of hemolytic, proteolytic
indole- and hydrogen-sulfide-producing stocks increased which indicates an
increase in the pathogenic properties of bacteria inhabiting the intestines.

A significant increase in the number of bacteria in intestines of
mice after a total-body irradiation (300 r) was observed .lso by B. G. Avetikian
and A. 0. Artemova (1). Besides, these authors have studied the effect of
radiation on the formation of a focus of autoinfection under special experi-
mental conditions: a ligature was placed on the caecum of the mouse, but the
blood supply of the isolated section was maintained. Proof was obtained that
the number of microbes in the content of thio section of the intestine as well
9s in its wall, where the focus of autoinfection appeared, was manyfold larger,
,han in nonirradiated animals operated in the same way.

The change in the inteatinal microflora induced by irradiation of the
body with radioactive substance (polonium, an p.-emitter) was observed by 0. R.
.emirovich-Danchenko (116). The experiment was carried out on 32 dogs, that
received subcutaneously (in the hip) a single injection of 0.05 mC of polonium
per 1 kg of weight. The animals died within 18-35 days. Part of the dogA
received a complex of therapeutic measures inclusive of antibiotics, vitamins,
blood t.ransfusion, unithiol (a preparation which accelerates the excretion of
polonium) and others. Wo hundred sixty bacteriological investigations of
feces were carried out. In contrast to the da'•a reported above, which were
obtained after an external total-body irradiation 0. R. Nemirovich-Danchenko
has observed a decrease in the number of typical L. coli in fecal masses of
animals poisoned with polonium (treated and untreate),which progresses with
the development of radiation sickness; in treated dogs this phenomenon was
less pronounced. A decrease in the number of coliform bacteria in the cultures
of feces correspondwd to a decrease in the number of grant-negative forms in
the smoars of feces. At the same time the number of stocks of coliform bacteria
with altered biochemical properties and capable of giving hemolysis-incrrased.
An increase in the number of anacrobio microbes, M.perfringens), whose number
grew very large up to the tine of death of the animal, was oonerved.

By comparing the content of intestinal microflora of individual
animals that reueived identical doses of polonium, but whose clinical syndromes
of radiation sickness were of a different degree of severity, 0. R. Nemirovich-
Danchenko r.otes a dependerce of the content of microflora on the general condition
of the animAl-a decrease in the number of intestinal colifora bacteria was
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grlater in dogs with a more seveS'°e form of radiation sickness. The same author

d.Cl.oCes also the fact, found in her experiments, that the microorganisms of in.

tqý.tines acquire an increased resistance to antibiotics (levomecetin, streptomycin)

not only in irradiated dogs that received these preparations .continuously, tat

also in exposed dogs that failed to receive antibiotics (116).

The change in sensitivity of the microflora of feces to antibiotics

has b'jon noted not only in using 0.05 mC/kg of poloniumn, but also in cases in

which smaller doses of the agent (0.02 mC/kg) were used. Thus, for instance,

of 72 stochs of intestinal germs of dog No 37, before the injection of polonium
9.2f were stable and slightly sensitive to penicillin, 32% to streptoncin,
6/, io levomycetin, and 80% to biomycin. One hundred and five stocks of coliform

j.orm. were studied during the course of acute radiation sickness (the dog died

or. tho O3rd day), and the nu-ber of stable and slightly sensitive forms increasedi

by to penicillin, by 19% to streptomycin, by 41% to Levomycetin and by 17%

to ioonycin. The 177 investigater representatives of the intestinp.A. microflora

•.,-ro .mostly varieties of the coliform bacteria (159 stocks), and, consequently,
those date characterize the change in sensitivity to antibiotics of the

oasic dweller of intestines--the coliform bacterium.

In another variation of the experiments, namely, at a daily injection

of 0.02 ýAC/kg of Sr90 , 0. G. Alekseyeva in a series of cases has observed

in dogs an increase in the numnber of intestinal germs with a decreased senbitivity

to an1.ibiotics.

In order to show the effect of season on the content of microflora

of the macroorganism. and its sensitivity to antibiotico, the study of properties

of intestinal germs at identical s~asons of the year is presented as an example.
Thus, before the treatment with SrY0 in January 19% of 33% stocks of coliform

bacteria, separated from the feces of the dogs Dick and Mike, wore resistant

(or only slightly sensitive) to streptomycin, 76% to biosqcin and 0 to levo-

Vjcntin. After 10-12 months from the beginning of the Sr exposuze (also at

a cold season) the sensitivity to antibiotics changed essentially to the side

of an increase in the number of resistant and slightly sensitive germs: 42%

of 65 stocks of coliform bacteria were resistant and only slightly sensitive

to streptomycirn, 99% to biomycin and 39% to levomycetin. The change in the

response of coccal forms to the indicated antibiotics went in the same direction.

The decreased sensitivity to antibiotics in germs isolated from an exposed

organism can be explained by the fact that, due to the development of radiation

sickness, essential changes appear in metabolism, in the (Pality and quantity

of the secretion absorbed by the intestinal cavity, in the production of

bactericidal substances and so on. In consequence new life conditions for the

microorganisms are created. Dwelling in this new environsient, evidently,
induces thuse corresponding changes in their vital activity, in their metabolism.

The presence of these changes, evidently, determines the different response of

the autoflora of the organism, which continuously was exposed to radioactive

substances, to antibiotic preparations. The correctress of this assumption

is confirmed by the fact that a similar alteration in bacteria is described

(lO) for different states which also damage the vital activity of the organism,

for instance, avitaminosic, application of painful stimulations, injections of

hoterologous protein and so on. L. 0. Ferets (119) has observed an increased
stability to drying out in microbes resistant to sulfonylamids.

Thus, change in the environment may lead to the increased stab~iity of

microbes simultaneously to several unfavorable agents, among them to antibiotics.

These facts confirm the correctness of the basic thesis of the hichurin
bioligical science on a close connection between living organisms and their
environment.
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The difference in the dynamics of the change in the intestinal flora
during external and internal irradiation at first sight may be easily explained
by species variation in the responses of experimental animals to radiation.
However, 0. R. Nemirovich-Danchenko indicated that, at an identical dose of the
radioactive substance, the changes in the microflora of feces are not identical
in all dogs: they were more significant in r.-imals, in which the radiation
sickIness was more pronounced. Consequently, to L.-lve this problem definitely,
further investigations must involve consideration doubly, of the clinical
condition of the animal. Especially one has to take into account the presence
or absence of enterocolitis, because it is well known that even with no radi-
ation, the content of the microflora of fecal massra ohanggii in diarrheas of
different etiology.

As for the change in the bacterial flora of the upper respiratory
tracts and skin after a massive total-body irradiation, we failed to find papers
in the literature on these problems.

0. G. Alekseyeva is the only one who has these data. She has in-
vestigated the natural microflora of skin r-f 13 dogs exposed to X-irradiation
at a dose of 600 r. All these dogs died of radiation sickness. The investi-
gational technique was as follows: before irradiation, over the period of an
acute radiation sickness, and during the terminal period, glass plates with
meat-infusion agar, containing mannite and alcoholic solution of bromothymolblue,
were applied to a shaved section of skin of the lateral surface of the dog's
body. After one-day's incubation at 370, the total number of colonies and the
number of yellow colonies, which breakdown mannite, on the agar plates were
counted. The prelimiLary experiments showed that on plater with ordinacy agar
(with no stain), applied to the skin of dogs, the microbes give uniform growth.

Thus, 0. G. Alekseyeva virtually studied the dynamics of microbes
dwelling on the skin and resistant to the stain in the concentration used.
According to her data (Table 1), under the conditions of lethal radiation
sickness, the total number of bacteria on the skin increases. A% the same time
the number of microbes breakirg down mannite grows larger, which verifies the
activation of their biochemical properties.

However, in addition to a clear tendency to an increased microflor2
of the skin after a total-body irradiation, in some cases en opposite effect
took place (Judging by the average data)--a decrease in the number of bacteria.
0, G. Alseyeva noticed that this was observed only in those dogs whose inital
number (background) of germs was large.

The relatively small number of experimental animals does not permit
evaluation of the significance of the initial values for microflora, for
comparison with the further change due to radiation. I" the same time, taking
into account the peculiarities of the technique one may justifiably draw con-
"clusions on qualitative deviations in the content of microbes, in particular
on the change in their sensitivity to the stain in the concentration used.

That is, taking into account the peculiarities of the technique, the
increase in the number of microbes on the skin of the exposed dogs can be ex-
plained by their greatler stability to the effect of the bactericidal stain,
acquired by microbes over the process of radiation sickness of the ani-mal.

The appearance of new propertiei--tho decreased sensitivity to the
effect of antibiotics (as noted above) and to bactericidal stain, obviously,
may be explained by the adjustment of the microorganisms to unusual conditions
appearing in the exposed organism.
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Table I

Dynamics of change in the microflora of skin of 13 irradiated dois (600 r)

"Characteristics of Before irrad- Over the period Ante-mortem
microflora iation (the of acute radi- period (the

initial back- ation sickness lOth-?Oth
ground of the (on the 3rd day) 1 )
microflora) through the 15th

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ day). _ _

Mean number of germs on
12 cm2 of akin 97 153 156

Comprative evaluation of
the data in % of the
initial 100 157 160

"% of microbos, breaking
down mannite 23.2 32.8 80M5

Comparative evaluation of
the data in % of the
initial 100 141 .3 34,6.9

Notet Doath of the doge began during the course of an acute radiation sickness
from the 10th day and ceased by the 20th day.

In analyzing the reasons for the quantitative and qualitative change
in the automicroflora of the exposed animal, the fact of the presence of dif-
ferent radiosensitivities of higher organisms and microbes must be considered.
If doses in the range of decimal fractions of roentgens (in the case of chronic
irradiation), or hundreds of roentgens (in a single irradiation), cause.
pathologir effect in higher organisms, then identical radiation doses do not
change microbes noticeably. A radiation flux of several ten thousand roentgen
is required to damage the structure and metabolism of the bacterial cell (105),
(0. G. Alekseyeva and H. P. Domshlak, (7)).

It follows from this that the quantitative and qualitative shifts
in the content of automicroflora of animals exposcd to lethal and sublethal
radiation doses, are not consequences of the direct effect of radiation on
microbes. These shifts occur as a result of a change in the microbes' en-
vironment, i.e. because of a change in the macroorganism due to the irradi-
ation.

The data from experimental infection of animals after irradiation,
when the direct effect of radiation on microbes is excluded, also confirm that
the main factor affecting the composition and properties of automicroflora
is the altered environment of the animal. Under these conditions the micro-
organisms acquire other biochemical properties and changes in virulence and
reproductive power.

There is only one paper--Liu and co-workers (256)--in the foreign
literature, which indicates, that the inoculation of typhus rickettsia inirradiated mice (450 r) increased the virulence of the rickettsia in young
mice.

f. A. Chekatilo (172, 173) has vast experimental data concerning
the variability of microbes in an irradiated host. The data show a possible
increase in the virulence of microbeR under these conditions.



0. A. Chekatilo has studied the dynamics of the virulent and bio-
chemical properties of microbes isolated from induced focal infections in
the skin of ihrradiated guinea pigs and rabbits. X-irradiation was carried
out before `_nfection, which excluded, then, a direct effect of radiation on
microbes. The virulence of microbe stocks was checked using the method of
intraperitoneal infection of white mice.

The white, saprophytic staphylococcus, examined in the experiments
of G. A. Chekatilo aA'ter dwelling in the skin of exposed guinea pigs (LS4
stocks separated fron irradiated animals, and 248 from controls, were studied)
in a series of casrjs acquired pathogenic properties--broke down mannite, in-
duced hemolysis and necrosis, produced hyaluronidase.

The stocks of typhoid bacillus isolated from induced inflammatory
foci of irradiated animals led to a higher death rate of healthy mice in
comparison with the cultures of t.vhoid microbes separated from the foci of
nonirradiated control animals, i.e. an increase in the virulent properties
was observed (Table 2).

Table 2

Change in the virulenn.e of typhoid microbes dwelling in cutaneous inflammatory
foci of guinea pigs dependent on the radiation dose of the latter (according

to the data of 0. A. Chekatilo).
Typhoid Number Died Number of Died
cultures, of of absolute % mice in- absolute
isolated btocks mice number fected number
from the infected with 30
foci of with ril.
guinea pigs 15 mil. microbes

microbes I

Non-
irradiated 64 150 39 26.0 150 75 50.0

Irradiated
100 r 43 116 48 l.3 113 73 65.4

200 r 28 68 28 41l.l1 67 46 68.6
300 r 22 49 19 38.7 49 38 77.5

As can be seen from Table 2, the difference between the death rates
of mice infected intraperitoneously with cultures of typhoid bacilli at a dose
of 15 mil. microbes, from cutaneous inflammatory foci of irradiated guinea
pigs (100-300 r), and animals not subjected to irradiation, amounted to 12-15%.
A greater difference, which increases with increase in radiation dose, has been
obt:•ne, in experiments in which a dose of 30 mil. germs was used for infection.
While the e.-ath rate in the group of mice infected with cultures from the foci
of control animals (nonirradiated guinea pigs) was 50%, in the other group of
mice that received cultures from irradiated guinea pigs, the death rate was
higher. The higher the radiation dose of the guinea pigs, the more mice died.

The virulence of typhoid bacilli increased especially in the cases
in which the germs remained in the body for a prolonged time. However, if such
cultures were in the inflam.atory foci of nonirradiated animals o7.r the course
of five days, then they caused death to 28% of the control animals, but after
10 days--46.9%, while the germs separated within five days after the infection
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of irradiated animals induced death in 38-62% of rice; isolated at more prolonged
times (10 days after infection) they caused death to 60-70% of the mice (Table 3).
Tnus, the iwelling of germs in an exposed organism, with no radiation effect
on the microflora, leads to an increased virulence.

Table 3

Dependence of the virulence of typhoid bacilli on the duration of their dwelling
in cutaneous inflammatory foci of irradiated and nonirradiated guinea pigs. (ac-

cording to the data of G. A. Ch~atilo)..
Typhoid cul- Death rate of mice infected'i with culturzs preserved in the

tures isolated within 5 days (45 stocks I6-10 days (86 st--c-R4 more than 10 •aS3
from the foci number o died a umbr of --.. di_ nmber died t ;tock6
of guinea pigs infected mice a s. no 1 infected abe. no % infect, aba.' %

mice mice no.,

a dose: 100 r 16 10 12.: l34 58 43.2 79 53 67.0
2 0or hi4  17 8. 68 40 -8.8 23 17 73.9

300 r 8 45 .6 20 12 6.

.) The mice were infected intrapgritoneally with a suspension of 1 day old agar
culture at a dose of 15-30xi0° germs in a volume of 0.2 ml.

Ability to multiply in the tissues of a certain species of animals
is one of the most characteristic features of the pathogenic microorganisms.

As the investigations of V. F. Sosova (15C, 152) indicated, nonpatho-
genic coliform bacteria, injected subcutaneoumly in healthy rabbits and
in rabbits at the beginning of radiation sickness, are not able to develop.
However, during the period of acute radiation sickness the same coliform
bacterium has the ability to rultiply intensely, i.e. it behaves like a pathogen.

From Fig. 1 it can be seen clearly, that the infection of rabbits
with a culture of coliform bacteria at a dose of 200 mil. bacteria (according
to the optical standard) within 3-5 days following a lethal 1-irradiation
(1100 r) leads to the accumulation of several thousand times more germs in the
cutaneous inflammatory foci than in nonirradiated animals or animals irradiated
but infected within the first day following exposure. The number of microbes
(calculated per 1 gr. of tissue) was determined by means of seeding of dilute
batches of the focal tissues within h8 hours after infection.

The data on other variations of the experiments of V. F. Sosova (152)
in which a 10-fold smaller dose of the intestinal coliform bacteria (20 mil. )
was used for the subcutaneous infection verify the possibility of intense multi-
plication of nonpathogenic microbes in the tissues of an irradiated host. After

48 hours following infection, the number of microbes in 1 gr of the tissue of
the inflammatory focus of each of the irradiated rabbits was 10-100 times larger
than the number injected, which is approximately equal to the number of coliform
bacteria at identical inflammation times, but after infection with 200 mil.
microbes. At the same time the mass of microbes in the inflammatory foci of a
nonirradiated animal decreases significantly (Table 4).

The paper of Smith and Wood (305) indicates, onat after intramuscular
infection of irradiated mice with pneumococci,. the number of living microbes in

the injection sites exceeded the number of microbes in the control animals by
several thousand times (Fig. 2).
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Fig. 1. increase in the number of
intesti'.al coliform bacteria in
cutaneous inflannatory foci of
irradiated rabbits (1100 r) dependent
on the time of tho intracutaneous
iDfection following a total-bodb
X-irradiation.
The histograms show data on the
number of microbes in irradiated
rabbits. The figures at the left

jQ• side show how many times the
number of microbes in the cutaneous
focus of an exposed rabbit is
larger than the mean number of
germs in the foci of nine control

-,3 animals.

2 hra. 1 day 2 days 3-5 days
Infection time following exposure.

Table 4

Data verifying the multiplication of nonpathogenic coliform oacteria in the
tissues of exposed rabbits after intracutaneous infection within 3 days following

irradiation (11O r).
Rabbit's Characteristics Doses of microbes Number of living microbes in
number in 0.2 ml. used 1 g of tissue of the inflamm-

for infection atory focus within 48 hours
followirg infection.

1989 Irradiated 2 x 107 2.0 x 109
2 x 108  4.4 x 109

1990 2 x 10 7  2.2 x 10 8

2 x 10 8  1.8 x 10 9

1953 Nonirradiated 2 x 107 1.0 x 104
2 x 108  8.0 x164
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An increased content of microbes in inflamed tissues of irradiated
aniials was observed also after infection with staphylococci (139), petrussal
coliform bocteria (153), and influenza virus (I145). An was mentioned previously,
3. G. Avotikian and A. U. Artemova (1) have found more microbes in the inflamed
appendix of irradiated mice, then in a similar focus of autoinfection of animals
not subjected to irradiation.

1-

is the pneumococcus I in nonirrad. mouse

Sos the pneumococcus I in irradiated mouse
C C i t

, is the pneumococcus III in nonirrad. mouse
0 l ag D is the pneamococcus III in irradiated mouse

0 1 12 18 24 36 41 72

Hours after infection.

Fig. 2. Change in the number of pneumococci-of types 2 and III in infected
leg muscles of nonirradiated and irradiated mice (according to the data of
Smith and Wood (305)).

Thus, the data presented indicate, that the properties of bacteria
in an irradiated organism change. New biochemical characteristics appear in
microbes, and the stability to some agents (antibiotics, bactericidal. stain)
increases, as does the virulence and reproductive power.

These new properties in microbes are induced by the effect of the
macroorganism which has bean changed by the action of the penetrating radi-
ation, and in particular, by damage to the mechanisms of natural immunity.

Basically the damage to natural defenses leads to an increased
perrmeability of the mucosa of the intestines and respiratory tracts to microbes.
The number of cells, which carry out phagocytosis decreases, the barrier function
of lymph nodes, becomes disturbed bactericidal efficiency of blood serum and
bactericidal function of the body covers decreases, trophic and metabolic
processes in tissues change, and ability to produce antibodies is disturbed.
Some of these changes can create favorable conditions for invasion of the
autoflora by germs, others may stimulate a further multiplication and spreading
of the microbes in the organism.

Consequently, in studying the reasons for the development of auto-
infection, in radiation sickness one has to take into account the facts of
changes in the macroorganism as well as in the microbes--commensals--urder these
conditions.

_______________________________________________________
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The analysio of data on the consequences of atomic bombs dropped
by the Americans on the cities of Japan in 1945, and data of numerous tests
with experimental irradiation of animals showed that angina, pneumonia, enteritis,
ulcerous colitis, sepsis, and other infection complications develop.

The study of bacterial cultures from the blood and organs of ir-
radiated humans and animals (219, 227, 274, 265 and others) showed that the
infections appearing in radiation sickness are consequences of autoInfection
by microbes--commensals--which are the ordinary daellers of the Upper
respiratory tracts, cutaneous covers, and for the main part, of the
intestines.

Of microbes dwelling in the intestines of animals different species
of intestinal coliform bacteria, the representatives of the Salm•ne11a group,

olue pus bacteria, different Proteus strains, yeast, erterococci, micrococci,
more rarely anaerobes, were foundnn tissues; hemolytic streptococcus, green
streptococcus, white and golden staphylococcus, diphtheroids were also de-
tected among the representatives of the flora of the mucous and cutaneous
membranes.

This summary of the species of microbes found in the tissues of irradiated
animals allows one to sat up a connection between the irnfectious complications
in radiation sickness and the automicroflora of an animal, and the paper of
Bradner, Bernstein and McCarthy (193) removes all doubts in this problem.

Three kinds of microorganisms: Proteus mirabilis, Paracolon bactrum.
Pseudonomas aeruginosa, separated by these authors from the bToTodof irradiated
mice and studied byte serological method, proved to be identical oy their
antigenic structure to the kinds of bacteria which are found in the intestines
of the same animals before irradiation.

r.

0-

No _____

0 S_7_1____

0 '~4 Mesenteric node
Spleen
Blood

Fig. 3. Dynamics of change in the number of microbes in the tissues of rats
at different times following exposure to 600 r.

The role of the intestines, with their microflora, as a source of
autoinfection was confirmed also by the experiments of R. V. Petrov (125)
in which the rats were killed at daily intervals after irradiation (600 ri
in groups of five ani'~sls to obtain simultaneously cultures from the
mesentorial nodes., the spleen and the blood. The observation showed that
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microbes which penetrate the intestines gradually spread throughout the
organism. Thus within two days following irradiation, the microbes could be
separated only from mesenteric nodes; somewhat later, after three days, from
the spleen; and only 4-5 days f'llowing exposure, the microbes were detected
in blood.

The stage of seeding by microbes of the tissu6s investigated in-
creased until the 10th day, the death time of the animals (Fig. 3).

On the basis of these data R. V. Petrov has suggested four periods
in the developiment of autoinfection in an irradiLted organisms

1) period of sterility--lasts through one day after irradiation;
there are no microbes in the organs;

2) period of seeding of the regional lymph nodes--lasts 2 to 3 days
after irradiation; microbes can be found only in lymph nodes;

3) the period of a relative compensation of reticulo-endothelial
system; t*za fixing capacity of the organs of reticulo-endothelial system is
still well preserved, and in consequence bacteria from blood can be separated
rarely and only in small numbers; it covers tUie from the 3rd to the 7th day;

4) the period of decompensation of defense mechanisms is characterized
by a sharp increase in the number of microbes in crgans and blood; this precedes
death of tho animals.

It should be noted, that these observations were carried out on one
species of animals only (rats) using a dose of 600 r. At other radiation doses
and 'in other species of animals the periods indicated might have other starting
times and different durations.

The possibility of the infection of an irradiated organism by bacteria
dwelling on mucosae of respiratory tracts is shown in the paper of A. E. Ivanov
and V. F. Sosova (55). According to their observations, intratracheal infection
of e-posed rabbits (800-1100 r) led to the penetration by pathogenic (pneumo-
cocuus of type I) as well as by nonpathogenic (pneumococcus of type IlI, coliform
bacterium) cultures of microbes in the blood circulation. At the same time in
the blood of nonirradiated animals, one could detect only pneumococcus of the
type III pathogenic for this species of animals.

To determine the degree of susceptibLlity of exposed organisms to
infection, numerous investigators have undert.iken studies on experimertal in-
fection of different species of animals by u,•ng all known methods of infection.
Nonpathogenic and pathogenic microorganisms have been tested in the experiments:
the intestinal, typhoid, dysenteric, tubercular, diphtherial, pertussal bacteria,
Bacillus anthracis, microbes of the Salmonella group, blue-green rods, the rod
of protens b erfringens, avirulent plague rod, leptospirosis, viruses of in-
fluenza, smalipox, trypanosoma and a series of other microbes, viruses and
protozoans (69, 139, 140, 145, 152, 153, 163, 200, 203, 205, 212, 224, 229,
230, 236, 237, 240, 247, 255, 260, 261, 262, 269, 271, 293, 294, 295, 297,

299, 303, 304.)

The results of these investigations lead to the conclusion, that in
animals subjocted to median lethal radiation doses, resistance to infections
decreases, with the result that an accelerated seeding of the organs and blood
with microbes, a shortening of the life span and a lower survival rate are
observed.
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The data of these papers allow one to draw three conclusions, of
practical importance.

1. The irradiated organism becomes more susceptible to infections
induced not only by pathogenic microbes, but also by microbes of the commensal
type.

2. Decreased resistance to infectious agents increases with the
development of radiation sickness and it is especially pronounced daring the
period of its acute course.

3. Infection complications can be a direct cause of death in
radiation sickness.

The investigations of prof. I. A. Pigalev and B. B. Moroz (129),
which showed that resistance to infection decreases not only due to external
radiation, but also duo to the penetration of radioactive substanies in the
organism, are of a special interest. When mice subjected to polonium or radio-
thorium were infected with pneumococci, sepsis developed rapidly and the
animals died in larger numbers than irradiated only or infested only with
this microorganism.

The determination of the important role of the germ factor in radi-
ation sickness, naturally, leads one to hope that antimicrobial methods will
assist in preventing and treating infection complications and thus increase
the efficiency of the therapy of radiation sickness.

The use of different antibiotics separately and in combination--
penicillin, streptomycin, terramycin, aurec.:mfcin (148 157, 218, 219, 220,
221, 227, 228, 233, 235, 207, 261, 264, 266, 302, 32h) and others decrease
the seeding of microbes from blood, prolong the life span of the irradiated
animals and increase their survival rate. The best results were obtained
by M. A. Tumanian and Z. V. Shevtsova (!64), who used a mixture of penicillin
streptomycin and levomycetin in their experiments with irradiated apes.

The favorable effect of antibiotics confirmed the concept of the im-
portance of the role of the microbe factor in radiation injuries. At the same
time it was shown clearly, that the microbial factor is not the only one (as
was assumed by several authors at one time), which results in death to the ex-
posed organism.

The possibilities of de-reasing the number of unfavorable end resvlts
in radiation sickness due to infectious complications are not exhausted as y1t.
Further study of the immunobiological reactivity of the organisms injured by
radiation and detection of efficient schemes for the use of antibiotics will
widen these possibilities.
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Chapter 2

State of Natural Immunity in an Irradiated Organism.

The development of autoinfection in an irradiated organism described
in the f.irst chapter is connected not only with the acquiring of new biological
properties of the microbes of the autoflora, but chiefly with disturbances in
the irmunological reactivity of the irradiated organism; the present chapter
of this book will be dedicated to a detailed account of these disturbances.

I. I. Mechnikovl) emphasized the fact that nonsusceptibility to
infections is a complex phenomenon, which depends on many factors.

It is well-known, that the intensity of the natural immunity depends
on the physiological state of all systems of the organism. The integration
of these systems, their dependence on nervous and endocrine regulation, and the
effect of the environmental factors contribute to the complexity of the
mechanism of the resistance of the organism to the microbes. On the basis
of examination of the literature data and experiments, many authors in their
papers have proven the dependence of the state of nonsusceptibility on the
level of total reactivity of the organism, functional state of the nervous
system (3, 49, 10 and others), endouine regulation (15, 103, 28, 29 and others),
food rich in protein and vitamins (61, 114, 12, 226, 306), and seasonal and
climatic factors (60, 161, 162 and others).

This summary could oe continued by indicating the papers that show
correlation between the phenomena of immunity and the functions of different
systems and organs and the effects of various drugs., other factors of the
environment and so on, on immunity. But the present chapter aims at solution
of the problem not of the nature of immunity as a biological factor, but of its
alteration by such an environmental factor as ionizing radiation. We are
interested only in the effect of substantial radiation doses which cause
radiation sickness.

At present many reviews on the problems of the pathogenesis of radiation
sickness are publidhed in the native and foreign literature; from these it can
be seen that during this sickness the physiological state of all systems of
the organism changes. Consequently, one may assume a priori, that the state of
natural immunity will also be altered to a large extent. Hover, the published
experimental papers on studies of the immune state following irradiation have a
general shortcomingt absence of a correlated investigation if not at all, then
at least of the more important mechanisms of immunity together with a clinico-
physiological investigation of the pathogenesis of radiation sickness. The

1) I .I-Mechnikov, Iimmnity Problems, Fd. by Ac. of Sc., USSR, 19510
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investigators usually studied some one mechanism of resistance dependent on
the dose and more rarely on the phase of the radiation response. And even if
investigation of sevoral mechanisms "vas carried out, then each study was done
on different groups of animals. Therefore in the present review we are com-
pelled to describe the change in the various mechanisms of nonsusceptibility
individually, and in our conclusions we shall attempt to give the scheme of the
total complex of char& . dependent on the phase of radiation sickness. For the
same reason, we are not ..le to confirm our concept of the causes of the dis-
turbances that occur in the mechanism of nonsusceptibility, by" data based on
facts. We do not know of any papers devoted to experimental clarification of
t•ie effoct of nervous and endocrine regulation, as altered by radiation sick-
noss, on the piooesses of imaunity, disturbances in metabolism, enzyme systems
and o)Wgen saturation of tissues. It is possible to state one's opinions on
these distixrbances as original causes for change in the immunity only on the
basis of a comparative analysis.

Thus, let us proceed to the descriptio.i of the state of various
immunity factors in irradiated animals.

The first barriers which limit the distribution of causes of in-
fectious sicknesses and microbes of the autoflora in the organism are the
mucosae and skin. In a healthy organism they are nonpenetrable for cowmensals
and for a majority of the pathogenic microbes. But various pathologic processes
can change their permeability. Radiation increases the permeability of such
a vitally important barrier, as the mucosa of the gastrointestinal tract to
microbes and toxins which results in the seeding of the organism with conditionally
pathogenic bacteria (192, 67, 158). In irradiated animals even tho permeability
of vascular walls (111, 112, 90 and others) and ophthalmic and cutaneous
barriers (68) has been found to be increased.

Bat the barrier Ifnction of the tegmina of the organism is limited
.not only by the permeability function (or, morn correctly, nonpcrmeability for
bacteria). It is known, that excretions and secretions of skin and macosa may
exert a bactericidal effect.

In the literature accessible to us we failed to find experiments on
bactericidal properties of covers of irradiated animals, except for the in-
vestigations of the authors of this book.

N. N. Klomparskaya has worked *:ut a method for the determination
of the bactericidal properties of skin. It is E, follows: a dilute portion
of the broth culture of coliform bacterium is transferred to skin (shaved or
free of hair cover). Then imprints of skin are trien on glass plates with
Endo medium after different time periods, as for instaice, 12-15-30 and 45
minutes. Colony counts after incubation of the plates at 37 for 24 hours
enables one to evaluate the decrease in the number of living bacteria cbiring
the observation period. By means of this teclhnique N. N. Klemparskaya first
studied the bactericidal activity of the skin of exposed animals (80). The
effect of radiation at a dose of 0O0, 800 and 1100 r on the bactericidal
activity of the skin of the belly and of ears of rabbits was investigated
(126 tests on 17 animals were carried out). Thus, N. N. Klemparskaya has
established, that after irradiation a decrease in the first stage of bactericidal
activity (within 15 min. after smearing) is observed, which is first shown by
the skin of belly (on the 1st or 2nd day), and later by the skin of the
oar (within 3-5 days).

The appearance of a4ilocal leucopenia 7.)' (i.e. decrease in the
number of leucocytes in blood taken from the cutaneous vessels of the belly)
in the presence of a normal or increased number of leucocytes in blood taken Xrom
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the ear, could be observed parallel to the change in tLe bactericidal properties.

Jenerally, in the skin of - ie belly, the depression of bacteriqidal properties

(Fig.- 4) as well as the regional leakopenia were more prominent, which, obviously

coild be attributed to the reflex effect of the injured abdominal organs,
espoeially the intestines.
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Thus, our experimonts allow one to conclude, that during the period
of development of the clinical syndrome of radiation sickness a decrease in
the bactericidal activity of the' skin and especially of the skin of the belly
appears. During the primary reaction to radiation, when stimulation of the
functional activity of the nervous system takes place, an increase in metabolism
and stimulation of the hematopoietic organs are observed; one can detect also
the activation of bactericidal properties of skin. Sometimes, on the days
inmmediately before death activation of the bactericidal properties of the skin
of the animal also takes place, although more frequently there is a' sharp de-

.pression of the bactericidal activity. The climiax of radiation sickness is
characterized by a more or less pronounced depression of the bactericidal
properties of skin towards non-adapted microbes (coliform bacterium). The
results of the studies of the microflora of the skin of dogs exposed to 600 r
(see experiments of 0. G. Alekseyeva in I chapter) indicate a depression of
the bactericidal properties of skin also towards its autoflora.

In the discussions of the bactericidal properties of tegmina it is
proper also to mention the state of the bacteriolytic activity of saliva.
Saliva continuously washes the mucosa of the oral cavity, mouth and tonsils
and thus stimultes the purification of the latter from microbes. Besides
tbe mechanical purification which is brought about not only by the flow of the
liquid, but also by the absorption of bacteria by the epithelial cells and
their phagocytosis by leucocytes,--saliva also possesses bacteriolytic pro-
perties. These properties are characteristic of saliva because of the presence
of the enzyme lysozyme.

In the literature accessible to us we did not find experiments on
the investigation of the lysozyme content in the saliva of aninals with acute
radiation sickness. But a mention is made in the literature of the decrease
in the lysozyme content in tCe tissues of irradiated animals (1.89). This
leads us to assume, that its amount in saliva has altered.

In the determination of the amount of lysozyme in saliva, only the
data of 0. G. Alekseyeva are at our disposal. The saliva was taken from a
fistula of the parotid gland of four dogs with chronic radiation sickness.
Over a period of 6-7 months the dogs received daily (except f% Sundays) with
their food 1 ^ C per 1kg of weight the radioactive isotope Sr"". The experi-
ments are not yet completed, but some preliminary results can be presented.
An inci3ase in the amount of lysozyme (by 1-4 dilutions) within 3-4 months after
the beginning of treatment was observed in two dogs which according to i. N.
Klimova, had the strong type of higher nervous activity. However, within a
month following the end of the treatment a tendency to a decrease in lysozyme
amount was excibited. The results in two dogs with a weak type of higher nervous
activity wore not identicelt parallel to the depression of the reflex activity a
significant decrease in the titres of lysozyme during the entire observation
period took place in one dog. The changes in the second dog occurred corresponding
to the type of changes in dogs with a strong type of higher nervous activity,
except that the activation phase appeared later (within six months following
the beginning of treatment.

Therefore, even during chronic radiation sickness, there is a perverted
production of lysozyme by salivary glands; considering this, there is a foundation
for assuming a disturbance of this process during acute radiation
sickness.

Thus, after irradiation the first barrier--the body skin--becomes
permeable not only for pathogenic, but even for conditionally pathogenic
microbe3. The microbes penetrate into the lymph spaces and can be taken to
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":--ext harrier by the flow of lymph--to the lymph nodes. Bat in radiation
knus, the barrier function of lymph nodes is greatly disturbed. The do-

pression of the barrier functions was proven convincingly by P. N. Kiselev
and co-workers (67, 71) and the experiment of B. 0. Avetikian and A. G.
Artomova (1).

After overcoming the barrier mechanisms, the microbes get into the
blood stream. Here various bacteriostatic and bactericidal substances affect
them and the microbes are subjected to phagocytosis.

A normal serum has the property of destroying some microbes. A
series of authors have indicated the decrease in this capability in irradiated
ani.:ras. Some of them investigated the complement titres, others followed the
bactericidal effect of serum on a suspension of microbes in in vitro tests.
The depression of the capability of the blood serum to destroy microbes took
place not only at lethal radiation doses (76, 280), but also at sublethal ones
(188, 259).

The data in the literature on the time of appearance of this de-
pression are contradictory: some of them show a decrease in the lytic properties
already by 24 hours, others only after 4-5 days following irradiation. But
all authors agree on the restoration of bactericidal properties of blood and
high titres of complement during the reparation period, if the experimental aniral
recovers.

In 1954, a report was published, showing that Pillemer and co-workers
(276, 277) have separated a new serum protein--properdin--, which possesses a
pronounced bactericidal property, and was successfully used by the authors in
the therapy of radiation sickness. Its therapeutic use was based on the data
on the decrease in its quantity in irradiated animals: 25-35 units were found
in normal serum of rats, 4-6 units from the second day following exp-ure to
500 r, and less than a unit (luring the period from the 7th to the 17th day.

In addition, blood contains specific antibodies formed as a result
of active immunization. There is a vast literature on the effect of radiation
on the production of specific antibodies and it has been summarized many times
in reviews (313, 314, 158), to which we refer our readers. But here we shall
only mention, that the production of specific antibodies is significantly in-
hibited during the period of clinically observed acute radiation sickness.

The question arises: what is the mechanism of depression of the
production of normal and specific antibodies in radiation sickness? This
question is complex, and undoubtedly there is no clear answer to it as yet.
Some authors point out the significance of the damage to the organs rich in
lymphoid elements (spleen, appendix), others ascribe significance to the
gratiulocytopenia, the third group blame primarily the disturbances in the
immunochemical properties of serum proteins (245, 313, 128, 314).

As is known, the destruction of microbes in blood may be due not only
to the presence of normal and specific antibodies in serum, but also to the
phagocytic activity of its cells.

Studier of the phagocytic properties of blood leucocytfes in in vitro
tests and more rarely in in vivo tests- with leucocytes in pe;:itoneal exudate
were carried out by many investigators and were started long ago. The majority
of investigators recorded a depression of the phagocytic activity of leucocytes.
Several authors indicated, that this depression is displayed only on the 2nd
through the 7th day following irradiation. The following papers discuss the
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dqp.ossiotl of the phagocytic activity of leucocytes: Schwienhorst (292),
"Zzhonifg (289), Rosselet and Sarian (284), Wilkinson (326), V. V. Domidas (41),
P. N. Kiselev, V. N. Sivertseva and P. A. Buzin (76), Fishman and Shechmeister

(211) and others. In 1956, a paper was published by Donaldson, Marcus, Ko Gui

and Percins (210) who were the first to pay great attention to the second

phaso of phagocytosis--intracellular digestion. They proved, that on the

6th to the TLth day or from the 6th to the 26th day (depending on the radi-

ation dose) of radiation sickness, the intracellular digestion in mice, which

roceived an intraperitoneal injection of fowl erythrocytes following exposure

to 350-450 r, ceased almost completely. The disturbance of the intracellular
digestion was attributed by the authois to a change in phagocytes, not to the

change in antibodies (opsonins). Our inve. tigations also show, that the

phagocytic activity of leucocytes fails to decrease immediately after irradiation.

In their studies of the phagocytic activity of blood neutrophils

toward a living culture of Staph. a1•eus in in vitro tests (0. G. Alekseyeva

and A. A. Kanarevskaya) showed, that within the first day after irradiation of

dogs with a dose of 600 r an activation phase may appear. The authors have

found the activation phase in four out of five dogs. Bat during advanced
radiation sickness (from the 3rd through the 8th-lOth day) all dogs displayed

a phase of depression. In two dogs it was weak and the phagocytic index re-

mained rather high. However, we believe, that the phagocytlc index in irradiated

animals camnot serve as an indicator for the intensity of phagocytic reaction.

Of course, during the climax of radiation sickness, due to the damage to

hematopoietic organs, a significant decrease in the microphage reserve is noted.

Therefore, the intensity of phagocytic reaction should be determined from the

absolute number of phagocytosing leucocytes and phagonytosec cocci in 1 mm3

of blood. The increase in the phagocytic index during the climax of radiation

sickness, which has been observed by many investigators, should be considered

a compensation reaction of the organism. But it cannot be always absolute.

Returning to the investigations of 0. G. Alekseyeva and A. A. Kanarevskaya, one

should point out, that the increase in the phagocytic index in two dogs, in

which this index during the climax of the sickness was rather high, could not

compensate for the decrease in the phagocyte reserve and that the absolute values

were very low: in one dog (Malyshka) it decreased 2-3 times, in another (Starichok)

even 5-60 times in comparison with the initial level.

The depression of the phagocytic activity of biood leucocytes on the

3rd-15th day following exposure to 600 r (i.e. over the climax pericd of radiation

sickness) and a sharper decrease in the absolute values were confirmed by o. G.

Alekseyeva, and by subsequent experiments on 11 dogs. During the terminal period,

phagocytosis practically dropped to zero in both the first experiments as well as

in the second.

It is known, that the phagocytic activity of leucocytes increases

substarntially after a specific immunization. But it never attains such a

level in irradiated, vaccinated animals during the climax of radiation sick-

ness, as compared with nonirradiated, immunized animals. We can rerer to
the investigations of 0. G. Alekseyeva concerning phagocytosis in vivo of
actively immunized animals with regard to diphtheria (5) and typhoid bacilli
(6).

Our investigations (0. G. Alekseyeva, (5)) showed that if the

development of radiation sickness is induced by exposure to a definitely

lethal dose, the depression of phagocytic reaction occurs even in animals

with a species immunity. The experiments were performed on 77 white mice

and 48 rats, which, as is known, possess a species norausceptibility to

diphtheria and respond to the intraperitoneal injeition of diphtheria
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•-'t.ria with an intenq phagocytic reaction. The mice were exposed to an

d."- dose of LD75/lh, I but the rats were exposed to a dose of 3000 r of

from a cobalt source with a strength of 93.5C. The studies of phago-

:Y*o~is after an intraperitoneal infection in mice were carried out on the

5"- day following irradiation, but in rats--on the 2ncd day.

The irradiated animals responded with a significantly less pronounced

._,zal inflammatory cellular reaction, decreased phagocytic activity (2-3 ti.es

!Iader in mice and 18-19 times lower in rats in comparison with nonirradiated

.. ice), and with delayed intracellular digestion by 9-18 hours, which led to an

inte[ne muitiplication of bacteria in the abdominal cavity.

How could the decrease of phagocytic reaction of l'ucocytes after

.rradiation be explained? It is known, that the state of phagocytosis depends

on many factors: on the functional state of the nervous system (134) and endocrine

:.culation, a temperature factor, osmotic pressure, concentration of hydrogen

ions (quoted from Menkin (263)), leucotnxin--a substance which stimulates the

diapedesis of leucocytes--, on the presence of catabolins of nucleoproteids,

histamine, hyaluronidase (257), on the presence of special antibodies

preparing the microbes for phagocytosis (opsoains, tropins, and the active

system of Polla.ck and Victor (279)), and a series of other factors.

Not all by far of the listed factorr." affecting phagocytosis in ir-

radiated animals have been investigated. There are only a few papers in the

literature dedicated to studies of special factors affecting phagocytosis.

Shochmeister and Fishman (298) in tests on rats and rabbits showed, that by

exposing them to a dose of 500 r and higher the migration of leucocytes de-

creases markedly by the 2nd day. Thus, not only is the production of phagocytes

depressed, but also their mobility decreases. Savitskii (286) detected sub-

stances which damaged leucocytes, and which during the first 15 hours following

irradiation increased the adhesive index approximately 5-6 times. In another

paper, Fishman and Shechmeister (214) reported, that extracts of le,-Iocytes

taken on the 3rd day of radiation sickness did not possess bactericidal pro-

perties, which were found by them in leucocytes of nonirradiated animals or in

leucocytes taken within a day after irradiation. One may assume that irradi-

ated animals have antibodies against leucocytes in their serum, similar to those

detected by Finch, Ross and Ebangh (213) in the serum of animals suffering

from various blood diseases. Such an assumption might be based on the fact,
that the antibodies discovered by the authors disturbed the processes of

migration, diapedesis, taxis and digestive capability of leucocytes causing

their lysis, agglutination and vacuolization. Also, the phagocytic reaction

of animals suffering from abnormal blood circulation was changed, similarly
to that in animals suffering from radiation injuries. If the consequences

are similar, then it is very probable, that one of the causes for their

appearance is identical as well. If disturbances in the nervous--endocrine

regulation and metabolism are also considered~then the reason for disturbances

in the phagocytic reaction in radiation sickness becomes clearer.

Thus, the microbes which get into the blood, are dama4 , d to a lesser

degree due to the changed properties of the plasma and blood cells. However,

this question has not been clarified as yet. It is known, that bhe reticule-

endothelial system plays an important role in the struggle of the organism with

microbes.

Is the defensive function still preserved in radiation sickness?

•.) Radiation dose which killed 75a of the animals within 14 days.
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Numerous researchers have tried to solve this problem. They succeeded
in finding that in various animals with acute radiation sickness and in humans
after X-ray therapy, the ingestive capacity of the cells of the reticulo-endo-
thelial system decreases with regard to intravenously introduced dyes (108, 206,
176); it decreases also will respect to different bacteria (315) solutions of
salts labelled with radioactive phosphorus or gold (222, 283, 258), and even
with respect to iron released by hemolyged erythrocytes (143).

However, several authors failed to note any disturbances in the
absorptive function of the reticulo-endothelial system, although they used
radiation doses similar to those of the previous authors (196, 275).

Such a contradiction becomes more understandable if one becomes
familiar with the paper of Gordon, Cooper and Miller (229). These authors in-
jected pneumococcus (type A) into the ear vein of rabbits exposed to 800 r,
and thon counted the number of bacteria in the blood. They succeeded in es-
tablishing, that the rate of blood purification in irradiated animals does not
change much during the first hours. Bacteria vanish from blood, and then appear
again.

These authors conclude that the reticulo-endothelial system is
capable of removing for a prolonged period of time bacteria circulating in the
blood, but it is not capable of retaining and destroying them. It is appropriate
here to mention once more the paper of Donaldson, Marcus, Ko Gui and Perkins
(210) on the decrease in the digestive capacity of phagocytes.

Consequently, one may assume, that even if the absorbing function of
the roticulo-endothelium under certain experimental conditions remained unimpaired,
nevertheless, the captured microbes will not be digested and may give a secondary
bacteriemia. It is understandable, that if a nonliving agent is used to test
for phagocytic activity, then some investigators were not able to note the de-
pression of the defensive role of the reticulo-endothelial system. An incorrect
conclusion could be reached also on the use of germs, if blood was examined only
during the first hours following infection.

The intensity of the absorbing capacity of the reticulo-endothelial
system depends not only on purely biological factors but also on physicochemical
process, on the ability of cells to adsorb the object to be phagocytized. The
investigations of 0. 0. Alekseyeva showed, that this process is impaired in
irradiated animals. The experiments were carried out on rabbits exposed to
800 r. The adsorptive properties of many tissues with respect to a living
culture of Staph. aureus were studied. It was established, that parallel to
the decrease in the a sorptive properties of lymph node tissue and of the
mucosa of the small intestine during the period of primary reaction and the
climax of radiation sickness, the adsorption of microbes by the cells of
liver and kidneys, and by the lOth-14th day also of the spleen, may increase.

But the antimiorobio factors in the internal organs do not limit
themselves to phagocytosis, they can also produce lysozyme, rele'%se bactericidal
substances, and, finally, they possess a special form of iruminity displayed
in their unresponsiveness to the effect of bacterial toxins (the 3rd immunity
factor of Kravchenko and Galanova (89).

How does radiation affect these mechanisms causing norausceptibility
to microbes?

According to Berna&ni (189), the amount of lysozyme in lung and
spleen (only these two organs were investigated) of rats decreases markedly
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.tr irradiation. The author attributes great significance to the direct
.'t of radiation on the enzyme lysozyme. We cannot agree with such a

In 1931 Antonioli (184) reported, that the tissues of guinea pigs

.:x;.osod to 750 r exert a smalle- bactericidal effect on the microbes which
are uncommon in the intestine, than the tissues of nonirradiated guinea pigs.

One of the authors of this book (N. N. Klemparskaya (79)) has studied
;n dcLail the state of bactericidal properties in the organis of irradiated
:1nirals. She studied the bacteriostatic properties of spleen. kidneys, lungs,
liver, duodenum and small intestines (in the latter the cornents and minced
tiszae were studied separately) toward coliform bacteria, Staph. a'reus and
:,utoflora. Organs were taken from rabbits irradiated with doses of 00. 800
and 1100 r, from mice exposed to 750 r, from rats exposed to 600 r and guinea
,igs exposed to 500 r. The tissues of organs of nonirradiated animals possess
-tacteriostatic properties to an insignificant degree. After irradiation,
cz'ecially if exposed to a lethal dose, the bacteriostatic properties are more
pronounced. It was found also that bacteriostatic substances are thermolabile.
7t was noticed, that the increase in bacteriostatic properties of the tissues
and contents of small intestiries was often the most pronounced. The clearest
results were obtained from animals, that died after treatment and not from
sacrificed animals. Thus, in 10 nonirradiated rabbits neither the contents of
the intestine nor its wall possessed the bacteriostatic property, but the wall
of the small intestine of rabbits exposed to 1100 r markedly inhibited the
growth of coliform bacteria in 16 out of 35 cases and the intestinal content
did the same in 26 out of 34 cases. These observations indicated that it is
necessary to determine the time of appearance of these changes, what initiates
them and how they cope with the increased multiplication of bacteria in the
intestine. To solve these problems, special experiments on mice and rabbits
wore carried out, which. resulted in the finding, that bacteriostatic action is
not connected with a direct effect of X-rays, but depends on processes which
develop during the days following irradiation. Irradiation of intestines as
w-ll as other organs causes disturbances in the natural mechanisms concerned
with the depression of multiplication of bacteria, which leads to an increase
in their number. The number of bacteria increases on tegmina as well as in
the body cavities which are in communication with the environment (among them
also tie intestine), from which the microbes penetrate into the internal or-
gans.

With developing radiation sickness, degeneration of cellular elements
in many organs begins. Obviously during this process intracellular bacterio-
static substances are released, which is manifested in in vitro experiments in
the investigations of the tissues of irradiated animals. However, such an
appearance of bacteriostatic substances cannot play a defensive role, because
accumulation and spreading of large numbers of bacteria in the organism occurred
up to this time. Since the largest mass of damaged cells may be found in the
intestine (during the terminal period almost a complete disintegration of the
intestinal epithelium has been observed), the bacteriostatic activity in the
in vitro experiments was displayed mostly in the tissues of this organ.

The investigations of a co-worker in our laboratory, 0. R. Nemirovich-
Dar-chenko, also indicate damage to the normal bacteriostatic properties of the
intestinal excretions, which occurs before the beginning of the mass autolysis
of the epithelium. She has studied the bacteriostatic properties of the feces
of dogs treated with a dose of polonium of a.1 mC/kg. The author foundl, that
the depression of this antdmicrobic factor appears on the au5th day following
injury.
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The change in bactcriostatic properties of feces during radiation
sickness was rovealed by 0. G. Alekseyeva in her teats on chronic poisoning
of dogs with Sr 9 0 . Four dogs received daily, except for Sundays and holidays,
0.02 /AC/kg of radioactive strontium with fooa. From the first through the
llth month (the observation time) a decrease periodically alternating with a
sharp activation in the bacteriostatic properties of feces was observed, and
the abrupt changes in these properties were accompanied by a change in the
bacterial picture of the intestines.

V. V. Vasil'evskaya (113) has discovered the fact that in acute
radiation sickness caused by polonium poisoning, the<- tissue>> immunity is
affe:ted also--the unrespons.iveness of the smooth muscles of the small in-
testin3 disappears.

The preseated facts nake it clear that in radiation sickness, the
environment of microbes in the organism changes significantly. Due to the do-
preasion of natural imxutnity in the irradiated organism, conditions appear which
stimulate the development of infectious complications. How will the affected
organLism react to these germ foci? Does the powerful defensive reaction of the
organism--inflannation-- suffer in this injury too?

In 1934 I. P. Mishchenko (109) in reviewing the experiments of his
co-workers indicated, that irradiation with massive doses stimulates the severity
of inflammation. V. G. Garshin and his co-workors M. M. Bol'shakova, M. A.
Zakhar'evskaya and V. V. Osinskaya (22, 24, 25, 47, 118) over a number of
years have studied the inflammatory response to the injection of sterile dia-
tomaceous earth or turpertine in oil. Basically their work was directed to
clarification of the mechanism of roentgenotherapy of inflammatory processes.
But in order to clarify the effect of massive radiation doses, total-body
irradiation was used in many tests by the authors. It was found by them
that the intensity of formation of the 4- leucocytic embankment >> is
depressed, the formation of granulations decreases and the fibroblasts are
damaged. Later I. M. Neiman and A. Ya. Sinai (115) have established the fact,
that on the 7th-16th day after the creation of a focal inflammation by the
injection of paraffin in mice exposed to 50-200 r, a depression of the histio-
cytic reaction was observed. V. V. Shikhodyrov (178) studied the character
of changes in the inflammatory reaction to the subcutaneous in~ection of
celloidin in rats in relation to radiation dose. He showed not only depression
of the inflammatory reaction, but also the appearance of a.hemorrhagic reaction
following irradiation with median lethal and sublethal doses.

But all the investigators mentioned studied not infectious but
Lseptic inflammation. We are interested in the character of the inflammatory
reaction to the microbic agent. We failed to find such experiments in the
accessible literature. The only exceptions are the investigations of V. F.
Sosova (152).

Our investigations were started in 1951. The focal infection was
induced by the method of intracutaneous injection of 1-day-old suspensions of
different microbes: coliform bacteria and more rarely staphylococcus, B. per-
fringens, streptococcus, pneumococcus and blue-green pus bacteria.

The inflammatory reactions of irradiated animals to the injection of
different microbes, in addition to the individual peculiarities, had common
symptoms which distinguished them from the response oZ nonirradiated animals.
These symptoms were: the appearance of tissue necrosis, hemorrhages in the in-
flammatory focus and generalization of the infection. The changes mentioned
took place during the climax of radiation sickness induced by lethal and sub-
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1,,,tal doses and to varying degrees they wer3 exhibited by various species of

2ab•oratary animals, but rabbits displayed them most clearly (Fig. 5).

i 2" - ;V

. . , , -,

Fig. 5. Cutaneous focus of infedtion of nonirradiated (a) and irradiated (b)

rabbits (1100 r) after 48 hours following infection with coliform bacteria. The
irfection was carried out w 4.thin three days after irradiation.

In case of recovery, the response of the animal returned to normal (Fig. 6).

In order to clarify the reasons for the appearance of a necrotic-
henorrhagic character :.n the inflammation and those for the development of
bactcriemia after a aubcutaneous injection of relatively small doses of
microbes-saprophytes (200 mil. organisms), special experiments were carried
out. In tests using shielding of skin'sections, we have established the
fact that the unusual reaction to the microbe agent depends on the total
effeot of radiation on the organism,

Blood 200 -1100 r

Focus z $ IZ 4 20

Time of infection after irradiation, in days.

Fig. 6. The inflammatory character and bacteriemia of rabbits infected at
different times after irradiation. The upper non-crosshatched semicircles
indicate the absence of bacterlemia; the crosshatched semicircles show the
presence of bacteriemia. The bottom semicircles show the ordinary inflammatory
reaction, the crosshatched--the necrotic--hemorrhagic inflammation.

Great attention was paid to studies of the number of microbes in the focal

infection. These experim3nts were carried out on rabbits exposed to 1100 r,
that received at different times after exposure a subcutaneous injection of
coliform bacteria or Staph. aureus.. Then within 48 hours after infection
the focus was excised and the number of viable bacteria per 1 g of tissue
was determined. Fig. 1 (see 1st Chapter) showed a diagram of the mean values
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reflecting the accumulation of microbes in inflammatory foci at different
periods of radiation sickness. One can see that during the latent period,
the number of microbes in the inflammatory foci of irradiated animals exceeds
that of coiitrol animals only by several multiples of 10. But at the climax of
radiation sickness, the accumulation of bacteria proceeds rapidly, and it ex-
ceeds the corresponding indices in the controL group by several thousand and
hundred thousand times.

In order to determine the time when this change in rea..tivity of
the organism appears, a group of rabbits received an igtracutaneous injectiop
of coliform bacteria in 8 sites simultaneously (7. x 10' living bacteria per dose)
and then within 3, 6, 9, 12 and 48 hours following infection the inflammatory
foci were excised. The data from rabbits that were subjected to experiment
within 17 hours after irradiation did not differ from that of the control
animals. But the data from rabbits infected within 3 days following irradiation,
differ significantly from the controls. (Fig. 7). While the number of germs in
the inflammatory foci of nonirradiated animals gradually decreased, and by L8 hourz
reached a concentration of several thousandths per 1 g of focal tissue, in exposed
rabbits a huge number of microbes, amounting to several times ten or a hundred
million microbes per 1 g of focal tissue on the third day of radiation sick-
ness, was maintained during the eptire experimental period.

°°°I --
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Number of hours after infection.

Fig. 7. Changes in the number of microbes in cutaneous foci within the
first 12 hours following irfection.
1-infection within 17 hours following exposure to 1100 r; 2-infection within
three days following irradiation; 3-control group.

How can the fact be explained that during the climax of radiation
sickness the number of microbes per 1 g at all times after infection remains
within limits, close or almost identical with the injected dose? A decrease
in focal microbes occurs definitely, because bacteritumia develops, but at the
samo time the dimensions of the focus increase (by 48 hours after infection it
amounts to 3.5-6g). Consequently, this can be explained only by the fact
that the injected microbes are not only preserved, but they even multiply in-
tensely.

On the basis of the investigations of the number of microbes-sapro-
phytes in inflammatory foci (V. F. Sosova) and in accordance with a more intense
accumulation of pathogenic microbes in the infection site, which was noted
during the examination of the smears-imprints (0. 0. Alekseyeva, (5 and 6)) or
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: .h ,I,,I.,'.,ruiIu'l . of' fLhop iiumliur of in icrolts (R. V. P],trovo ,oz Chl|t,.&r V,
.,:,p, , : mid alao onri)ji baule of Lho data in the literature (153, 1), one

*-,-.a. .xjur, that the alt' oa inflammatory reaction in radiation sickness do-
.-;..Js rot only on disturbances in the reactivity of the organism, but, un-

.,btodly on the. increase in the dose of the infection agent as well.

The depression of the intensity of immunity of animals during
-. jj.•ntjon sickness results in a decreased resistance to conditionally

Ta-,ho:enic microbes (see the data of Chapter 1) and even more to pathogenic
infectious agents and their toxins. In the mechanism of decrease in resistance
to microb3s, not only are the depression of bactericidal humoral factors and
[-,,:ocytic reaction of importance, but also the significant increase in biological
.'.West of increasing dose of the infectious agont, dae to a more intense ac-
.-;-:,tion of microbes and a change in their biological properties in the

tissues of an irradiated organism.

On closing the brief review of the literature and our own data
or. the studios of the state of different factors of natural immunity wo
-Thirjk it is expedient to give a total summarizing scheme of these changes
in relation to the phase of radiation sickness.

During the period of the primary reaction (i.e. during the first
hours following irradiation) and partly during the latent period (iUe. within
1-2 days after irradiation) the intensity of the majority of immunological
nroces;os either does not change, or even can be activated. It is possible
that some reactions (for instance, the adhesive ability of leucocytes) be-
come disturbed soon after first hours, but this does not lead to a decrease
in immunity, altogether. Nevertheless in animals infected with microbes at
this time, or poisoned with bacterial toxins, the developing infection or intox-
ication may take a more severe course than in nonirradiated anixals. This
is because the infection process is prolonged and covers the following periods
of radiation sickness.

To some degree in the latent period and always during the climax of
the zickness, depression of the natural nonsusceptibility of the organism
to microbes appears, and the intensity of all mechanisms of the immunity de-
creases. Is this decrease uniform? Does the depression of all mechanisms of
immunity take place immediately in an animal? To answer this question, one
should check the intensity of all defense reactions in an animal at one time.
But as we wrote at the beginning of the chapter, the investigators usually
studied individual mechanisms of :Lxr.mun,.ty on different groups of animals. In
evaluating our results we should note ihat the depression of any reaction
ordirarily takes place only in part of the animals. Very rarely a function
proves to be decreased in 100% of the animals investigated and at all times.

This observation indicates, that even at the climax of radiation
sickness the organism maintains some degree of compensating ability. It
should be said that in the case of lethal radiation sickness this compensating
ability can be relative: i.e. an increased intensity of any mechanism of immunity
cannot compensate the lesions in other mechanisms.

However, the presence of compensation reactions deserves attention
and requires study, because understanding of their nature will assist in finding
offective therapeutic methods.

The presence of compensation is confirmed also by our experiments in
studies of the immunological reactivity of dogs exposed to 600 r (0. G. Alek-
soyeva and A. A. Kanarevskaya, 1955).
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The results of investigations of immunobiological reactivity of 3 does
before irradiation and on the 5th day, i.e. at the climax of radiation sickness,

zre presented in Table 5.

At this period all mechanisms of the natural immunity of the dog
Starichok that were investigated proved to be inhibited, and this was accom-
panied also by a change in the cutaneous microflora toward an increase in the
number of bacteria and in the percentage of stocks that breakdcbwn mannite.

On the fifth day following irradiation, in the presence of a sharp
depression of bactericidal properties of skin and some disturbance in the
content of the cutaneous microflora, one could observe in the dog Malyshka a
pronounced activation of the phagocytic reaction. We intend to consider this
activation as the manifestation of compensation. However the compensation was
relative and could not completely stop the decrease in the neutrophil reserve.
In consequence, although the phagocytic index increased ten times, neevertheless
fewer cocci were phagocytized, than before the irradiation.

Table 5

Invest4Igation of several immanological reactions in dogs before irrz.ciation
anm on the fifth day of radiation sickness (radiation dose 600 r).

Starichok Malsshka Damka

Kind of reaction. before a-ter before afer before af '.er
irradiation irradiation irrad atý.on

Bactericidal activity of
skin (% of dead
coliform bacteria
within 15 min. af-
ter placing them
on skin) 89 46 88 5 63 A

Phagocytic reaction
of blood neutrophils
percentage of phag-
ocytosis 14.6 2 10 48 15.,. 9

Phagocytic index. 0.5 0.02 0.5 5.1 0.8:: 1.53
Abs. number of phago-
cytized cocci in
1 rm3 of blood 67 000 700 4 000 2700 3 500

Microflora of skin:
the number of
bacteria per 12 cm2

of skin 164 400 403 510 oL 30
Percentage of stocks
breaking down mannite 7.8 25 1 15 17.3

Phenomena of relative compensation were also observed in the dog
Damka, but they were exhibited in a different manner. Some activation of the
bactericidal properties of skin evidently stimulated a decrease in the number
of bacteria, but did not prevent an increase in the percentage of stocks that
degrade mannite. But the increase in the phagocytic index because of more
efficient capture of cocci by any one phagocytizing neutrophil failed to
compensate the decrease in the phagocytic reserve.
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Thus, the period of the climax of radiation sickness, despite the

.. , that some compensating ability is maintained, is nevertheless charazt-
.: o by a depression of natural immunity. This depression is sharply pronounced

:=.i~ the terminal stage.

If recover:y from rediation sickness occurs, a gradual restoration of

- disturbed mechanisms of rcsistances has been observed; restoration of in-

*..ridual immunity factors usnL ly does not proceed simultaneously. The instability
-...d shift of the phasoe of dopre,,sion and excitement may take place for a pro-

•:,a•d time. It should be noted that the state of immunityduring the remote
aosequences of r.Adiatior. aickziess has not been studied sufficiently as yet.

Since each period of radiation sickness is characterized by a definite

5tate of natural Lmmunity, then, consequently, the immunological technique may

,o applied, for the determination of the reactivity of the exposed organism.

Is it possible to assume, that the changes in immniity in radiation

zickr~oss are specific only for this given-sickness? We have already expressed

"htt idea that the character of these changes is specific for any period of the

•ad.ation process. aat one cannot assume that the changes are specific for

radiation sickness. The mechanisms of natural immunity are themselves non-

specific, and, consequently, changes in them cannot be specific. Depression

of the phagocytic reaction is described in different inflammatory processes

(166), anginas (37), diseases of internal organs (27) and so on. A decreace

I. the titers of lysozyme in saliva has been observed during some local diseases

of the nasopharynx (94),and typhus (107). Depression of the formation of serum

complement has been described daring ciabetes, uremia, thyroidectomy, acute yellow

atro';hy of the liver (quoted from I1), typhus (11), rheumatism of Baillot

(soelling?) (43) and so on. Our own experiments carried out on animals with a

severe form of benzene intoxication (V. F. Sosova, (152)) verify the possibility

of appearance of the characteristic inflammatory reaction during other pathologic

Processes. The necrotic-hemorrhagic reaction to an intracutaneous injection of
microbes might be observed also in rabbits with severe benzene poisoning, and a

huge number of microbes (hundred thousand times more than that of controls)
accumulate in inflammatory foci; generalization of the infection (bacteriemia)

takes place.

Consequently, nothing is knomn of any specific immulhological reactions

in radiation sickness at present, but there is a type of change in the entire

complex of mechanisms of natural immunity, which is characteristic for the

phases of radiation sickness. Only in this sense one may speak of the specificity

of disturbances in irmunological reactivity after irradiation.

I
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Chapter 3

Induced Immunization in Radiation F•ffect.
Effect of Ionizing Radiation on the Development and

Preservation of Active Immunity.

The data on sproadingof the ricrobes of autoflora in the
internal organs of an irradiated organism presented in the preceding
sections, and data on disturbances in many factors of natural immunity,
indicate the importance of the investigation of the peculiarities of
immunobiological reactivity under the influence of ionizing radiation.

The vast use of atomic energy in industry, agriculture and
medicine makes it necessary to study the capacity for development of
full active immunity in organisms, which are being subjected to the
effects of irradiation, because the great significance of the problem
in epidemiologic practice is obvious.

The investigation of the possibility of active immunization in
irradiated animals and humans was carried out by many investigators, and
at present there are many papers published, of which reviews can be
found in the native as well as in the foreign literature (129, 159, 312).

A substantial disturbance of immunogenesis was found, when anti-
Eon was injected in an irradiated organism; preservation of sufficient
i.csistance was established, when irradiated animals were immunized before
•;,-osure.

The inhibiting effect of ionizing radiation on the formation of
nt:rive innunity is ecpressed almost identically after the effect of various
-ý-,:rces of external and internal radiation ('(', p -, and r-radiation).
T.-iere are data (232), that local irradiation, if it is carried out at the
cite of the intracutaneous injection of antigen before the immunization,
also decreases the production of antibodies to a large extent.

However, many questions connected with the investigation of
peculiarities of the active immunization of irradiated organisms, require
further studies.

Thus, for instance, the effect of irradiation on the active

development of resistance in the organism to infection with living germs
has been investigated inadequately. In the majority of papers the changes
in antibody titer, not tests of resistance to infection, are the indicators
of immunological reactivity. Although the formation of antibodies indicates
the reaction of the organism after the injection of antigen, all the same,
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w. was established by I. I. Mechnikov (106), N. F. Oamalei (21) and
,...r �authors (45, 131, 614), that their number does not allow one to estimate

j-ttual nonsusceptibility of a vaccinated organism to viruses, which is
.:-trained by a multiple complex of cellular and humoral defensive factors.

3- ks nown, for instance, that the highly effective protective antigens
,. , Siberian plague microbes do not initiate the appearance of antibodies
.' all.

Likewise, there is no relation between antioodies and the tissue
..- ,nity described by A. T. Kravchenko and N. V. Qalanova (89)."

One my expect a more precise evaluation of the state of the active
, scnses of an organism against the infectious agent in vitro from the
c:ocytotic reaction, which directly demonstrates damage to the micro-
Jr:-lisdML. The data presented above indicate not only a significant lesion

:,f tbis important natural defense factor after exposure, but it also shows k

*:,-.rossion of the specific activation of this process due to the effect of
L-:...nization.

However, investigation of individual facrors in the effect of the
orpanism on microbes in vitro cannot, of course, replace evaluation of the
: tability of the entire organism, which becomes possible only in experiments
it; which the infection is carried out with living germs. It is of interest,
that there are data already on the non-correspondence between a low-order
stability of irradiated animals to test by infection and the presence of
significant numbers of antibodies (64, 65).

Unfortunately, there are only a few authors in radiobiology who
use the method of infection with living pathogenic microbes in order to
determine the degree of immunity (5, 6, 23s, 165), and, therefore, further
studies of this problem on experimental models of different infections are
of great theoretical and practical value,

The role of individual organs and systems in the development of
active immunity is another question important for the understanding of the
peculiarities of immsunogenesis in irradiated organisms and many features of
the pathogenesis of radiation injuries.

There are a few investigations in this region, and they consisted
basically of protection from a direct effect of radiation on the spleen or
aonendix, which led to an increased survival of animals and improvement of
imr, unogenesis (295).

iý; mpinz'u or t-nnlhn :,involvIrn OhR tr1nnr•r of oani.ul from Pn nr•rKism
pI,1 d. j'.inili ,l ull bI~jl, bie, •tZ •, 1 Simi 111 C3 l t, to Ii, I. olh W ua ,Ili, 1i31,.)4isI,a.11 ),E

iuWaInization, efforts were made to establish the important role of other
tiz:ae elements.

aor•tat rol. of lymph nodes in antibody formation. The transfer of regional
lymph nodes from an immunized animal (taken within three days following the
injection o,' antigen) into an irradiated rabbit enabled one to obtain anti-'
body titers that were much higher than those in control animals which were
only irradiated. If the rabbits was irradiated not before but after the
transplantation of the glands, then the production of antibodies decreased
to a large extent.

I::teresting data are reported by Jaroslow and Taliaferro (244).
Adding of extracts or crushed suspension of tissues (spleen, yeast, epithel-
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ioma, but not those of kidneys or muscles).allows one to attain antibody
formation in irradiated animals, although more slowly and to a lesser degree
than in nonirradiated rabbits. Separate injections of the suspensions of
tissues and antigens were ineffective.

Similar data on the increased antigenic effect of dysenteric
bacteria in irradiated rabbits, by adding a suspension of washed cells of
the spleen or lymph nodes of a rabbit to them with contact in vitro at
370 during 30 minutes, are reported by Harris T, Harris S. and Farber (239).

It should be noted, that the stimulation of the antigen effect
is attained by means of homologous, not heterologous tissue, which is a weak
stimulant of the organism. This fact indicates the necessity of careful
studies of the response of an irradiated organism to homologous tissue
components.

Little is known about the sensitivity of different sta~es of the
process of immunogenesis to the effect of radiation and about the substance
of this effect. It is not known what is more damaged--the process of
acceptance of an antigen stimulation or the following response to it. It
is completely unknown, which phases of this response are the most sensitive
and so on.

It is known only, that irradiation during the period of the first
2-3 days after the injection of antigen leads to a significant decrease in
irmunogenesis. This fact, which is recorded in the papers of different
authors (209, 312, 159), requires study, in order to understand the nature
of the effect of radiation on the immunological reactivity of the organism.

The problem of the importance of the site of injection of the
antigen in increasing the efficiency of immunization after irradiation has
not been clarified as yet.

We do not know of any papers in this direction, either native or
foreign, although in the region of the general immunology numerous data are
accumulated, which indicate the important role of a coreect selection of
route and site of injection of antigen in order to attain an intense immunity
(36, 44, 8 4 and others).

There is an almost complete lack of experiments on postvaccinal
reactions in irradiated organisms and on the investigation of the possibility
of revaccination after irradiation in the presence of the basic impunity
produced before irradiation. And finally, very little is known on the
problem to what extent the changes in immunological reactivity observed
during radiation sickness are specific, that is, for the effect of ionizing
radiation.

In our investigations of the effect of radiation on the development
o. active immunity in animals we used evaluation of the degree of non-

susceptibility by means of infection of the vaccinated animals with a lethal
dose of the culture of a living microbe. Antityphoid immunization, with

* the testing of intensity of impunity by means of an intraperitoneal injection
of a suspension of a daily agar culture of typhoid bacteria, was used as an
experimental model for the investigation of this problem.

Although under natural conditions white mice do not have typhoid,
their infection with this microbe causes distinctly pronounced phenomena of
toxicoinfection with spreading of the injected bacteria in the internal or-
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.;:• and their constant presence in blood; therefore this model, as it is
. is -widely used in laboratories for the investigation of many problems

con.ected with studies of the efficiency of active immunization. One thous-
.. six hundred twenty-one mice weighing 18-20g were used in these experi-

-. nts. The vaccinated and control animals were maintained in jars in groups
Of 6-10 and they obtained ordinary food (milk, oats, broad).

More frequently the injection of 1 Dcl (100% lethal dose-LD100)
(jonotines 2 Dcl) of microbes was used for infection of mice. We did not
usc a larger quantity of Dcl, because such an increase is connected with
z• in.crease in the number of the injected microbe bodies, i.e. with the
i.crcase in the dose of the injected endotoxin, which leads not to the do-
:c.lonment of toxicoinfection, but to the loss of the animals from intoxication.
(For instance, according to the Reed and Mench method, which is used by
-anry authors, the number of the injected Dcl amounts to eight, but the re-
-zlts are computed totally from the death rate from one to eight Dc!). The
×xisting methods of antityphoid immunization create basically antiinfectious

ir.-jnity (it is known, that the attaining of an antiendotoxic immunity pre-
sents temporarily great difficulties), and the testing of its intensity by
means of an acute poisoning with endotoxin scarcely could bp correct. After
the injection of 1 Dcl of typhoid bacteria the mice were observed over a
priod of three days, because those which survived this time usually lived
further. Typhoid monovaccine, heated at 56° during an hour, taken from stock
,!o hhh6, which was used also for the infection of mice in order to check the
officiency of the vaccination, in our experiments was used as the inoculative
preparation. One absolute lethal intraperitoneal dose of this culture, in-
jected in a volume of 0.5 ml of the physiologic saline solution, amounted
to 125 mil. of microbe bodies of a daily agar culture.

In part of our experiments tetravaccine prepared in the Gamaleya
Central Institute of Experimental Medicine was used as the antigen.

Injection of Leo mil. microbe bodies of the vaccine in a volume

of 0.5 ml of physiologic saline solution was used for a single intraperitoneal
immunization, but in subcutaneous inoculations the injection of 200 mil. for
rei.mmunizations and 4O00 mil. for a single one were used. We have tested
chiefly the effect of a single injection of antigen in the indicated doses,
by which, using intraperitoneal inoculation, sufficiently intense immunity
could be attained to provide resistance to 1-2 Dcl of microbes, within 7-10
days. Frequent immunization under conditions of alternating reactivity of
the irradiated organism is inconvenient, because its completion as well as
the data of the efficiency tests extend widely beyond the limits of the
period of radiation sickness and do not allow estimates of the intensity of
immunity at different stages. It is known that a single immunization is used
in general immunobiology in order to attain the most correct evaluation of
the quality of the vaccine (102). A single injection of antigen enables one
to determine the difference in the development of active immunity in control
and 4rradiated animals even during the course of radiation sickness.

To investigate the effect of radiation on the maintenance of ex-
isting active immunity and to determine the efficiency of inoculations af-
ter irradiation, the immunization and irradiation was carried out in differ-
ent combinations (Table 6) and at different periods of radiation sickness.

Testing of intensity of immauity by means of infection was
carried out within seven days following immunization, i.e. after the shortest
time period in which the presence of immunity would be estimated during the
radiation sickness, which took place at this time. In order to study the
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significance of the site of application of antigen, the immunization was
achieved by different methods of injection of the inoculative substance. The
subcutaneous method, which is widely used in the inoculation practice, int.-a-
poritoneal method, used in the majority of experimental works, and cutaneou3
vaccination according to the technique worked out by us (50 mg of ,ried,
pI powdered vaccine was transferred to a scarified skin; the skin injury was
achieved by moans of emery paper ) were tested, taking into account the results
of a series of authors on the high efficiency of intracutaneous and cutaneous
inoculating methods (8, 52, 83) (the experiments of N. N. Klemoarskaya).
The radiation effect was achieved by a total-body X-irradiation with tho
apparatus RUM: voltage 180 kV, current 15 mA, distance 50 cm, dose rate 18-24
r/min; filters 0.5 mm Cu•-il mm Al, the tota) drke 300 r (in part of test-.
the dose was 100-200 r). In one series of tests the irradi.tion of mice
was carried out with a dose of 367r of r -rays from a cooalt source with
an activity of 234 C at a distance of 35 cm.

This one series deals with 'he studies of radiation effect on a
formed, active immunity attained as a result of an intraperitoneal ir.jection
of vaccine 21 days before irradiation (the tests of R. V. retrov).

J10% 0

Fig. 8. Effect of radiation on the intensity of active immunityto the
causative agent of typhoid in white mice.

B31.- vaccination and infection with 1 Dlm(minimal lethal dose);
B031 

- vaccination, irradiation and infection with 1 Dlm;
B32 - vaccination and infection with 2 Dlm;
BQ3 2 

- vaccination, irradiation and infection with 2 Dim.

As Fig. 8 shows, irradiation failed to lead to a complete disappearance
of immunity, but caused a significant decrease (the survival rate of irradiated
animals was 32% in comparison with 80% in control mice). This decrease was
especially sharply pronounced after infection with 2 Dcl; there were no sur-
vivors in the group of irradiated animals.

Analogous data were obtained (N. N. Klemparskaya) also in the

X-irradiation of immunized animals.

Tabls 6 (See following page).

The survival rate of mice that recieved subcutaneous injection of
the vaccine after their infection with 1 Dcl, was 51.3%, but that of animals
irradiated after vaccination was found when tested on the second week of
radiation sickness to be equal to 33.3%.
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A greater depression of iaoiunogenesis was observed if the ino-
culations were carried out after X-irradiatLon. The stage of sickness de-
pended on radiation dose and period of radiation sickness.

Control Control Control

Joert

772 100r

07,7 40,

1 V1•O 'Al

First week Second week Within 30 days.

Fig. 9. Immunization efficiency in mice at different periods after irradiation
with a dose of 100-300 r (the percentage of survival is given). Intraperitoneal
vaccination was carried out.

Fig. 9 shows a significant decrease in the immunization efficiency
at a definite period after irradiation and intraperitoneal injection of anti-
gen. Ond can see, that this decrease is especially pronounced in immunization
in the second week, i.e. during the peak of radiation sickness. The capacity
to develop active immunity is restored within 30 dayd following radiation.
The higher the radiation dose, the slower the restoration.

The total data of the experiments on efficiency of irmnization
by different methods at different periods after irradiation are presented,
as mentioned before, in Table 6. Two common mechanisms, confirmed at pre-
sent, by numerous papers published should be mentioned: thu active 1n-
nunity formed up to the moment of irradiation is also maintained after it,
decreasing ma•rkedly during the course of radiation sickness. But if the
inoculation is carried out on irradiated animals, then the development of
nonsusceptibility to infection with living microorganisms is highly de-

pressed. Simultaneously with the present investigations, studios of active
immunity on the typhoid infection model were carried out by M. A. Tumanian
and A. V. Izvekova (165), who used infection with 1-8 Dcl according to the
Reed and Mench method. It is of interest, that depression of. irrinogenesis
is manifested differently if antigen is injected in different regions of
the body. Immunization by means of intraperitoneal injection of vaccine
in the experiments of N. N. Klemparskaya gave rather intense inmmnity on
the first week following inoculation and on the first day after irradiation
(the survival rate after the injection of I Dcl was 70-72%).

This method allows one to immunize animals at the time of the so-
called radiosensitive phase (lst-2nd day). Sach a fact has great value not
in revealing the presence of anyspecial sensitivity in a certain phase of
immunogenesis in general, but in showing how important are studies of the
conditions for reception of antigen.

As the presented data show, the, lower the radiation dose, the
more rapidly occurs the restoration of immunobiological reactivity in mice
after a month following irradiation (100-300 r). Thus, for instance, intra-
peritoneal immunization on the 3rd-hth week after exposure to 300 r resulted
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-L.-viva rato of 56%, bot the inoculations of animals exposod to a dooe
|. r gave a survival rate of 90%.

Thus, the capacity of the irradiated organism to develop active

-. ;:.iy. depends on the radiation dose, on the period of radiation sickness,
.:. relationship between the time of immunization, radiation effect, and

.itoe of antigen injection. Obviously the intensity of immnlity produced
f:or irradiation as well as that attained by waans of inoculation of the

..-r:.diatod organism w.ll the lowest at the period of the pronounced clinical
-..*:.:ro.%o cf radiation sickness.

Moreover, immunization at this time is dangerous and contraindicated,

-ýLuze it may cause serious harm. Unfortunatell, this problem, although it

*... a great practical value, is not clarifiid by the data in the literature.

Sheihmeister, Bond and Swift (294) have described an increase in

-In nuMber of cases of bacteriemia in mice irradiated and vaccinated with
,:.Mlod culture of plague bacteria as compared with that of animals irradiated
only.

Some experimental data df X. N. Klemparskaya are given below, which
:•rc illustrated, in Fig. 10 and Table 7. Judging by the number of mice that
cied from immunization alone, it may be concluded that the irradiated organism
.cones extremely sensitive to the toxic effect of the vaccine. Thus, for

inztance, if a single injection of typhoid monovaccine, prepared by the author,
c•soed death to 5-7% of the animals thatiire healthy before inoculation, then
the percentage mortality of animals on the first week of radiation sickness
.ncroased to 10.6, and on the second week to 83.4%. These data indicate the

necessity of paying great attention to studies of reactivity to vaccination in

irradiated organisms, in order to obtain certain values and contraindications
for attaining acti-,e immunization of the organisms, which had, at ary stage,
contact with ionizing radiation.

It is well known, that the reaction of the organism to the injection
of antigens can alter markedly dependent on the p-esence of preliminary con-
tract with the same antigen. Despite the absence of cata on the nature of
this phenomenon at present, preliminary immunization is widely used in
imanological practice in order to attain a higher vaccination efficiency.

2nd 1-2
week we eks
83.4 4-4 81.8

weeks
57.3

2nd
ist 1st week
week week 22.7l0.67. 5P

A single intra- Subcutaneous Cutaneous
peritoneal injection injection, injection

3 times

Fig. 10. Percentage mortality of mice after inoculations at different periods
of radiation sickness using different methods for the injection of typhoid
vaccine.
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There are only a few data in the radiobiological literature on the
efficiency of revaccination of irradiated organisms, and at the period of
the porformanco of this experiment (1955) these data referred only to the
studios of the production of antibociies.

I. A. Pigalev (129) in his laboratory has obtained data which in-
dicate the absence of production of immune bodies after revaccination1 with
diphtheria anatoxin in rabbits, that receiWed an injection of LD50/6o of
polonium.

A. F. Kosov (87), on the contrary, observed a sound formation of
agelutinins in iabbits that received a revaccination with living tularemia
bacteria at 6-7 months following their exposure to 800 r. Such a difference
may be explained by differernes in the nature of the effect as well as by
differences in the periods chosen by the authors for the determination of
antibody titers.

Table 7

Reactivity of mice to uifferent vaccination methods before and after irradiation
Vaccination Before and after Day of zadi- Death rate of animals after

method exposure to 300r; ation sick- inoculations.
the number of ness on which Total number Number Death
oculations inoculated, of mice of rate,

__deaths %l

Subcutaneous Before irradi- 19--- 14 30 15.14
injection, ation I

3 times After irradiation From the Ist

through the 55 b5 81.8
15th day.

Before irradiation:
single injection --- 106 27 25.4
three times --- 35 21 60.0

Intraperitoneal total by the two 141 48 34.0
injection methods

After irradiation First day 93 10 10.6
(single) Second week 85 71 83.4

Third-fourth
week 87 50 57.3

Before irradiaticn --- 23 2 11.7
Cutaneous After irradiation First through

third day 63 5 7.5

__Second week 22 5 22.7

Cnly Irr a d i a t.e d (300 r) 65 5 7.

Dose of polonium whose injection caused death to 50% of animals over the
period of 60 days.
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In the experiments presented here, primary immunization as well as
..;:,:.,tion were carried out after irradiation. Reaction of the irradiated
-j..zn and efficiency of revaccination, if a preparatory injection of anti-

S',.'fora radiation were used which, as was indicated, significantly in-
,• the efficiency of subsequent inoculations,--still remained in the dark.

In our opinion, such a possibility of increase in efficiency of
-. :.z•tion has to be tested in radiobiological experiments. To clarify the

.-n of a possible increase in efficiency of antityphoid immunization of

.•-±td anirrals by means of a preliminary immunization before exposure, three
• of experiments were carried out by N. N. Klemparskaya; the results are

-td in Tables 8, 9 and 10.

in the first series of experiments (Table 8), the efficiency of
-. 1cinLation after irradiation, by different methods at various periods during

. o sickness was determined. The data obtained were compared with the

:r•.Aits of single immunization of irradiated animals, which were obtained

7,re(i0oualy and presented in Table 6. If the survival rate of irradiated mice that

r:ceivod an intraperitoneal inoculation, on the second week of radiation sickness

;.-viously was 24.2%, then in the experiment in which such an inoculation wan re-

i-ccination, the survival rate increased to 62.4%. In this series there was no

i-1ualtaneous immunization of irradiated mice without a preliminary preparation by

*nJccting antigen, therefore in the following experiments the efficiency of immini-

zation of nonirradiated (vaccinated and revaccinated) mice and that of similar
-oups of irradiated animals were investigated simultaneously. The experimental

r .-3ults are presented in Tables 9 and 10 according to two different methods of im-
-unization.

Comparison of the survival rates of vaccinated and revaccinated
irradiated mice shows a remarkable increase in the efficiency of immunization
in thi presence of a preliminary (before exposure) contact with antigen.

Thus, for instance, revaccination increases the survival rate of mice
inozulatod and infected after exposure: using the intraperitoneal method it ill-
creases from 38.8 to 81.8%, and using the subcutaneous injection it increases
from 35.4 to 82.2%.

It is important to take into consideration that after revaccination,
the toxic effect of the vaccine on the organism and the number of animals
whose death was caused by revaccination (before infection) decreases.

The data obtained indicate the direction of further investigations
with regard to the possibilities of effective immunization of irradiated organ-
isms. Different antigens in different schedules of primary and secondary im-
.-unization have to be tested, and investigation of the characteristics of this
phenomenon must be carried out in order to understand its nature.

What is the factor on which this favorable effect of preliminary con-
tact of organism with antigen before irradiation depends, which secures the
suc'cess of the subsequent immunization?

Two important factors have to be considered here. One of them was
well known to immunologists previously, but the other one (although individual
facts were reported in different papers) drew our attention only during the
performance of the present experiments.

An increased sensitivity of the organism to the perception of antigen
stimulation and an increased intensity of the response after a preliminary contact
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o" tigon is the first factor. There are data in the published literature
.. ,, .•termination of the optimal conditions under which such a repeated

- ,it4O"j could be used (the duration of the intervals, doses of antigen and
are utudied) (51, 169, 100). The possibility of practical use of

:.:ir..tion in order to attain a complete, active immunity to different in-
,..' ~diseases has been established.

It may be assumod that the increased sensitivity to the given
:..;(, in animals vaccinated preliminarily is maintained and that the re-
.. i::ation carried out on exposed animals proves to be more effective.

Table 9

..-fcioncy of vaccination and revaccination of irradiated and control mice thatreceived an intraperitoneal inoculation of 1 Dcl.
o Oroup No of Infection of mice exposed to a 300 r dose within

-;.-znization of exper- 2-3 weeks 4-6 weeks
mice iment totai Number .,rviv- total I'umber survival

number of al rate number of rate in
.. of mice deaths in % of mice deaths

-.imvaccinationl) Irrad- . 10 5 12 3
iatod 2 12 2 10 1

3 10 1 5 0
4 12 0 8 1

Tot 1 ......
44 8 81.8 35 5 85.7

Control
(nonir- 1 10 0 13 2
rad.) *2 6 0 5 0

3 10 0. 6 0
4 10 0 8 0

T o t a l ..... 36 0 100 32 2 93.1

Primary
immunization Irrad. 1 10 4 10 3

iated 2 8 6 8 2
' 3 10 6 6 1

4 8 6 8 1
Tota .. 0

36 22 38.8 32 7 78.1

Control
(nonir- 1 10 0 12 0

rad.) 2 8 0 7 0
3 12 0 6 0

S10 0 5 o
T o t ..... E 00 10 .30 0o0

1 The primary vaccination was carried out 15-20 days before irradiation.

However, in addition to this circumstance, other phenomena which we
discovered only during the observation of vaccinated and irradiated animals,
have to be considered as well.
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II

C. iI. Appearance of mice exposed to hOe r on the 12th day of radiation

nee mouse to the right was imnunized with typhoid vaccine r-ro weeks before

irradiation; the mouse to the left was not subjected to imaLnization.

"Me mean to nonspecific favorable effect of the injection of the

.:;tances of the vaccine and that of inflammation caused by it, on the course
f radiation sickness.

The papers of I. A. Pigalev and his co-workers contain a note that

.. n2r-als that received injections of radioactive substances, or in which
z.:,ic inflammatory foci (176) were created, or that were subjected to active
i.:::'%ization with typhoid vaccine and tetanus toxoid,. the survivalrate
increaseCs.

Our attention was drawn by the groat difference between the general
condition of mice that were vaccinated before irradiation in order to prevent
an attack of typhoid, and mice which did not get such an immunization (the
ýx-)riments of N. N. Klemparskaya). Fig. Ul snows two mice exposed to an
icontical dose (4OO r). The picture was taken on the 12th day of radiation
sicknoss. To the left is the control mouse; she is sluggish, sick, with
r• •led hair; she failed to rcueive the preliminary immunization. To the

right is the mouse that before irradiation was inoculated once with typhoid
Dactcria; her appearance is comparable to that of healthy mice.

N. N. Klemparskaya set up experiments in order to study the effect
of active Lmmunization on the course of radiation sickness. Observation was
ma•de of the changes in weight and in neath rate of mice, that received the

vaccine 1l, 7 and 3 days before irradiation and of those with no such preparation.
1hree hundred forty-nine mice weighing 18-20g were taken for the experiment.
The nocuilated and control animals were exposed simultaneously to a dose Qf
L00-460r under the conditions described above.

A great difference in weight change of tuie mice i ulhted re-

liminarily and the noninoculated mice, that were irradiateu TheOt#ee'weight

of .ico irradic.ted only dropped contiruously, an increase was observed in the
4inoculated. The animals grow, appeared healthy and had good appetites. Their

dei;h rate was 5-12 times lower than that of mice which failed to receive a

-reliminary inoculation.

These facts deserve close attention and investiration, because they.

indicate an additional important effect of active imnanization (in addition to

protection against the infection), which can be very useful for persons working
under the :onditions of radiation exposure. The observations presented agree
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well with the data of other co-workers of our laboratory. Thus, V. F. Sosova
in her experiments with rabbits has found that a fourfold intraveneous injection
of the vaccine of coliform bacteria, paratyphoid Brod and Flexner dysenteria rod
before the exposure to 800 r doubles the survival rate of the animals, retards
the development of leukopenia and accelerates the restoration of leucocytes. On
the contrary, the injection of the same vaccines after irradiation led to a severe
geaeral reaction and deterioration in the condition of the raobits. 0. R.
INemirovich-Danchenko has observed the favorable influence of a preliminary im-
munization on mi.ce that received polonium at a dose of 0.1 mO/kg. A decrease
in the body weight of injected anima&2 by 10% was observed, and, all of them
died by the 17th day (their mean life span was 14 cays), out mice that also re-
ceived tetravaccine once or twice lived till the 37th day (average 24 days),
did not lose weight, and even increased it by 6-7%. 0. M. L'vitsyna reports
an increase in the survival rate of guinea pigs exposed to a 200 r X-ray dose,
and inoculated with the BTsZh intracutaneously two weeks before irradiation.
Eleven out of 12 inoculated guinea pig3 survived, while in the noninoculated
group only two out of nine pigs survived. All these data are consistent with
the facts presented in the paper of D. ,'. Kaulen (64). The author has observed
a lower death rate in guinea pigs that received diphtheria anatoxin and were
exposed to 350 r.

Consequently, investigation of active immunization in exposed organisms
provides data not only for practical conclusions on the increase in its
efficiency In order to protect the body from infectious diseases, but also assists
in interpreting the pathogenesis of radiation sickness and dlsturbances in the
reactivity of the organism characteristic of the sickness.

A theoretical investigation of the causes of such a favorable effect
of active immunization on the course of radiation sickness is of interest too.
One could assume that immunization and radiation affect the same physiological
systems of the organism, and if the stimulation from the antigens has been per-
ceived then, obviously, these systems become refractory and do not react to the
effect of radiation. Such facts are described in immunology (50, 223 and others)
with reference to a reciprocal effect of two injectea antigens. This assumption
explains another phenomenon too, namely, the disturbance I-a immunogenesis in
cases, in which the exposure precedes immunization, which under such conditions
becomes ineffective.

Thus, we have obtained data (by using living bacteria injections for
the evaluation of the intensity of immunity), which indicate the importance cf
many conditions for the efficiency of immunization: relationships between the
times of irradiation and inmunization, the radiation dose and the period of
radiation sickness. We consider, that special attention has to be paid to
further study of the dependence of the efficiernc of immunization on the selection
of the site of injection of the antigen. The fact of a significant increase in
the toxic effect of the inoculation substance after exposure requires attention
as well.

Despite a significant depression of immunogenesis after irradiation,
a rather intense immanity was successfully attained. At the same time the
harmful effect of radiation was decreased by means of a preliminary contact
of the organism with the antigen before irradiation.

Consequently, a definite course for further experimental investigations
has been set. These studies must find effective and practically accessible
ncthods which would help to increase the immunobiological reactivity of the
:rradiated organism.
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On closing we must discuss the question of the specificity of the
-.: in immunobiological reactivity with respect to the affect of ionizing

ýLj on.

It is well known that anything that depresses the vital activity of
"Q -no or-anism, such as starving, overheating or cooling, exhaustion, traumas,

:.-oxication, infectious diseases, or tumors, decrease the ability of the
to develop active immunity. The effect of definite radiation doses is

:.,:..rable to the same depressing factors.

A general impression forms that there is no particular specifity in
'v: character of the effect of radiation on immunogenesis. However, with a

- •r careful examination of this question several peculiarities can be found,
-v.r:acteristic of the effect of radiation.

The damaging effect of radiation on inmunogenesis is intensely pro-
:.unced and follows the irradiation directly, even when the general condition of
--.o organism remains good. This disturbance in the capacity for active im-
-:.nization, which appears early, evidently, is connected with an impediment in

c-o perception of antigen stimulation.

In the reactions to all the other factors listed above, the dis-
-urbance in immunogenesis is the consequence of the development of a severe
crndition in the organism, i.e. it is because of the disturbance in the
,orsible reaction to the antigenic stimulation. Depression of immunogenesis

in this case appears not from the beginning of the reaction to any of these
fa-.tors, but when serious pathologic changes develop in the organism. Con-
seiuontly, the effect of radiation on immunogenesis may be specific not with
respect to the end result, but with respect to its effect on a definite stage
of immunogenesis and the character of this effect.

Thus, studies of radiatlin effect on active immunity may assist a
deeper understanding of the stages of immunogenesis.

Further investigations in this region have to assist in obtaining

new theoretical information and working out of practical measures for increasing
the quality of active Limnization in organisms subjected to the effects of
ionizing radiation.

State of Passive Immunity in Irradiated Animals.

As seen from the above discussion, studies with respect to the effect
of radiation on active immunity were begun a long time ago. Bat the state of
passive immunity under the conditions of irradiation was neglected. The re-
searchers ignored this question completely, unjustly. Meanwhile the vast use
of the serotherapy and seroprophylaxis in the practical activities of the
sanitation officers does not allow one to leave it unsolved.

The first report that we found in the literature accessible to us
concerning the affect of radiation on passive immunity, goes back to 1944.
These are the experiments of Naiman (271), which indicated, that if rats are
infected with trypanosomes together with the injection of a specific serum
within an hour following their exposure to 300-500 r, the efficiency fails to
change. The author explains the almost complete absence of radiation effects
on serotherapy by the faut that during this period (primary reaction) the
""macrophage system of animals has not yet changed, and it participates in the
defense of tha organism.
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It the research work is presented in chronological sequence, then tho
experiments of one of the authors of this book (0. 0. Alekseyeva) have to be
mentioned. The experiments were started in 1948.

At the beginning of the experiments of 0. 0. Alekseyeva (5) only the
investigations of Naiman were published. During the experimentation time two
more papers appeared.

The investigations of Adler and Shechmeister (182) showed that after
intraperitoneal injection of the toxin of the causative agent of gas gangrene
(Clostridium seoticum) on the 7th day following total body exposure to a 350 r
dose, the I105 decreased twofold as compared with the nonirradiatod animals.
Thus, the LDS of nonirradiated mice was equal to 0.15 ml of the toxin, but was
only 0.07 ml 5in irradiated.mice. Based on these data the authors assumed, that
for protecting against a dose with a greater toxic effect more antitoxic serum
is required. The experiments confirmed this assumption. Thp PD50 (prophylactic
dose) of serum for nonirradiated mice amounted to 5.71 x 10- ml., but it in-
creased to 1.97 x 10-3 ml. for irradiated mice.

The authors of the second paper Hale and Stoner (234) continued the
investigations of the effect of radiation on the preventive effect of anti-
toxic serum after the animals were poisoned with toxins. They observed a de-
pressing effect of radiation, at a dose of 750 r of Y -rays of a cobalt source,
on the preventive properties of the antitetanus serum in mice poisoned by the
toxin.

The other part of investigations of these authors are of great interest
to us. These are the data with respect to a complete depression of the protective
effect of serum in mice infected with pneumococci (type III) three days before
the exposure to a dose of 625 r. First, these investigations indicate that the
passive immunity created earlier, might become depressed under the effect of
radiation. Second, the conditions of the experiment are more natural, because
infection with a culture, not poisoning with a toxin, is used.

These two concepts are the basis of our own investigations (0. G.
Alekseyeva, (5)).

1. To test the intensity of antidiphteria immunity, even in cases in
which antitoxin serums are used, the infection must be done with a living culture,
not by poisoning with exotoxin. The method of experimental infection of animals
with microbes monopathogenic for humans is rather artificial and there is no
reason to complicate the conditions by a more unnatural effect: by a single in-
jection of a large dose of toxin. Besides there is a vast literature indicating
that immunity to diphtheria depends not only on the presence of antitoxins, but
also on antibacterial factors of defense.

2. The reaction of antitoxic serums does not limit itself to the
creation of an antitoxic immunity, but it depends much on the condition of the
antibacterial defense mechanisms of the organism and assists their stimalation.

In the first series of experiments we investigated the possibility
of creating passive immunity during the period of development of the clinical
syndrome of r diation injury. Guinea pigs were exposed to X-irradiation at an
ID dose 1 ), on the 4th-6th day they received the injection of 5000 AE anti-
diphT -Pia serum and sim3ultaneously or after 1-1i hours they were infected sub-

SRadiation dose which caused death of 50% of animals during 30 days.
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In seven out of twelve control (nonirradiated).animals local purulent
: -. tor reactions developed, but they recovered by the end of the observation

A (one month). The remaining five animals endured the infection with no
-:.;.'.al phenomena. Two out of seven experimental guinea pigs (irradiated) died

•. z.-ptoms of a developing diphtheria infection, four were sick and recovered
: •-iy one guinea pig failed to display any pathologic symptoms. To clarify

:.. •,nificance of some antibacterial mechanisms in the depression of passive
:.._it y observed in irradiated animals, tests were made which aimed at studies

.- intensity of the ph.Agocytic in vivo reaction and the course of the in-
,;-.-atory reaction to intracutaneous infection with the culture.

The study of phagocytosis was carried out on irradiated guinea pigs
-:.- were passively i~mmunizod according to the same scheme by means of an intra-
;,.'tonoal infection with 3 bil. microbes. After 1, 2, 3, h, 5, 6, 9, 12, 18, 24,

., 72 and 220 hours, puncture samples extracted from the abdominal cavity were
..ostgated microscopically.

The irradiated animals showed a later appearance of phagocytosis in
"-:.e exudate (after 3-5 hours) as compared with nonirradiated control guinea

Zs (after 1-3 hours), lower intensity (8 times lower), shorter duration of
"-o phase of increase (up. to 6 hours after infection; the observation was con-
-.tjuod to 24-L8 hours) and a more rapid cessation of this process (phagocytes
..- o observed to disappear within 48 hours, while in control guinea pigs they
.:o present after 72 hours). In consequence the sterilization of the abdominal

z•vity infected with diphtheria bacteria was retarded to the 5th day and more,
.:;ile in nonirradiated animals it occurred within 18 hours and never later than
t-.o days.

The study of the inflammatory reaction to intracutaneous infection
.ith 100 mil. of microbes in passively imujnized animals was first carried out
on guinea pigs. The irradiation aad immunization conditions were as was in-
dicated previously. Observation over four days failed to note any difference
between the local reaction in irradiated (11 guinea pigs) and nonirradiated
(7 pigs) animals. By forestalling'objections, it should be noted that D. R.
;:.ulen (64) could not detect difference in the course of the intracutaneous
reaction to the diphtheria toxin between irradiated and non-irradiated, passively
....-.unized, animals. These observations allow one to conclude that it is not so

n-ach that depression of passive immunity after irradiation is pronounced, as
that the macroscopic form of the inflammatory reaction to intracutaneous in-
J2ction of diphtheria bacteria (or toxin) is changed, or that intracutaneous
reactions in general do not reflect the intensities of passive immunity. BýAt,

perhaps, a more detailed examination could detect the difference?

Aiming at this goal, experiments were set up on rabbits. The scheme
was identical to that for guinea pigs, but the intracutaneous reaction was
initiated simultarneously on five sactions of the body, and then after 1, 3, 6, 12
and 24 hours the irflam•matory loci were excised for histological investigation.
On the fifth day following exposure to a sublethal dose of X(-rays, 7500 AE of
3erum, and, after l' hours, 100 mil. of microbes per sample, were injected.

The nonirradiated rabbit displayed an intense inflammatory reaction
.th edema, hyperemia and local leucocytosis. Bacteria were not observed in

slices of the inflammatory loci by six hours following infection. The scars
after biopsies healed by primary intention.
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The intensity of edema, hyWeraia and especially that of local
leucocytosis was less pronounced. The bacteria were determined in cuts at all
observation times. The scars after biopsy became suppurated and healed by
secondary intention.

Thus, the experiments performed provide a conclusion that on the
5th day of raliation sickness, even after the injection cf increased doses of
antitoxic antidiphteri& serum, the organism is not capable of mobilizing anti-
microbic defense mechanisms. Bat certainly the antitoxic mechanisms play a
groat role in antidiphtheria imunity. What happens to them? How will
immunity develop after the injection of minimal serum doses? Our experiments
did not clarify these questions, but they allowed one to ascertain whether re-
sistance to diphtheria bacteria in irradiated animals is maintained after the
injection of serum. However, they failed to discover all the mechanisms of
this phenomenon...

After the completion of our work in the laboratory of V. L. Troitskii,
D. R. Kaulen (6h) carried out studies of antitoxic mechanisms of antidiphtheria
immunity by injecting 10 AE to guinea pigs at different times after exposure to
150 r. Within h8 hours following the injection of serum the animals received
30 Dlm of diphtheria toxin each. Under such an experimental arrangement, almost
all nonirradiated guinea pigs survived, and 0.16 AE of antitoxin was found in
their blood. Almost all irradiated animals (the experiment was arranged within
1-7 days after exposure) died, in spite of the fact that their blood also con-
tained 0.16 AE each. In a special series of experiments it was found, that
after passive ixmunization the irradiated and control animals contain antitoxin
in identical titers.

The author comes to a conclusion similar to ours: the state of re-
activity of the organisn, not the amount of antitoxin, plays the chief role in
the development of passive iminity in irradiated animals. Bit how is this to
be coordinated with the data of Adler and Sheckseister (1.82) with respect to
the dependence of efficiency of passive immunity on increased sensitivity of
the organism to toxin? The point is, that there is no czntnradiction. The
dynamlcs of formation of passive antibodies do not change or chage insignificantly,
which was confirmed also by the investigations of Hollinsworth (242), Bukantz,
Dixon and Danmin (195). But the biological effect of serum as the stinUlant of

defense mechanisms decreases, because the biological effect of the toxin dose
increases because of the increased sensitivity of the irradiated organism. At
the same time the organism injured by radiatlon sicknese reacts less to the in-
jection of a serum dose, effective previously. This is completely understandable,

because the mechanisms of natural nonsusceptibility to microbes are damaged
(see Chapter 2). However, the concept of passive inmnity as an active process

of the macroorganism, in which all mechanisms of nonsusceptibility to microbes
participate, lately is shared by the overwhelming majority of investigators;
in our opinion, this concept does not require arW references from the literature,
the more so since the experiments with irradiated animals once more confirm this
statement.

In the second series of experiments we worked at clarification of the
problem of the effect of radiation on the formed passive irunity. The experi-
ments were carried out on guinea pigs, immunized with antitoxic purified and
concentrated serum of diaenzyme -2 and diaenzyme - 3 at doses from 800 to 5000 AE.
After 3-4 hours, part of the animals were exposed to X-rays on the RUM-1 apparatus
at doses of 500, 300, 195 and 125. Thereafter at different tLmes of the radiation
process the animals were infected subcutaneously with living virulent culture
(stock No 11 4 , 4 ravis type). Weight, leucocyte count, body temperature, state
of the local in tory reaction, and general behavior cf animals were ob-
served; the development of diphtheria paralysis was taken into account. The
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;,ho~orphological picture was described in dead animals, ard cultures from
::.cod of heart, liver, spleen, kidneys and lungs were made. Film preparations
! smears--imPrints of the subcutaneous cellular tissue from the infection site--
.ro prepared. Altogether 218 guinea pigs (including the contrtis) were used.

"-8 of them the phagocytic rZetion and the seeding of internal organs during
*.." .ntraperitoneal infection were studied.

One may see from Table 12 that the survival rate depends on all
- o effects (immune, radiation and infecting). At lethal radiation doses
.-;,;rdless of the dose of infection there are almost no survivors, despite

*-,J fac• that the doses of serum are completely effective for nonirradiated
;* ':.oa pigs. Thus, in this case the loss of the animals is due to the radi-
'-.-ion effect.

Table 11

".:-,ct of radiation on the survival of passively 11amnized guinea pigs after

their infection with diphtheria culture.

-:7,:~ 7 r adiatio a Day, aftor Deof Irrfadiated- Nonirradiatedl
.'r -a in dose in r irradiation infection T Zed- Tota Died-

on which in- in Dim were sick- were sick-
fection occur- recovered recovered

- rred.

S000 500 Immusdiately 2 8 8-0-0 a 0-0-0
and after 1

day
1orO-800 300-195 Immediately .l 14 12-2-0 6 0-2-4

800 125 Immediately 14 7-5-2 7 0-2-5
1 000 After 3 dayd 2 .14 9-3-2 6 !-0-5
5 oo0 After 7 days 2 13 3-7-3 8 1-3-h
5 0 After 1 days 2 14 10-3-1 7 4-3-0

But if a sublethal radiatioh dose and infection with 2 Dlm are used,
then the depression of passive immunity depends on the phase of the inmame and
radiation processes.

During the first three days after the injection of serum the imunity
of nonirradiated animals is rather intense.

The nurmber of nonsurvivors amo g the irradiated guinea pigs was highest
the groups in which injection of the culture was carried out on the third day

following irradiation, as compared.with infection done simultaneously with
irradiation; i.e. in the present case we see an example of the fact that against
the background of an intense immunity the death rate depends on the phase of
radiation sickness. Well, in fact, in a simultaneous infection the first
<(< eeting>? of the organism with a microbe occurs against the background of a
nondepressed reactivity, and the 44 breakdown ;Q of immune mechanisms begins
only in the process of the development of infection. But if the infection is
carried out on the third day of radiation sickness, the microbe meets an altered
organism from the very beginning.

Infection on the 7th day of radiation sickness was endured by ex-
?arimental animals relatively easily, at any rate better, than by the guinea
pigs of the Preceding experimental groups, although in nonirradiated animals
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at this period the serum is already less effective. Evidently, this may be
explained by the fact that on the 7th day at a dose of 125 r the phase of
repair of radiation sickness begins. The activation of compensating mechanisms
of the organism made the fight against the microbes more effective, although
the comparisoiA with the corresponding control, nonirradiated, group indicates,
that a full effect of serum was niot reached in irradiated animals.

Infection on the 12th day induces the highest death rate, but here
is another cause of deatn. In this case the mortality depends on the phase
of the immune process. The results obtained in the control group indicate a
sharp decrease in the stage of passive lmnunity at this time.

The results of studies of the clinical features of the pathological
process, and especially analysis of the cause of death of the experimental
animals, indicate, that it is not always correct to speak of a decrease in
passive immunity. The irradiated animals develop such a complicated symptom
complex that oftan it is hard to decide whether development of infection due
to the depression of the defensive effect of serum took place, or the imminity
was high, infection was absent, and therefore, radiation sickness was the only
cause of death. In Table 12 amnlysis of the character of this process is
attempted in dead animals. This table shows that only 22% of irradiated
aniarals die of the typical diphtheria infection accompanied by sepsis, whereas
this is usually observed in the group in which the passive immunity was very
weak and in the control group. More frequently (49%) the combination of
diphtheria infection with radiation sickness takes place. In part of the
guinea pigs (20%) no symptoms of infection could be seen. If exposed to 500 r,
then the animals die only of radiation sickness, because the infection does
not develop in them.

Table 12 (See following page).

The absence of the infection process in these animals may b-
explained in two ways: either passive immunity is maintained and is effective,
or even at its depression, infection does not develop in consequence of the
unresponsiveness of the organism exposed to a lethal dose. But after exposure
to 125 r, radiation sickness is provoked by the infection, because this radi-
ation dose is not lethal for normal ani fals.

And, finally, death could result from endogenous sepsis explained
bý, autoirirtion, which develops at late times in ani-als weakened by the
preceding pathologic .o-ocesses.

To clarify the aechaniam of the decrease in the effect of serum
prophylaxis of diphtheria, experiments were carried out in order to study
the course of the phagocytic reaction in vivo and the seeding of th3 organs
after subcutaneous infection. The technique of the arrangement of the ex-
periment was similar to that of studies of the survival after the exposure
to 125 r.

Within 3 days, the irradiated animals develop on the infection site
vast infiltrates with a central necrosis. Necrosis failed to develop in non-
irradiated guinea pigs, and the slight infiltrates are resolved completely by
the 7th day after infection.

It is seen from Table 13 (in which average data are presonted) and
the microphotographs of film preparations (Fig. 12 A and 5), hiat the phago-
cytic reaction of irradiated animals proved to De very depressed; this led to
a more massive accumulation of diphtheria bacteria in the infection site.
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Fig. 12B. Film p~repara•tion of subcutaneous cellular tissue from the in-fection site of pa ssively lnim•nized nonrrdited guinea pig wihi 1 hours fe
atrinfection.
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Fig. 12B. Film preparation of' subcutaneous cellular tissue fror' the in-fection site of passively itnnunized nonirradiated guinea pig within 21 hours
after infection.
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Table 13

.o of the inflammatory reaction in passively imnanized guinea pigs after
,:.tc:aneoUS infection with 2 Dlm within 3-7 days following expcxure to a dose

of 125 r.
irradiated nonirradiated

to r d;,vs after infection days after infection
21 hd y 37 ds 21hr. 3

k .;_rance of inflam. Sharp ode- I nfilt- Infilt- Slight Infiltrate Traces
ti,• ion. mas hemorr-rate 5x rate 5x edema 1 x 1 cm of in-

hages x 5 cm, x 5 c filtrate
necrosis necrosi
in the
center

°.-er of phagocytizing
,.ocyt .s in 10 visual

ej•3. 1) 12 26 2 15 53 200

:;:-.ber of free nonphago-
:yw-zed bacteria in 10
*is:ual fialds. 130 90 50 10 70 40

1) average data of 10 animals.

Examination of the results of the analysis of organs for the presence
of diphtheria bacteria showed some tendrnc; to seeding of these with bacteria
in irradCý.ated animals (Table 14), however, the extent of bacteriemia in both
Croups was identical.

Table 114

DLstribution of diphtheria bacteria in the organs of passively immunized guinea
_ _Pigs after exposure to 125 r.

STotal number Nui,,ber of positive results
Animal group of culture blood liver spleen kidney

from each from
organ heart

Irradiated 9 2 6 4 2

Nonirradiated 9 2 5 2 5

One can find bacteria in the kidneys of nonirradiatod animals more
frequently, which might indicate their excretion from the organism in urine.
In irradiated guinea pigs the bacteria more frequently are retained in liver
and spleen. But these conclusiona caa be only hypothetical, because there are
only a few observation data.

We examined the effect of infection on the end result of radiation
zickness, but, perhaps, the preliminary injection of serum also affects it.
To solve this problem, special experiments were set up. After exposure to a
"doce of 195-300 r, 9 noninfe9ted guinea pigs died and only one survived.
After a preliminary injection of 800-1000 AE of antidiphtheria serum identical
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doses killed oni." four out of eight animals. Graham J. and R. (231), and
also Stroud, Bruos and Summers (309) have reported on the favorable effect
oZ preliminarily injected serums and plasmas on tho course of radiation sick-
ness of different animals.

In summarizing the results of the experiments of the second series
it should be noted, that even in cases in which animals with a firm, formed
passive immunity are irradiated after infection, a severe pathologik process
can develop, frequently with a lethal end result.

Several papers on studies of the effect of radiation on passive
imuminity, chiefly after the inaection of the serum at a time which was very
close to the radiation time, were published last year.

Only P. N.. Kiselev and E. V. Karpova (75) have studied the effect
of antitoxic serums at different periods of radiation sickness. But the
faults of many papers were characteristic of their investigations--the efficiency
of the immunity was not checked after infection with the culture, but by
poisoning with the toxin. The authors showed on a huge number of animals

(2000 mice), that neutralization of the effect of the specific toxin requires
2-3-2 times more antitetanus or antigangrene serum if it is injected 24 hours
before the poisoning with toxin, and within 24 hours, 6, 14 or 17 days after
irradiation with 438-500 r. By the 30th-4Oth day of radiation injury the

efficiency of passive immunization is restored, which agrees completely with

the data of these authors on the normalization at this time of the reaction

of the organism to toxin (74).

Thus, P. N. Kiselc'r and E. V. Karpova revealed some degree of do-
zreaso in the efficiency of serum prophylaxis even on the first day of radi-

ation injury. G. N. Kryzhanovskii and N. N. Lebedeva (92) using a model of

local tetanus intoxicaticn (only intoxication, not infection!) failed to note

changes in the effect of serum prophylaxis within the i'irst day following

exposure of rats to a dose of 400 r. However their experimental conditiomg were

quite different--the radiation dose was lower (rats are more radioresistant,
than mice)f-and the toxins and serums were injected directly after irradiation.
The therapeutic effect of serum under these experimental conditions did not
chance.

The experimerato of R. V. Petrov (124) performed with the goal of
studying the effec' of radiation on antitetanus and antigangrene serum therapy
have to be recognized as more methodically correct.

In his investigations R. V. Petrov did not use poisoning with toxin,
but infection with corresponding microbes. The state of immunity was studied
by means of infection only within the first day following irradiation.

Antitetanus imnunity was studied on 200 mice. Irradiation was
carried out with a dose of 3o7 r of r -rays from a cobalt source with a
power of 234 C. The infection was done with 0.1 ml. of daily culture
(dilution 1:50), mixed in an equal amount with 10% of caldium chloride,
10 hours after irradiation. Immediately after infecti•;) part of animals
received antitetanus serum of diaenzyme-3 at doses of 125 and 375 AE.
The radiation dose was sublethal (all 50 mice survived), all control (for
infection) animals died on the 6th day (Fig. 13).

The injection of 125 AE of serum in nonirradiated mice prevented

death in 32% of the animals, but if the mice were exposed preliminarily to
367 r, then 26% survived, and their mean life span became shorter by 2-3
days. A questiou arises, whether the depression of passi,- immunity can be
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"nui. 13. Effect of radiation on the efficiency of serum prophylaxis of
tetanus infection in mice.
1-i fection control; 2-control of the proteotive effect of a dose of serum;
3-irradiation and infection by using one dosf of serum; h-irradiation and
infection by using three doses of serum.

conionsated. All investigations o-: the preceding authors showed convinmingly
that oven at a significant depression of the passive immunity in the organism
cor.Tpcnsating possibilities are preserved. This conclusion may be made if only
on tho basis that part of the animals always maintain iinmnity, but the study of
phagocytic and local reaction in passively immunized animals also displays a
,onidentical degree of depression in various individuals. If the natural
-ompensating possibilities are maintained in an irradiated organism, then
one may uxpect more effect frcm the use of special methods which increase the
:peific resistance. An increased serum dose could be one of those methods.
'dler and Shechmeister (182) have proven that this is an effoctive method in
the case of poisoning with toxin. We also succeeded in showing its value
after infection with the culture (Fig. 13). Thus, the irradiated mice, that
r,,ceived a triple dose of serum (375 AE) survived in h3% of cases, i.e. the
percentage was even higher than that of nonirradiated mice that received one
dose of serum.

These experiments allow one to conclude, that if the animals are
infected with a culture of tetanus viruses, then the therapeutic effect of
the serum decreases with the first days follow-ing irradiation.

The depression of efficiency of serum in poisoning with tetanas
toxin within the first days of radiation injury was noted also by P. N.
Kiselev and E. V. Karpova (75), that in poisoning with diplteria toxin
by D. R. Kaulen (7h), in the infection with dip nria bacteria by 0. G.
Aiekseyeva (5). Why is serum ineffective in these cases, although infection
occurred at the period at which the mechanisms of natural immunity had not yet
broken down? Evidently, the fact is that a prolonged time covering also the
beginning of the period of development of radiation sickness, i.e. the period,
at which the mechanisms of immunity are subjected to significant damages,
is necessary for stopping the infections indicated.

According to such a viewpoint one would expect that izn case of the
dcvolopment of infection which is stopped by the injection of therapeutic serum
during 2-3 days, there will be no decrease in the efficiency of its action
under the given exp-rimental conditiorns. This fact, evidently, explains the
results obtained by Naiman (271) with trypanosomosis.
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Our own data (R. V. Petrov, (124)) confirm this conclusici. The
efficiency of therapeutic use of 160 AL of antigangrene serum (diaerzyme-3)
was studied on 55 guinea pigs by infecting the animals intraperitoneausly with
0.6 ml. of daily culture of B. perfrinpans mixed with 10% of cal-ium chloride
within 10 hou.'s following exposure to-367 r. One may see in Fig. 14 that by
the 4th day, ?00% of the control (on infection) animals were dead; they dis-

played typica± phenomena of gas gangrene. If the infected animals received
a specific serum, then over th. pe:.iod from the 8th through the lhth day,
20-30% died of the second pus-•rodtcing infection. But if the guinea pigs
were irradiated proleirinarily, ther over the period mentioned above, 90% of
the animals died having typical symptoms of radiation sickness. One fails
to note any of the clinical syndrome of gas gangrene in them. Consequern y,
the seram is effective, but since the radiation dose is lethal, the aniLtals
surviving the infection die of radiation injury (at identioal times and in
identical percentage to those of the control animals after irradiation o uly).

I '
or-

2 4 6 8 10 12 1

Days

Fig. 14. Effect of radiation on the efficiency of serum prophylaxis of gas
gangrene in guinea pigs.
1-control of infection; 2-control of the effect of serum; 3-control of ir-
radiation; 4-irradiation and infection with the injection of serum.

On completion of the daba with respect to studies on the effect
of radiation on passive immunity one more experiment has to be mentiored.

B. N. Sofronov (153) on a model of focal pertussis infection h.s
studied the effect of exposure to LOO r on the efficiency of serum therapy

S•and serum prophylaxis. The author succeeded in detecting the fact that in-
creased numbers of bacteria can be found in lungs of irradiated animals more
frequently in comparison with the serum controls. However, the efficiency
of serums in these animals decreased slightly, and the number of microbes in
the lungs always was much lower than that in normal mice that did not receive
serum. An insignificant depression of the efficiency of immunization after
irradiation is entirely understandable, because the serum was injectad either
four hours before irradiation, or within twenty days after it (the phase of
reparations).

Thus, in summarizing all investigations presented it should be

noted that in using serum prophylaxis or serum therapy of the infections
of irradiated animals, or in the case of a supposed irradiation, one might
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,x.t a docroase in the efficiency of thess measures. However r~n increased
•:.•n doso is still capable of compensating the harmful dffec'. of radiation

, *•.4ury. Besides this, compensation of the decreased effect of s5rum therapy
S .:.d sor~um prophylaxis can be achieved by using othar therapeutic means, for

IV!,, antibiotics (see experiment of R. V. Petrov in Chapter 5).

that determines the depression of the effeat after the injection
of antitoxic and antimicnrobid serums in irradiated animals? Xt follows from
t.e aralysis of our own and the literature data, that this depends on the
.:ango irn reactivity of the organism, on depression of natural immunity and

• increase in the number of microbes in an irradiated organism. The time
Gf circulation in blood and the rate of excretion of the antibodies evidently
•o not change (195 and 242).

On closing it should be said, that the stat 3 of passive immunity

in radiation sickness is a rather poorly studied chapter of tne immunology
of an irradiated organism and it requires further detailed investigation.
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Chapter 4

P3caliaritios in Allergic Reactivity of Irradiated Organisms.

Dotermination of the peculiarities of the allergic reactivity of an
irradiated organism, the least studied bection of radiobiology, requires fur-
ther investigations, analysis of the data obtained and theoretical generalizations.

The ex'ýsting dzta concerning this question represent only the be-
g'.nning of work in this region, which, in our opinion, is one of the most im-
pcrtant in relation to the understanding of the nature of radiation injuries.

The difficulties in the investigation of the peculiarities of the
al. -rgic reactivity of an irradiated organism lie not so much in the region of
accumulation of factual material, but in understanding of the nature of these
processes and explanation of their role in radiation sickness.

The great importance of allergic phenomena is confirmed by the data
on the clir.ical ,rtudy of radiation injuries.

Thus, for instance, from a detailed description of the clinical
syndrome of sickness induced by ionizing radiation it is apparent, that many
of the symptoms are very similar to the phenomena characteristic of allergic
states: decreased body temperature or fever, a decreased complement titer,
leucopenia, delayed coagulability of blood, appearance of hemorrhages on skin
and in internal organs, disturbances in the function of the gastrointestinal
tract, the presence of a latent Period and so on.

In addition to this, it is well known that many therapeutic means
effective in the cure of radiation sickness are referable to desensitization
therapy.

All these data forced manr .ut'iors to assume a probable role of
Sallergic phenomena in the pathogenesis of radiation sickness. However, there
was no uniform cpinion on the question of the nature of the sensitizing agent
causing this state. Some assumed the possibility of sensitization of the or-
ganism with the bacteria of autoflora, which accumulate greatly in an irrad-
iated organism (32), others suggested sensitization by the proteins of focdstuffs
absorbed in unchanged form due to an increased permeability of the intestines
(67), a third group pointed out the possibility of autosensitization by the
disinteoration products of tissues (Cronkite, 207). In fact, Cronkite considers
the latter process scarcely probable, since it is kncwn that allergy is con-
nected with the formation of antibodies, but in an irradiated organism this
process is damaged to a large extent. However, all these assumptions were
expressed on the basis of theoretical discussions and were not supported by
experimental data. Thus, there was a necessity for experimental solution cif
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-. :) ..uostions connected with allergy in irradiated organisms. Since :t is
.--~~ that allergic phenomena take place in the development of rad.at.on

• .ess, then one may assume, that the investigation of allergy prob.Leeiri in 4
sickness is valuable for understanding of its pathogenesis and etiology.

-::.-.,tigation of the problems of pathogeniesis of radiation sickness is the
:.,:.-ral problem of radiobiology, because understanding of nature of the pro-
:.:•so determining the development of the sickness will permit one to justify

u se of the corresponding therapeutic and prophylactic measures, and it will
,.:'io one to work out diagnostic methods for racognition of the sickness even I

the absence of expressed clinical ynnptoms.

Besides its great theoretical value, the study of the allergic

:.:,tivjty also has clinical importanze. The problems of complications af-
-rthe injection of serums (serum sickness and anaphylactic shock), the
:oz:ibility of diagnosis of infectious diseases from cutaneous and eye
A.*u;:,V tests, the peculiarities of the development of idiosyncrasies to
rood and therapeutic substances and the like, are connected with allergies.
•,.o• none of these phenomena are studied under the effects of ionizing
:adiations, and closing of this gap is an urgent problem of our scientists.

An irradiated organism continuously interacts with various heterologous
-... sitizing agents, as for instance with foodstuffs and microorganisms of the
3.-toflora and environment. It was natural to assume that an increased ab-

iqrtion of such allergens in the presence of an increased permeability of the
:.stostines of an animal with radiation sickness (67) can play a role in the

':uvolopment of allergic symptoms in this sickness. However, many facts
contradict these assumptions and make it doubtful that food and bacterial
all.rgeons participate as compulsory pathogenic agents in the development of
.:,di:,tion sickness, but at the same time they do not deny their possible
,g;ravatt.cg additional effect on the course of the basic pathology.

It is well known that the accumulaticn of large masbes of bacteria
in the cavities and tissues of an irradiated organism does not occur on the
first days, but chiefly at the end of the first week (at a total-body ex-
posure to lethal doses). Consequently, the development of primary changes--
the reaction of the organism curing the latent period and at the beginning of
the sickness--cannot be attributed to bacteria, whose accumulation and dis-
tribution in the organism, evidently, is not the cause. but a consequence
(and complication) of radiation sickness. It has been found, that development
of typical radiation sickness and death of an organism may occur with neither
bacteriemia nor accumulation of bacteria under the effect of high radiation
doses (274). And finally, the unsuccessful efforts at immunization against the
bacteria of autoflora (301), the experiments of V. F. Sosova (150), who re-
vealed a decrease in the reaction (not an increase, as in the case of sensiti-
z'ation) of irradiated rabbits to the injection of a suspension of killed
coliform bacteria under the skin, and also the impossibility of passive trans-
for of characteristic peculiarities of the reactivity of an izradiated organism
allow one to conclude, that bacteria are not the allergens whicA determine the
characteristic allergic manifectations of radiation sickness.

Only one paper (P. N. Kiselev) reports on foodstuffs. Guinea p.igs
received an oral administration of horse serum aftor exposure to I-2HED of
,:-rays. The checking of the development of sensitization was carried ocut in
:n vitro tests with slices of intestines and uterus by addition of the same
serum. The author obtained contraction of slices of these organ~s in response

i) HED is the cutaneous erythemal dose, a unit, which was used in previous papers;
it is equal to 500-600 r.
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to the addition of horse serum and he evaluated it .•s an indicator of scnsiti-
zation. However, he failed to carry out the controls which were so important
in these intoresting experiments. Lack of controls made the conclusions un-
reliable. It was necessary to prove the specifity of sensitization by adding
other heterogeneous and homologous protein extracts.

I

Fig. 15. Reaction of isolated intestine of irraoiated (A) and nonarradiated

(B) guinea pigs to horse serwn (arrows show the time of injection of serum).

The experiments of our co-worker G. M. L'vitsina indicated that the reaction
described did not reflect sensitization to horse protein, because it was
found that the organs of irradiated animals in in vitro tests always react to
by contraction to heterogeneous as well as homologous proteins. Obviously,
the state of increased sensitivity to disintegration products of autotissues
which develops in an irradiated organism is accompanied by a nonspecific re-
action to heterogeneous proteins.

Examples of reaction of the intestines of irradiated (the 7th day
following an exposure to 500 r of X rays) and healthy guinea pigs to the
addition of an extract from intestines or liver of the same pig, followed by
the extract of the intestines of a healthy pig or horse serurm to the liquid
which washes the preparation, are shown in Figures 15, 16 and 17.

In contrast to the intestines of a nonirradiated guinea pig the
tissues of an irradiated animal display a hyperergic reaction to heterogeneous
and their own protein products.

It is known that the character of the food exerts great influence
on the course of radiation sickness and on the development of allergic pro-
cesses (65). However, it is not an etiologic factor, because radiation sick-
ness is reproduced independent of the character of the foodstuffs introduced
in the orgarism, and it may develop even under conditions of complete star-
vation. As was found by Allen (183), starving even increases the radio-
sensitivity of animals to local and total-body irradiation.

All these data do not permit assumptions of absorption of hetero-
geneous food proteins and microorganisms as causes for development of allergic
phenomena in radiation sickness.

What is the nature of the allergens that determine the allergic
reactions in radiation sickness? In addition to the similarity between
symptoms of the'allergic states and radiation sickness listed by us, serious
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-g. 16. Reaction of the isolated intestine of a nonirradiated guinea pig
to the liver extract of another nonirradiated pig (A) and to the extract of
its own liver (B) (the time of injection is denoted by arrows).

Fig. 17. Reaction of the isolated intestine of an irradiated guinea pig to
the extract of its own liver (the time .o. injection is denoted by an arrow).

attention must be paid to a phenomenon, study of whose nature could assist
the investigation of the nature of the allergens that play an important role
in the effect of ionizing radiation.

A peculiar change in the character of the inflammatory focus (attained
by intracutaneous injection of a suspension of living culture of coliform
bacteria) in rabbits exposed to X-irradiation at a dose of 1100 r has been
described by V. F. Sosova. Instead of the slight hyperemic infiltrate
characteristic of the control animals, the formation of vast infiltrate with
nocrosis and a compact hemorrhagic site reminiscent of the manifestation of the
Schwartzman phenomenon has been observed. This means that a hyperergic re-
action develops. The injection of killed bacteria fails to display such a
picture; it indu( )s a response even smaller than that of the control group.

this hyperergic reaction were the result of a developing increased sensiti-
vJ.ty to the autofloral bacteria, then this allergy would be displayed also
after the injection of killed microbes and their disintegration products.

Thus, in this case it was not the presence of the microbe that was
in.portant, but the fact of its action on the tissues of an organism, which
results in death and destruction the cellular elements. The formation of
decomposition products of tissues in the inflammatory focus could be the
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A< decisive, factor, and in the presence of an inc.reased sensitivity to
tissue products it could explain the development of .a 1o.al hemorrhagic re-
action.

It is of interest that such a reaction develops only after infection
at a certain period (not soon,-r than within 3 days) of radiation sickness, which
might be explained by the necetsity of a definite period of time for the de-
velopment of autosozisitlzation. It is well known, that &ntibodies to denatured
protein in irradiated animals first appear at this time (72 and 3..0).

The necrotic-hemorrhagic reaction to the injection of autofloral
bacteria, described by V. F. Sosova is connected with a definite segment of
the body (side surfaces of the body, and it fails to show in ear tests.
Similar zonal manifestations of allerg.'c reactions of the skin that covers the
injured organ, are described by E. B. Halfen (168) in brucellosis.

In her search for allergens suitable for the manifestation and
maintenance of a state of homoallergy N. N. Klemparskaya has carried out
experiments on rabbits by injecting the suspensions of homologous tissues
in nonirradiated and irradiated animals. These experiments showed that
the state of increased sensitivity and hyperergic local reaction with
necrosis and hemorrhagia can be initated by repeated injection of these
substances in healthy ý.nimals. In addition to this it developed that
homosensitization changes the sensitivity of animals to ionizing radiation.

Thus, for instance, a single cutaneous injection of a suspension
of mucosal tissue of the small intestine or liver of a rabbit fails to cause
any local changes, except for a mild hyperemia and slight diffuse edema,
which disappear within 24 hours. After repeated injections of homologous
tissue, if injected in sites unusual for its presence, as for instance, into
skin, the appearance of necrosis an% hemorrhages on the site of injection,
decrease in weight of the animla and ai.1turbances in the functions of in-
testines are observed.

The injection of suspensions of homologous tissue into irradiated
animals caused accelerated mortality; death occurs within 12-18 hours after
the injection of tissues on the 2nd-3rd day following exposure to X-rays at
a dose of 1100 r; usually this radiation dose causes death on the 6th-8th
day. It should be noted that the amount of tissue products and their ab-
sorption rate, evidently, are of importance. Thus, for instance, the injection
of living bacteria into the skin of irradiated rabbits initiates a slow,
gradual appearance of a small quantity of tissue decomposition products,
sufficient for the development of local hemorrhagic reaction, but it does not
cause (as it has been observed after injections of tissue suspensions) more
rapid death of the irradiated rabbits. These data reveal the importance of
thorough studies of the value of auto-, and homosensitization in the patho-
genesis of radiation sickness.

Autosensitization, as is known, is understood to involve the
sensitizing effect of tissue proteins of the same organism. The possibility
of such an effect became obvious only because of the experiments and teachings
of I. I. Mechnikov (106), which showed, that under definite conditions the
substances of the organism itself can be antigens and cause the appearance of
antibodies, cytotoxins, which exert a destructive effect on tissue and
function of an organ, and from which immunizing substances ware obtained.
Isospermotoxins and autonephrotoxins were described by him. Simultaneously
the cytotoxins, obtained by means of heteroimmunization, i.e. immunization
by the tissues of animals of different species, leucocytotoxins, cytotoxins to
cerebral tissue, spermocytotoxins and others were studied by I. I. Mechnikov
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,de-il. It has been found that those antibodies specific to a certain
.::_uo possess a capacity for disturbing significantly the function of definite

. and for causing death of animals. Thus, the investigations of I. I.
,.:.ikov provided the foundation for studies of tlhe cytotoxin effect of anti-

1, Ci's, and showed that the capability of an organism to produce specific
:.:.tioodies developed during the process of evolution. The production of
;-.t'bodies, as a rule, is defensive in character, but under certain conditions
'.L.b the tissues of organism are antigens) the antibodies turn from a defensive
to an opposite role and become a cause of serious disturbances iri the furctl=n
•, organs and even of death of the organism.

Investigation of heterotoxins obtainea by the immunization of
:..-als by tissues of another species stimulated fui'ther develcpment of
-,:t know.ledge with respect to the reaction to antibodies in the tissues
o:" an organism. It developed, that under certain conditions of exposure

ot wo' doses, cytotoxins may exert a therapeutic effect on many physiolog-
processes (16). Numerous experiments which w• do not interd to dis-

•uz in the present paper, are dedicated to investigation of this problem
o.: to testing of the therapeutic cytotoxin serum of A. A. Bogomolets.

o;::':er, ~the studies of autotoxins after I. I. Mechnikov proceeded very
.... y and interest in them has been restored only lately, in connection

manth :rry experime.nts which showed that absorption of the decomposition
:,ro(:ucts of intri. -ic tissues (for instance, in tralxma, breaking up of a
t,,:or, nucrcsis ofI tissues because of bacteria, effect of fe+us and so on)
c'i cause severe pathologic states in the organism. At the 13th All-
Union Conference of microbiologists, e,;idemiologists, hygienists and in-
e>tioonists, i-. reports of many scientists, serious atterntion was paid to

-:;is problem. Many interesting data were presented which showed a fruitful
cro.ative development of the work of I. I. Mechnikov in the region of auto-
allcrgy in our country. N. N. Zhukov-Verezhnikov (46) reported creation of
a new medical-biological pathway in the science of 4< noninfectious immun-
I oor >- , which includes the problems of immunology in mutability of
organisms, embryogenesis, inmunohematology, immunology of tissues (trans-
plantation questions) and blood compatibility, immunology of radiation sick-
ness and burns.

Investigation of these various problems, which have great theoretical
and practical value, led to establishment of a series of new methods and
roquired the working out of a detailed classification of the antigens of
colls and tissues of the organism, which has been reported.

V. I. loffe ('9) emphasizes the importance of clinical immunology,
which permits studies of pathogenesis of the sickness and reactivity of the
organism at different periods during the course of the sickness (nonspecific
irsinology). The report of P. N. Kosiakov (88) was dedicated to the questions
of noninfectious immunity in connection with studies of compatibility of tissues,
L'arunobiological relationships between the mother and fetus, and effects of
tumors and other factors on the organism.

One of the conditions for the appearance of the autosensitizing
.r<action against substances of the same organism proved to be the decomposition

0 of tissues caused by different reasons; it leads to a partial denaturation of
proteins and absorption of the mass of substances in blood stream, where pro-

,jin, of the given organs do not enter. It has been found, that even with no
significant denaturation, repeated injections of homologous cerebral tissue
c,.use encephalomyelitis in guinea pigs, rats, dogs, mice and monkeys (268,
273, 249, 25h, 316, 322 and others). These data assist in explaining the appear-
a."Zo of pathologic phenomena of the nervous system whichsomotimes complicated
a.tirabies vaccinatious (101, 86). After a single subcutaneous injection of
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homologous tosticular susoensi on or sperm into guinea pigs and rats, aspormia
was attained with atrophy of testicular tissue (215). Homologous extract of
cardiac muscle injected subcutaneously in the experiments of Muth (270) in-
duced the development of myocarditis, and the injection of ho:ologous kidney F
tissue (199) led to the development of glomorulonephritis. Data of the experi-
ments of V. R. Khesin (170) and I. S. Ginzburg (26) verify the important role
of autoallergy in sicknesses submitted to surgigal treatment.

VascuLar reactions determined by autosensitization of an organism
in pregnancy are described by F. D. Gorizontov and D. S. Shliapin (34).

Questions connected with the studies of immunohematologic reac'ionse
concerning which a vest literature is presented in the review of Diaicset (208$,
arouses special inteiest. It was ez-Lablished that autoantiblodios to the formed
elements of blood are present in many sicknesses of hematopoietic organs
(anemia, leukopenia, thrombocytopenia).

Tests -- animals and even observations on humans showed that the
injection of serums containing such antibodies initiates the dev31opment of
corresponding changes in the blood picture.

Summarized data on numerous experimental works in the area of auto-
sensitization are presented in several review articles (142, 318, 285).
Clinicians have paid serious attention to the questions of autoallergy in tho
pathology of internal sicknesses, also (155, 250, 321, 282).

The phenomena of autoallorgy which appear as a result of reaction
between physical factors and the organism are as yet insufficiently studied.
We know only the experiment of Karady (248), which showed that even subh a
factor as heating of the intrinsic serum of aniLnals to 56-58°, or cooling it
to -50 for 1--2 minutes, creates a state of sensitization after its injection
into guinea pigs. Repeated injection of such a serum within 2-3 weeks leads
to the development of shock (in the absence of «< cross >> reactions to the
injection of an improperly prepsred serum). Such data can explain the appear-
ance of nettle rash in humans and allergic disturbances after the cooling of
their bodies. The effect of radiant energy, as sunlight, ultraviolet rays and
ionizing radiation, also pertain to physical factors. However, there are only
a few experimental works devoted to studies of the autosensitizing effect of
these factors. Allergies caused by the injection of other heterogeneous pro-
teins in irradiated animals have been studied much better.

There Lre several methods for solution of the problem concerning the
presence or absence of autosensitizing effect of ionizing radiation. Since
the process of allerginicity is connected with the interaction between antigens
and antioodies, it should be found, first, whether there are any antigenic
peculiarities in the tissues of irradiated organisms, and, second, whether
thlere appear antibodies to the tissues of the same organism. On the basis of
the published data both questions can be answered in the affirmative. The
appearance of antigenic peculiarities in the tissues of an irradiated organism,
and production of antibodies in it, which react with denatured (by any method)
prot3eins of the organism have been est.olished, too. The establishment of
these important facts required the use of new, unique investigational methods.

R. V. Petrov and L. I. Il'in (126) used the method of anaphylaxis
wit', desensitization according t:, L. A. Zillber for the studies of the anti-
genic peculiarities of the tissues of normal and irradiated animals. As is
known, the antigenic differences cf tissues in tumor growth, diring the pro-
cess of embryonic and individual dcvelopment and during chronic inflammatory
illnesses were detected by this method.
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The authors sensitized guinea pigs by preparations c. cellular
,1,!;, mitochondria, wicrosomes and structureless cytoplasm of live:' ind
oa of small intestines of normal rats and rats exposed to 2000-2500 r
: ,-,y!; following irradiation, i.e. in the terminal period of radiation

. . The preparations were made by Down's method on Soviet ASL-1 and
• .. s.-2 soparators. The tests for presence of sensitization and desensitization

e carried out on a homologous preparation with 21-30 days. A cross check
.." ,'nca pigs by antigens (by different fractions, which contain tissue

*-.*rturCs) of normal and irradiated rats showea that the nuclei of the cells
:ivecr and mucosa of the intestines of irradiated rats contain less anti-

• ... complexes, than those of normal animals. On the other hand, antigens
*,-r.,t in healthy rats has been found in mitochondria, microsomes and cyto-
h-ju:n obtained from the tissues. Th.ý3 presence of a new antigenic quality is

:corded also in spleen, bone marroi. and blood of exposed animals.

Data disclosing the character of changes observed in liver and in
_;.to:tinal mucous membrane can oe presented as an illustration (Table 15).

Table 15

•..ar•os in the antigenic properties of cellular microstructures of liver and
• intestinal mucosa of irradiated white rats.

%:,crostructure Appeararce of a new Loss of part of normal
of the cell. antigenic Property antigens

liver intestines liver intestines

Xuz!oi - - + +
xi tochondria - + + +
.. Crosomes + + +
tractureless cyto-

plzn+ +

L. A. Zil'ber, G. M. Frank, A. D. Snozhko (511) and V. A. A•'iamunova
have described the change in antigenic properties of liver and spleen of
irradiated rabbits, established by the same method by using salt extracts
of organs and nucleoproteid fraction. The report confirms the studies of
it. V. Petrov and L. I. Il'ina, which had established the possibility of
changes in the antigenic properties of tissues of an irradiated organism.

The presence of new antigenic properties in the tissues of the
irradiated organism is shown also by another method--the complement-fixation
ruaction.

By means of ir•-unization of rabbits with liver tissues of normal and
".rradiated rats exposed to 2000 r (the liver was extracted after 5, 2h and 72
hours following irradiation), serums were obtained, which were used for setting
u- direct and cross complemeent-fixation reactions with extracts of liver tissue
.s antigens. The results obtained are presented in Table 16 (R. V. Petrov and

. i. I'ina).

The insignificant differences in antigenic properties, expressed in
different stage of hemolysis, can be seen from the liver tissue taken after

five hoars following irradiation.

A distinct difference in the degree of complement fixation and in
sorum titer has been disclosed in liver tissue taken within three days after
exposure. Thus, for instance, serum of rabbit No 57 reacts with the homo-
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;-:s antigen (liver extract of an irradiated rat) in a dilution of 1:80
-.. ith i similar antigen from the liver of a healthy rat, only in dilution

.. , and not for +44 , but for++.

Thus, the presence of antigenic peculiarities in the tissue of
-,-:.jAted organisms admits the appearance of a new property which makes the

* •s of that organism heterogeneous and active in the antigunic sense. The
of the anaphylactic method with desensitization and the complement-fixa-

*.•. reaztion makes it possible to establish changes in the antigenic content
t.:*-ues and the time of their appearance, but it does not allow one to

* **; the problem with respect to their nature, which requires further investi-
Son. The decrease in antigenic complexes may be the result of decomposition
.re t tissue, and the appearance of new antigens in such an organ as liver,

is a barrier for many substances proceeding along the portal system fiom
intestines, could indicate the adsurption of cellular decomposition prodtcte

ron other o:t'gans. The clarification of these peculiarities, and also the
Sof their spcifity in radiation pathology requires further investigation.

The development of the autosensitization process die to radiation
c.Ib as an effective hypothesis may be presented as follows: from the first

-no-nt of external irradiation (ahd continuously during the prolonged effect
J radioactive substances) destruction of cells occurs in many organs, and due
-• t:e change in permeability the absorption of the products of cellular decay

the bloodstream takes place.

Their interaction with the chemoreceptors of vessels is, evidently,
-o initial sensitizing stimulus, whose intensity is determined by the
;,.Itity of these proaucts, i.e. by the radiation dose.
:.riously, the sensitizing effect of tissue products is exerted even with
5-light degree of denaturation, which occurs during the destraction of

, because the displayed differences in antigenic content of organs of
'..althy and irradiated animals at this period are only slightly apparent;
:o.,y form mainly during the period of the climax of radiation sickness.

It would be important to catch the first phase of disintegration
of tissues after irradiation, and absorption of the proteins of the organs
:y the bloodstream.

With this goal R. V. Petrov and L. I. Il'ina set up experiments
:ij radioactive labeling (S35) of protein compounds. A sulphur-labeled

"S3>) solution of methionine was injected subcutaneously in white rats, and
.:'ter two days part of the animals were killed in order to determine the
hi;dl of inclusion of the radioactive methionine in the proteins of different
;.•arz. Afterwards the animals were subjected to X-irradiation at a dose
c. 'O r. After 6, 2L P.nd 72 hours following irradiation, the groups of
:..adiated and nonirradiated aninals tere killed and in these also the radio-
.ffity of the tissues was determined. Each time four rats were killed.

the comparison of the radioactivity of tissues in irradiated and non-
*:- -adiated rats killed at identical times, redistribution of the label was

-*ted in irradiated anirals (Fig. 18). Within six hours the amount of
.. ied proteins in bone marrow, mucosae of the small intestine, and testes

-aased, but in liver and spleen the radioactivity increased. At one day
* three days the label kept accumulating in liver; its excretion took

... e ain other organs. Such a redistribution is possible only through the
Loodstream.

Orie may assume only, that after this primary effect of tissue
products, furtho- development of the autosensitization process bogi.nz. On
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the 3rd day the appearance of antibodies can be established in blood and
organs, which give a positive complement-fixation reaction with denatured
proteins of the corresponding organism.

The appearance of such antibodies cannot be indifferent for a normal
functioning of a series of organs and systems, because the interaction
between the cytotoxin antibodies and cellular elements also changes the
permeability of cellular membranes and the intensity of metabolism. Probably,
many pathologic phenomena in radiation sickness may depend on a sinilar in-
fluence of autoantibodies.

o

0 1C

4J 0 6.

.o~ •Standard

Q) 0

06 24 72?

Time after irradiation in hours.

Fig 18. Redistribution of the label (s35) of mezhiornie in protein in the
organism of white rats after irradiation.
In the reaction were used: I-liver; 2-bone mZrrow; 3-testes; h-Mucosa of
intestines; 5-spleen.

Of course, further accumulation of data in this region could
essentially change the presented scheme; however, in the present form it
seourris to be useful for the evaluation of individual experimental facts in
relation to a definite interpretation. On the basis of these concepts one
feels, that it is important to study not only the mechanism of the primary
interaction beLween the products of tissue disintegration and the receptor
apparatus of vessels and tissues, but also to investigate in detail the
biological effect of the antibodies forming in radiation sickness.

The appearance of antibodies against the autotissue substances
was investigated mainly by the method of the complement-fixation reaction.
Tissue extracts containing protein, denatured by freezing and thawing; by
heating or by alcohol were used as antigens. The experiments of I. P. MLish-
chenko and 14. M. Fomenko (110), P. N. Kiselev, P. A. Buzini, V. A. Semina
(72) have established the fact that a positive complement-fixation reaction
with such an antigen in animals exposed to radiation appears from the 3rd-
hth day of radjition sickness. A similar reaction occurs also in burns
and, as the investigations of P. N. Kiselev with co-workers (72) showed,
also in any damage to the tissues, for instance after the injection of
microbes, turpenr'ine injeotions, autohemotherapy, ultraviolet irradiations
and so on. The antibodies are nonspecific to the intrinsic denatured pro-
teins (be,•cause sjrums taken from animals with different reactiors are
cornpletoly adz:r', d by one and the same denatured homologous antigen) and
they are :,ronorvod in the organism to four months.
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P. N. Kiselev, P. A. Buzini and 1. I. N'ikitina (73) have found, that
titer of antibodies to the homologous protein increases in animals afterf.•=.,_tional irradiation ýirmaltaneously with increased resistance of the

i to repeated irradiation. Thus, the data obtained indicated that ir-
.:, tion, like many destructive effects, denatures the proteins of the or-

. ; as a resulL a reaction appears, namely the formation of antibodies
""ic to the denatured substances of tissues. At present it is impossible
Sdg, the role of these antibodies in the pathogenesis of radiation

or their functional influence on the tissues of a given organism by
a;,ta mentioned above; meanwhile studies of thiq problem are of a great

, t If any antibodies appear in an irradiated organism, then they
S..d exert an affect on the vital activity of cells and tissues, because

. . I. Mechnikov indicated, that cytotropic antibodies change signifi-
.tly the function of many organs and aystemc. However, one fails to dis-

-s/,or this effect by means of the compleent-fixation reaction. There are
n, nethods for its detection: either to study the in vivo effect of blood

-.rasfusion from irradiated into nonirradiated anitM 7, oF to observe the
-:.itro effect of blood (serum) on the cells of different tissues of the

organism.

It has been found that ',he blood of irradiated animals, especially
* xat taken from specific body areas, contains hypotensive substances (33),
*.c. acquires a new biological activity.

We have not seen papers discussing the in vitro effect of humoral
roducts on intrinsic cellular elements of ar. irradiated organism, except

for the investigations of B. N. Tarusov (156) with respect to the presence
of hemolytic products in the organs after irradiation relatively to erythrocytes

Le of healthy animals.

To study this question the method of Freund and Kaminerl) ,hich
•hey suggested for the d6ternmination of cancerolytic properties of serum,
,, used by N. N. Klemparskaya. in this reaction the decrease in tumor cellsin the sermm of the sick is determined. The nuribers of cells before and
after maintenance for one hour in this medium at 370 are compared.

The reaction of Freund and Kaminer permits evaluation of the degree
of preservation of a normal lytic (with regard to tumor cells) activity of
Jlood serum, which sharply decreases in cancerous organisms.

The principle of evaluation of the lytic activity of serum, on
tho basis of determination of the disintegration of cells, was used in the
:qperiments of N. N. Klemparskaya not for studies of dissolution of pathologic

'-xt'or) cellular elements, but for investigation of the effect of extracts
2 organs and blood on the intrinsic cells of the same organism. For this
7roose a method of preparation of individual components for the cytolytic
-:,ltion were worked out by h. N. Klemparskaya, who has studied the conditions

:r which it could be carried out and computed. By means of this reaction
n cytolytic activity of extracts from organs and blood serum of control and

-.diated anL-nals was investigated at different periods of radiation sickness
51 nice, 27 guinea pigs, 7h rats, 14 dogs and 22 rabbits. Cells of liver,

.ieon, kidneys and intestinal mucosa and leucocytes were the objects of
_:s3. It was found that the cytolytic activity of blood plasma and of ex-
,,ts from intestines, bone marrow, spleen and kibi~eys increases with de-
,•on radiation sickness; Agents appear which are lytic not only to the

l) uoted from A. A. ogo0& .
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cells of organs (as for instance, liver), but also to leucocytes, and the
appearance of leucocytolysines precedes the development of leukopenia. The
nature of these lytic agents requires further study, but even now a con-
nection between their appearance and immunization by the products of cellular
disintegration 4an be established, since the appearance of lytic agents can
be noted not only in the irradiated animals but also in healthy organisms only
after injection of homologous tissue of intestines and spleen into guinea
pigs and rats. If these cytolysines prove to be antibodies, they are dif-
ferent from bacteriolysines, because they do not lose their function after
inactivation at 560 over the course of 30 minutes like tissue antibodies,
described by Spar, Bale, Wolff and Goodland (307). The dynamics of the
appearance of cytolysines in irradiated rats and dogs, and also in animals
sensitize& by homologous tissues, are presented in Fig. 19, 20 and 21.

Immediately after
irradiation 26

Normal 7]

Number of days after exposure

• Leucocytes E Liver cells.

Fig. 19. Increase in the number of sharply positive reactions with liver
cells and leucocytes, in per cent of the total number of reactions, in rats
at different periods of radiation sickness.

Thus, on the basis of the data presented above one may judge
of the presence of changes in an irradiated organism which are of im-
portance for understanding the pathogenelis of radiation sickness: the
character of cellular antigens changes and humoral products appear capable
of reacting in the complement-fixation reaction with denatured protein of
the same species, an.d also dissolving the cells of organs and leucocytes
of the same animal. These data indicate the necessity to study questions
of pLthogenesis of radiation sickness by immunologic methods and the close
connection between the phenom:ena appearing after exposure and the change in
the immunobiological reactivity of the organism.

Analysis of the mechanism of action of therapeutic methods renders
great help in the study of etiology of many sicknesses. Explanation of the
reasons for effectiveness of these treatments must be an imperative clause
in the testing of any theory treating of the nature of the basic changes in
radiation sickness. Therefore, study of the efficacy of various means of
desensitizing therapy is one of the methods for investigation of the role oL
autoallergy in the pathogenesis of radiation sickness. As is known, different
methods are used in the treatment of radiation injuries (95), many of which
share a cormnon property--the capability for desensitization. This fact, in
our opinion, deserves great attention as proof of the allergic character of
many processes taking place in radiation sickness. On the basis of the ob-
servations of N. N. Klemparskaya, two additional desensitizing methods for
Sthe treatment of radiation sickness can be added to those known already; by
rmeans of these a certain therapeutic effect was attained in the experiments
on rabbits.
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Number of days after irradiation.

"y'.. 20. Charge in the number of leucocytes, and dynamics of appearance of
&uucolysinos in dogs exposed to 600 r.

3"z.d in the reaction: 1-leucocy-ces + blood of nontreated animals; '2-leuco-
cytcs of nonirradiatod animals + blood of treated; 3-leucocyte3 of treated
;,ainls 4- blood of nontreated; t-leucocytes 4-# blood of treated animals,
arrow shows the t-ýme of irradiation.

The first one is a 5% antipyrine solutioý: w;hich was used on the
.oir uf the report of Mitina (quoted from L. A. C'ci-naya and co-workers

'17L)), who attained complete desensitization by means of endocardial in-
.,.ction of antipyrine to guinea pigs before decisive injection of heter-
olA-ous protein. Since the endocardial injection is an intervention which
4s merely endured by irradiated animals, after much research it was replaced

intravenous injections. It was found, that the therapeutic effect is
preosorved after a decrease from 5 to 1.5% in the concentration of anti-
,,-rine solutions at the beginning of the treatment even at more than h8 hours

a:ter irradiation. By means of daily injections of antipyrine solution with
other effects excluded an increase in the sutrvival rate from 33.3 to 56.2%

,s obtained in rabbits exposed to X-irradiation at a dose of 800 r. The
other desensitizing method used by N. N. Klemparskaya, based on the instruc-
tions of E. I. Gudkova and P. P. Sakharov (38) with respect to the desensit-
izing effect of novocaine solutions proved to be more effective. After a
zries of failures in using one and two per cent solutions, a good therapeutic
effect was attained using daily injections of a mixture of 10 ml of 0.25%
.novocaine solution and 10 ml of LO% glucose solution based on the recommendation
of R. Vartapetov and P. Zhuchenko (18), who used a mixture of these solutions
for the treatment of some illnesses of pregnancy). Seven out of nine rabbits
oxposed to 1000 r survived, while all nine nontreated control animals died.
A good therapeutic effect of weak nrovocaine solutions was noted simultaneously
ty M. N. Livanov.

Finally, therj is one mere possible way for studying the role of
.llera in the pathogenesis of radiation sickness: efforts to induce several
2'enomrrena characteristic of the given sickness by means of experimental
;ensitization of animals by substances of tissues of the same species, i.e.
homosensitization.

Efforts were made by N. N. Klemparskaya to attain some changes
characteristic of radiation sickness by means of homosensitization; but
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she took note of the difficulties connected with the accomplishment of
this experiment (81). These difficulties are a complete absence of data
on the necessary amount of tissue and its qualitative state., of the route
and rramber of its in~e--tiors (it is e-vid•,nt from the absorption of the dis-
integration products of irradi-ated tissues, that t.his process is continurous
and prolonged, and this is hard to reproduce using an experimental injection)

and finally of the character and origin of tissue products.

All these differences between experimental sernsitization and thepr~~esdo not e•" .a..--- te develo'zent of oathlccpr:-ze _ i .itate by :--radia5tion do not '' - of
processes in aninals for all cases. However, by means of homosenzitization,
pathologic states having several sympt-.ms rather similar to those of
radiation sickness were achieved in many animals.

i-n e d ie l- after the pri.--"ry inj.-n y of -issues Zy radiFion. ener7., a-,
therefore, by the experimental injection of a prepared tissue suspension
of course, it is impossible to restore such phenomern, as epilation or
cataract develop•en:t, which depend on a direct injury of tissues of the given
organs by radiation.

In the performance of the experiments it should be noted that
allergen characteristics of tissue proteins of different organs are not
identical. Zius, for instance, N. A. Gorbunova and i. 1. Tsypina (30) have
revealed a difference in anaphylactogenic properties (in an experiment on
heteroallergy) even in the serum proteins of blood. In addition to the
c.ualitative peculiarities of tissue proteins their quantity (i.e. mass of
the given tissue) and the stage of vascularization of an organ, upon which
depends the rate of absorption of 1he products of tissue disintegration,
must be of great impormance as well. In our opinion, the tissue of the
=ucous membrane of the small intestines, richly provided with blood vessels
and the lumen of intestines ordinarily containing a great quantity partially
autolyzed disintegration products of cells, from which, as known, the in-
testinal enzymes develop (179, 135, 136). In 1907 L. B. Popel'skii (133)
showed that the contents of the small intestine are highly toxic if injected



,;to the vein cf animals of the same species. Obviously there is no ab-
,torption of indigenous protoins of autolyzed intestinal epithelium in a
Shealthy organism, but it becomes possible after damage to the permeability
of the intustinal wall caused by ionizing radiation.

it is generally known, that during the clinical course of radiation
sickness tho symptoms of damage to function of the gastrointestinal tract are
*l Iexorcssed. Histological investigations showed the presence of necrotization
a.d scalinz of epithelium, vacuolization, swelling and disintegration of the
nuclei of cells of mucosae and submucosae, formation of erosions, ulcers and
hc,-orrhZg05 (90).

N. N. Klemparskaya (79) in studying not only slices, but preparations-
;mprints--stained according to the method of Romanovskii-Oimz, made simultaneously

rwr difforent organs of the same irradiat ed rabbit, has established the
,rcatest destructive changes to be in the mucosae of the small intestine.
.onplete destruction of the epithelial cells was observed--cytolysis with

the formation of amorphous masses staining blue--, at the peak, of radiation

sickness and in nonsurviving animals, while the structure and typical color
of the cells of other organs (kidneys, liver, spleen) were preserved, al-
though the vacuolization of nuclei and swelling of protoplasm were noted.

This vast cellular disintegration occurs during the appeararne of

diarrhea, fever and rich seeding of organs with bacteria of intestinal auto-
flora dgainst the background of a significant increase in the number of
bacteria in the intestinal contents (123). The presence of lysis of a large
number of cells of the mucosa of intestines, as the observations of N. N.

SNXlemparskaya (80) indicated, is indicated by a substantial increase in the
bactericidal activity of the intestinal contents before death of the animal,

which at this terminal period does not have any protective value for the
organism. Increase in the bactericidal activity of the intestiral contents
of rabbits that died on the 6th-7th day following exposure to 1100 r, and
of minie exposed to 500-750 r, in contrast to normal animals, shows complete
bacteriostasis of the autoflora in bacterial cultures on a mixture of agar
with this content.

The functional changes in the activity of the cutaneous tegmina
and in the blood content of the vessels of the stomach region, discovered by
this author, prove the important role of damage to the organs of abdominal
cavity in the pathogenesis of radiation sickness (80).

An early decrease in the bactericidal function of the skin of
the belly and appearance of leukopenia was established by N. N. Klemparskaya
in the vessels of this retion, while even leucocytosis was observed in the
peripheral vessels of other body regions. These changes could be the con-
sequence of segmentary reflex effects of the pathologically changed organs of
abdominal cavity. The presence of local leucocytosis in the cutaneous
vessels over an inflammatory locus is a phenomenon well known to internists
and surgeons (17, 93, 63).

In the given case there is no leucocytosis, but regional leu~cofpia,
dependent, evidently, on severe damage to the organs of the abdominal
cavity, not inflammatory but rather degenerative in character.

Thus, a series of facts confirms the important role of injury oZ
the intestinal tract in radiation sickness, which results in the developrnt
of the corresponding clinical syndrome; zonal disturbances in the physiological
functions appear and the process of autosensitization develops, explained by
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the absorption of intestinal content which usually does not get into the blood-
stream in the indigenous form and in large quantities.

Subcutaneous injection of 10 ml. of suspension
of intestinal tissue.ill~~ itf~..

0

o J 2

IS34 . .F ... ..... ,
6' die d1-

Ii J4 ; .; b 1"4,iJif7;J/;2o

Experimental days

Fig. 22. Changes in some indices of the condition of a rabbit after a series
of subcutaneous injections of homologous intestinal tissue; arrows show the
time of injection of the tissue.

Of course, in the development of the total symptomatic complex of
radiation sickness many other factors must be taken into account also:
destructive changes in many organs, the mutual neuro-humoral effect of a
series of physiological systems, and first of all the nervous systmm. How-

* ever, in our owinion, injury of intestinal tract by radiation plays one of
the chief roles in the development of subsequent charges in the organism.
M. N. Pobedinskii (132) indicates, that of all variations of local irradiations
only the irradiation of stomach results in the development of radiation
sickness.

Studies of the decisive role of changes in the structure of tissue
antigens in the development of autosensitization of irradiated animals are
very important.

Final clarification of this problem first of all requires studies
on the specificity of these changes with respect to radiation, because it is
well known that differences in the antigenic structure of tissues, made
apparent by the method .of anaphylaxis with desensitization, are displayed
in many sicknosses and even at difforent ages of animals.

Development of significant changes in tissue antigens with developing
radiation sickness, especially shortly before death of the animal, is shown
in the invest•igations of R. V. Petrov and L. I. Il'ina (126). It is possible,
tbat these changes are consequences, and not causes of the primary processes
caused lay radi-ation.

Zist~rban.es in the oer-.eability of vessels and tissues are of
great i-npor-1ce in the development of autosensitization in radiation sick-
ness. A special importance of this factor in the development of allergy in
general is reported by X. A. Skvortsov (144); he considers the increase in
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Fig. 23. Changes in several indices of the condition of a rabbit after many
intracutaneous injections of homologous intestinal tissue; the arrows show
the injection time.

permeability to be one of the basic factors that determine both the possibility
of sensitization and the occurrence of theZ resolving P> contact of allerge
iith tissue antibodies. Under the conditions of damaged permeability of the
vessels of an irradiated organism disintegration products of cells in the

* indigenous form are absorbed by the bloodstream. Obviously the changes in
the state of proteins associated with tissue damage and the presence of some

* peculiarities in the antigens of various organs are sufficient for the
* sensitizing effect.

Let us remember that in the investigations of I. I. Mechnikov and
the series of authors mentioned above (249, 254,. 268, 316, 322) nephritis,
r •ocarditis and encephalitis were attained by injection of minced tissue of
healthy organisms.

To study the biological effect of the injection of homologous
tissue of irradiated and healthy animals N. N. Klemparskaya has carried
out experiments on 96 rabbits, 43 guinea pigs and 462 mice.

?Feshly prepared 10-25% suspensions of tissues of normal and ir-
radiated animals of identical species were injected by different methods
i:.travenously, subcutaneously, intramuscularly and intracutaneously.

Tissues of the small intestinal mucosae, liver, spleen and encephalon
were used. The greatest number of experiments was carried out with intestinal
tissue.

T7h data obtained confirmed the report of L. B. Po3el'skii (133)
with respect to the toxicity of the intestinal contents of healthy animals,
and new facts can be established which characterize the bic..ogical effect
of the tissues of this organ. The injection of an extract or suspension of
homologous tissues of the small intestines of healthy and irradiated rabbits
induces the development of leukopenia, appearance of fever on the 5th-Bth
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Fig. 24.A. Trophic ulcers on the soles of hind feet of rabbits after 4-6
weeks following injection of homologous intestinal tissae.

day, changirg into hypotherr•&a before death, weight loss and appeararce of
henorrhages in lungs and intestinal tract in hea.thy animals.

To illustrate the canges in the condition of "nia.ls aftcr in-ection
of horzlogous tissues, Fig. ý2 and 23 show the dyrwaics of the charges in
weight, temperature and leucocyte count. Cultures from organs of nonsurviving
animals oftener remain sterile or give growth to intestinal autoflora, and
sometimes to white staphyL)coccus.

Finally in part of the animals the development of synrzmetrically
located trophic ulcers on the soles of both hind feet of rabbits was
observed after a prolonged period of time following the inj'cction of tissues.

Fig. 24 B. Trophic ulcers on the soles of hind feet of rabbits after 4-6
weeks following the injection of cellular fractions of the mucosae of small

4 C

intesti~nes.

- The aDnearance of these ulcers (Fi'g. 24) is ver. I si-milar to tropaic
u -zars on the feet o.-, rabbits a-fter si'Leocal irradflat-On of on~e of ,e
legs; tacI ulcers have been described by D. 3orizonzov (~)
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Fig. 25. Change in leucocyte count after intravenous injection of mito-
chondria of the intestinal macosae of healthy and irradiated animals.

In addition tr the d4ect effect of homologous tis-i(. iractlons
the authors have also recorded the anpearance of pathologic proc m::ses at a

remote perioA after the time of injection.
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Fig. 26. Effect of intravenous injection of l0.5 mg of the iritochondrial

f~raction in healthy rabbit; the arrow shows the moment of injection4

k?

After irntravenou• injc:tion of 10 xng of a fraction ot' mitochondria

of the rnucosae of homologou3 int-'.. ines in four healthy rabbits the develop-
merit of fever (LO-hl°3) on the hth and 8th day and loss of weight were ob-
served in all of tnem; two of theni di, on the sixth and eleventh day with
hemorrhages in the lungs necrosis of the•',cous me~mbrane of the duodenum and

the beginning of the small intestines. The cultures from internal organs
were sterile (Fig. 26); white staphylococcus was separated from kidneys "f
one out of four rabbits taken.

Such occurrences were not observea in rabbits that received an
injection of the mitochond~rial fraction of irradii:.tod animals, probably
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F because the amount of this preparation w-as much smaller (25 mg of this
fraction was a lethal dose).

All These clinical symptom,3 and the development of autoinfection
are very similar to tae changes observed in radiation injuries.

The injection of liver suspension initiated these symptoms mnch
less frequently and only in animals most sensitive to allergy--guinea pigs.
Allergenic ity of the suostance taken from healthy animals in these exper-
iments was higher, than that from the irradiated animals. An impression Yray
form, that '.-e disintegration of tissue and depolymerization of complex com-
pourds iriuoed * radiation lead eye: to -..-- r:se-.en: zf •-. . :issue:th
res-ect to anti genzc s-.us-anzes. Ths os te as ion o
appearance of special toxins in the tissues of an irradiated organism.

In order to carry out detailed studies of the changes in biologibal
aflects of tissues of an irradiated organism, N. N. Klemparskaya, R. V. Petrov
aiid L. I. Il'ina have observed the effect of different fractions of the tissue
of the mucosa of small intestines and the liver (of nuclei, initochondria and
cytoplasm) obtained by the method of Claude (201) and Dounce (211) on healthy
animals.

One hundred and fifty rabbits were used for the studies of the
character and nature of the biological effects of bhese substances.

These experiments revealed a capacity for a very active biological
effect expressed in the development of shock directly after intravenous in-
jection of definite numbers of cells of the mitochondrial fraction of mucosa
of the small intestines. The mi-cochDndrial fraction, containing 10 mg of tVhe
preparation per 1 ml of rabbits irradiated with 1000 r of A-rays or Co

-rays was more active witin 6-2h hours after irradiation, than the pre-
paration of identical concentration taken from healthy animals. After intra-
venous injection of 2.5 mg (or 0.25 ml) of the preparation of irradiated

animals and 25-30 mg (or 2.5-3 ml) of mitochondria of the intestineal mucosa
of healthy rabbits, rapidly occurring death from shock was cbserved in a
healthy rabbit--recipient (within 30 seconds to l12 minutes). Asthma and shaky
gait appeared, the animal fell on its side, intense spasma developed, ex-
cretion of urine was observed and the animal died. Sharply pronounced
leukopenia was always discov-red after death in blood taken from the heart,
as it can be seen from Fig. 25.

There were no macroscopic changes in the organs, except for nyper-
emia of lungs and small intestines.

As seen from the data presented, the shock-lixe effect cf mito-
chondria from irradiated rabbits w,±b much greater than that from healthy
ores, ait.hoagh the character of the induced changes was identical. Probably
this as well as the qualitative changes may be explained by a presence of a
large quantity of the products of depolynorization of tissue substances,
which accumulate during the centrifugation of this fraction.

Such a manifestation of biological effect was ooservea only after
the -,itr,'venous injection of the given fraction and was aosent aftdr injec-
tions o- ýquaL and much 1-ireer quantities intraperitoreally, intracutaneously,
intr.-.uscuiarly or subcutaneously.

,f all those preparations of the tissues of livor and sxall in-
tostin a) r4cosae, after intravenous injection of 10 mg of pru:)aration by
protein :ontent death wdS caused only by thv fraction containi;. intustV"al
mitochcinuria. Preparations of liver cells and fractions of nuclei nd jtto-
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niasm of intestines in these quantities were well endured by rabbits and
neither caused death nor the development of leukopenia.

Formation of trophic ulcers on both hind feet of the rabbit within
34 days after a single intravenous injoction of the preparation of nuclei of
the intestinal mucosa of irradiated rabbits in one of the manifestations of a
delayed effect of sensitization by the fractions of homologous tissues (Fig.

2hB). Ulcers from the injection of whole suspensions of intestinal tissue
(see Fig. 2"A) and ulcers which developed as a result of local irradiation of
one of the legs are similar to those described above (33).

Thus, in experiments dealing with the injection ýd suspensions of
indigenous tissue and of individual microstructures of s•ells it has been found
that the intestinal substances have an active biological effect on an animal
of the same species.

How can it be, with no radiation effect and with an inevitable
destruction of cells in the intestines no autosensitization develops?

Evidently, the ar.,unt of all the products and the rate of their
absorption by the bloodstream are of great importance, because it has been
established that normal homologous and even hetarologous serum has a detoxi-
cating effect on the shock-producing capacity of the mitochondrial fraction
of intestines under the compulsory condition of contact for an hour at 370
has been established. Simple mixing of serum with the mitochondrial pre-
paration did not hinder the development of snock.

The important role of autosensitization of the organism in the ae-
velopment of radiation injuries is confirmed not only by the facts presented
above -with respect to the development of pathologic conditions after injection
of tissue products, but also by the fact that homosensitization makes the
organism especially sensitive to radiation. Against the background of an
existing increased sensitivity to the tissue products, radiation by causing
dama-e to the cells and by changing permeability becomes a <4 decisive >)
factor, which affects the organism more severely than radiation with no
sensitization. In the experiments of N. N. Klemparskaya only one ouZ of
16 rabbits exposed to X-irradiation of 800 r died of shock after exposure,
but 6 out of 7 preliminarily sensitized with the tissue of rabbit's intestines
(2 weGks to 5 months) died during the firs- four hours.

Dauring the first five days seven out of twenty mice exposed to a
dose of 600 r died, but ten out of twelve mice sensitized with the tissue of
homologous intestines died over this period. However, if the injection of
tissue occurs after irradiation even with sublethal radiation doses, then
it becomes a<< decisive>> factor, and animals die after amounts of tissue
products, which are well tole-ated by healthy animals. Thus, for instance,
:ive out of six guinea pigs irradiated with 50 r died after injection of liver
t:issue, but only one out of eight nonirradiated aniLmals died. Consequently,
,.oth the injection of tissues and irradiation can oe mutually aggravating
factors.

This circu-mstance has great practical value, because it explains
why an organism .ndergoini- some process connected with .baQ;jtion of tissue
dlsirtjration )roe.acts, for instance, traU:, irnla•r:.atory i tioa locus,
preg•a..;y aud ao o,, usaally Isponos sevoa'ely to ionizing radiaion.

in light of the-e data, evaluation of the role of irfeztious pro-
c,--sus in t, Lrrau.tita or,;anism ii of .i:cial int *rd t. one must ta~e into
i,ýccya.c tnat in audition to 5he uffd:,i of toxic proaucts of -etabolisr of
the microbe cell itself, in .nflar.natory processes of microoial etioloi'.
tne bra1dow.. of tissues of the organism and forrtion of << endoganou3
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factors>> take place, which, according to the judgment of Kh. Nh. Planrel'yes
(130) is of great significance in the pathogerhesis of infectious diseases.
This circumstance is especially important against the background of an auto-
sensitized (for instance, after irradiation) organism in which the appearance
of the prod.cts of tissue disintegration plays a <(decisive P> role and
aggravates the course of the basic process of autosensitization.

On the other hind, the presence of the sensitization process in
the organism determines the severe course of the local ifla..ao :rocess.

cAs latier. ) S'-up wed, t-n the; -itLnasite of aoth r ues- hen

.. et.r:• ..- t. :tein., as -. •he :roce_-s - riL-e: a__-.., e"":r
bacteria accumulate than in a normal organism, and the process is more severe
in charactcr. In our opinion, together with a series of other causes, the
severe course 6f infectious processes in irradiated organisms depenrs on
this rutual affect of autosensitization and infectious damage (cornected with
local formation of tissue disintegration products).

The existing literature data refer to the effect not of homo-,
but heterosensitization on the course of infections. All authors who have
studied this problem come to one and the same .onclusion, that the infection
with microbes of animals sersitized by heterologous protein leads to a more
severe course of radiation sickness as conpared with the control ani-.als.
D. F. Tsonbalist and :.. A. i-_el'yanova (171) have reported an irnzreased
mortality rate in sensitized guinea pigs (more than four times), if infected
with diphthcria bacteria. Eighty five per cent of these animals had
bacteriemia, and their infection dose was significantly lower than that of
nonsensitized animals.

L. L. Aandyba (62) has studied the course of diseases caused by
pneumacocci, streptococci, viruses of encephalomyelitis and intoxication by
diohtheria toxin. The importance of using a definite amount of sensitizer-
horse serum-and a dose of microorganisms has been reported. In certain
combinations of these two factors a significant aggravation of the infectious
process in sensitized animals has been attained. The author presents a re-
view of forelp papers reporting on the severe course of streptococcus and
staphylococcus infections in sensitized rajbits and dogs. However, we failed
to find published investigations with respect to tue question of the effect
of autoallergy on the course of infections.

The experiments of N. N. Klempar~kaya performed on 24 raDbits and
36 guinea pigs indicated that experimental intracutaneous injection of living
culture of coliform, bacteria into o onirradiated ani.als sensitized with homo-
logous tissues leads to the development of more savere local inflamatory
changes in conparison with the control aniials: the dimensions of iifiltration
areas increase, and necrosis and hemorrhages appear. The spreading of the in-
jected microbes into internal organs occurs in these animals, and in many cases
it is followed by their death, which was never ovsorved after intracutaneous
injection of coliform oacteria in healthy guinea pigs and rabbits. Table 17
is presented as an illustration; it shows, that single and repeated injections
of homologous tissue cause a docrease in the weight of animals and increase
in their sensitivity to the intracutaneous i:•ection, which is manifested
both by an in~rease in the i.itensity of local iafla-iatory symptoms and by
death after infection. T`e speccific peculiarities of the effoct of hono-
sens-tization by various tissues on the course of infections require further
studie", but one can see from the Iata presunted, that thie uf,'ect is not
id. ýtical: the a.,ravation was hiJ;nor i:: guinea pigs sonsitin.,d A y intesti:."
"tissues .s compared with the sensitization by liver tissue. The scnsitization
was carried out 6-10 days oefore Lhe injection of the -ecisive dose.
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The external appearance of cutaneous inflammatory loci of two
rabbits-control (A) and experimental (R), sensitized by the suspension of
the intestinal tissue of a rabbit, is presented in Fig. 27.

)
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Fig. 27. External appearance of inflammatory locus in rabbits within 24 hours
after the injection of 1.0 bil. of coliform bacteria.
A-in control rabbit.* B-in a rabbit sensitized 25 days before injection of the
intestinal tissue* Hemorrhages of large dimensions and edema extending down
to the lower area of the stomach can be seen in the experimental rabbit.

Zuch larger dimensions of infiltration area, and hemorrhages, can be
observed in the experimental animal.

The aggravation of the experimental infection in homosensitized
animals was demonstrated especially clearly in the experiments of IN. N. Kle,-r,
parskaya, R. V. Petrov and L. I. il'ina by the injection of various rabbit
tissues containing various microstructures of cells: nuclei, mitan-hondria and
cy-toplasm, obotained from healthy a.% well as irradiated animals, ii,ýo rabbits.
In.e rabbits received an intravenous injection of 10 rmz of the'frac sions indlc-
ated (except for the mitochon~drial fraction of intestines of an irradiated

rabi;twa ijcted intravenously in the amount of 1-2 mg, because a higher
do-se caused death of an animal; or 10 mg were injected, 'out by another route)
and after 13-35 days, intracutaneous iq n tlary~jh^.&living one-day-old culture
of coli-form bacteria (1 bil. microbes)// Te daaootaned are presented in
Table 18.
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Fig. 28. External appearance of inflammatory focus 24 hours after intracutaneous
injection of I bil. of coliform bacteria.
A-rabbit No 83 (control); B-rabbit No 61 sensitized 35 days and once more 13 days
oefore infection by intravenous injection of cytoplasmic fraction of intestines
of an irradiated rabbit.

A slight infiltration with a moderate hyperemia from 3 to 5 cm.
in diameter formed on the site of injection of two control, nonsensitized
rabbits. The size of infiltration areas in nine rabbits that received in-
travenous injections of tissue fractions of healthy animals also wer.e within
these limits, except for two rabbits that received injections of preparations
of cytoplasm and mitochondria of intestinal mucosa. However, these animals

had neither necrosis nor hemorrhages.

The course of the local inflammatory process was much more severe
in rabbits sensitized by various fractions containing microstructures of
cells of irradiated animals.

Necrosis on the site of injection of coliforw. bacteria, and .n-
tensely expressed hemorrhages, appeared in six out of nine raDbits. The
external appearance of these foci reminded very much of the necrotic-hemorrhagic
reaction to the intracutaneous injection of ccliform bacteria in irradiated
rabbits described by V. F. Sosova (Fig. 28).. Consequently* the sensitizing
effect, with regard to damage to the tissues by microbes, was more conspicuoua
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Table 18

Effect of sensitiz.f.ton by different tissue fractions of normal and
irradiated rabbits on the intensity of the local inflammatory reaction.
Organs Normal or Fraction No. of Intensity of the local

of irradiated the sensa inflammatory reaction
rabbit with a dose itized after an intracutaneous

of 1000 r. rabbit injection ofI bil ofl 0.1 ml. of

coliform. turpentine
oacteria

_. ... _ culture

Normal Cytoplasm 54 +
148

Mitochondria 55 * -
Liver 51 + + + Not checked

Irradiated Cytoplasm 60 + +4-+66
Mitochondria 65 + * -

68 +_ _ _ _ _

Normal Cytoplasm 56
57 4+
71+

Intestine Ylitochondria 59 + 4-7+ + ÷Yý- *-- •-t

Cyt'opI.sm, 61 #"Not
76 - injected

Irradiated 62 4- -t" + +
MitochondriaI) 70 ++ * + " +

67 4-_++ + +_-t_ 4-

Control rabbits with no sensitization 83 * Not injected
97 + 4-

N o t e: Designation of the intensity of the reaction from the
diameter of the infiltrate: - infiltration area to 3 cm; J-*infiltration
area from 3 to 5 cm.; +++ infiltration area above 5 cm; +-4+ infiltration
area above 5 cm, presence of necrosis and hemorrhages.

1) Since this fraction of mitochondria after intravenous injection causes
death by shock, rabbit No 70 received intraperitoneal and rabbit No 67
intra.muscular injections.

in tissue fractions obtained from irradiated animals, which is a proof for the
presence of qualitative changes in cellular substances induced by radiation.

The action of microorganisms is not necessary for the development of a
necrotic-hemorrhagic reaction on the skin, because (see Table 18) the in-Jection of 0.1 ml. of turpentine gives the same effect. Evidently the
formation of products which result from the disintegration of tissue cells,
and which are the <( decisive>> factors in homosensitization, is important.
Thus, one may assume that one of the causes of hemorrhagic necrosis on the
site of the injection of bacteria in irradiated animals, evidently is the

oformation of disintegration products of the tissue in the inflammatory focus
in conjunction with the state of autosensitization developing at this t me.
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Aggravation of infectious processes in autosensitized organisms imayy depend not only on local development of necrosis and hemorrhages con-

Stimulus, whLch also is duter'mined by the e•f'ect of tissue ai..LL ,Lcn
products, and consequently, connected with depression of the immunobiological
reaction to the spread of microbes.

Local cutaneous test (of the type of Pirke reaction) is one of the
methods used for development of sensitization of an organism to some allergen;
thereforu, one could try to develop a state of allergy to the substances of
different tissues in irradiated animals by means of intracutaneous tests. For
this purpose the suggestions of a series of authors (66, 323, 216) with
respect to achievement of more clearcut results in local allergic reactions
after the injection of allergen in special zones of the organism feyes,
upper lip (labial reaction) and testes 7 must be taken into account. Actually,
the injection of a 20% suspensions of fresh homologous tissues in the skin
of the lateral side surface of the body or extremitios of irradiated animals
failed to give us an opportunity to observe local allergic reaction, and only
the use of the zones indicated namely skin of the upper lip, permitted

observation of a clearly expressed necrotic-hemorrhagic reaction with edema;
these were local injections of suspensions of tissues in experiments on
irradiated mice and guinea pigs, carried out by N. N. Klemparskaya in co-
operation with N. A. Kraevskii and V. V. Shikhodyrov. A similar labial
reaction appears in mice only on the 3rd day, and in guinea pigs on the 7th
day following exposure to lethal doses of X-rays. Of four kinds of allergens
checked--extracts of homologous tissues, suspensions of bacteria, sterile

milk and horse serum--positive reactions were obtained only to the injection
of the extract of small intestines of irradiated (rarely of healthy) mice.

A positive test could be seen within 18-24 hours from the development
of edera which covered not ohly the region of the lip on the injection side,
but spread to the neck and head, and also from the appearance of hemorrhage.
ificroscopi. preparations showed edema, necrosis, hemorrhages and absence of
any cellular infiltration, i.e. a reaction of the hyperergic type.

Such a positive labial test can be achieved by the injection of ex-
tracts of homologous tissues only at a definite period of radiation sickness,
indicated above. The hyperergic reaction fails to appear in mice if this
substance is injected within the first two days, 24 hours or later following
irradiation (dose of 600 r)(evaluation was made by visual examination and
analysis of microscopical preparations) These data indicate, that the state
of increased sensitivity to the substances of homologous tissues requires a
definite time for its development, whose duration, in the examples provided,
agreed with the latent period. Simultaneously with the examination of the
irradiated animals, the same substances were always injected into healthy mice
and guinea pigs. External examination did not show any local reaction. Focal
cellular infiltration was observed in histological preparations.

Positive labial tests could be achieved by other means than the
injection of prepared extracts of homologous tissues of irradiated animals.
If the formation of disintegration products of cells can be caused by
changing the osmotic pressure, for instance by injection of distilled water,
then at a definite period of radiation sickness, hemorrhage and necrosis
appear in irradiated animals. Positive cutaneous hemorrhagic reactions
after the labial injection of d~illed water in mico irradiated with a dose
of 600 r (injection done on the 3rd day) were obtained by N. N. Klemparskaya,
N. A. Kraevskii and V. V. Shikhodyrov; the same were obtained in experiments
with dogs subjected to an identical treatment (intracutaneous injections in( the belly beginning with the 10th day after irradiation) by N. N. Klemparskaya



and N. V. Raeva. A simultaneous injection of physiologic saline solution in
these animals did not cause any local reactions. In the experiments with
dogs it was found, that the capacity to react to intracutaneous injections
of distilled water by the formation of hemorrhage is preserved in surviving
animals over several months. It is well known, that if a certain reaction
to some antigen-alergen develops in the organism, then the perception of
other antigonic (allergenic) stimulations decreases significantly (233). Such
an unresponsiveness in sensitized animals with respect to diphtheria anatoxin
was established by P. F. Zdrodovskii (48) and confirmed later by I. E. Alatyrtseva
and S. A. Usmanova (4), who in addition to this reported that sensitized rats
acquire greater sensitivity to diphtheria toxin.

A. A. Klimentova (82) has established a significant decrease in the
production of typhus agglutinins under the conditions of vaccination and
revaccination after a primary sensitization by horse serum.

Depression of the reaction to the immunizing stimulus which develops
after the appearance of autoallergy, is probably one of the factors explaining
the severity of the course of infectious diseases in sensitized organisms, in
which the defensive mechanisms are not satisfactorily mobilized. The unre-
sponsiveness of a sensitized organism may be displayed to the perception not
only of antigenic, but, evidently, also of allergenic stimulati. Of course,
there are not sufficient experimental data in this field at present. It is
necessary to clarify the effect exerted by the development of the sensitization
process on the perception of repeated allergenic stimuli That such an
effect exists can be judged by the data presented in this monograph, which
show that the capacity for immunogenesis andallergic reactions after irradi-
ation decreases substantially.

It may be assumed, that the autosensitization which develops due to
irradiation is the cause, which makes the organism refractory to the percep-
tion of other antigenic stimulations. It is not our task to rev-iaw the i
literature concerning the depression of immunogenesis after irradiation. A
series of articles may be recommended to those who wish to become familiar withthis problem (I. A. Pigalev (129), V. T.. Troitskii, 0. V. Chakhava and N. A.Kozlova (159), W. H. Taliaferro and L. a. Taliaferro (312) and others).

It should be noted only that the significant decrease in immuno-
genesis in immunization after irradiation not only contradicts, as Cronkite(207) thinks, the hypothesis of watosensitization,, but proves to be one of

the convincing confirmations (on the basis of data presented above, on the
depression of immanogenesis in any sensitization process).

There are many less data concerning the course of allergic
reactions in irradiated organisms, than on the change in immlnogenesis. All
of them indicate a depression of allergic reactivity during this response.
Thus, for instance, Becker (187) and later V. F. Sosova (151) recorded a
depression of the Schwartzman phenomenon in experiments on irradiated
al.imals. V. F. Sosova reports in her work that there are several phases in
the development of Schwartzman's phenomenon after exposure to a dose of
1100 r: first, during the first 25 hours, an intravenous injection bf filtrate
of bacterial culture produces a severe general reaction followed by death of
the rabbits. After 48 hours following exposure to a dose of 1100 r, the
phenomenon is expressed as usual (the reactivity of the organism has not yet
changed), but on the 3rd-5th day after irradiation it is completely depressed
and the organism becomes unresponsive to the injection of killed bacteria and
some chemical substances. Consequently, the depression of the Schwartzman
phenomenon coincides with the time of appearance of tissue antibodies andwith the change in sensitivity of the organism to the injection of extractsof homologous tissues and large quantities of living microbes (hyperergic ( ,)
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reaction). These data agree well with the concept that the development of
the autosonsitization process (after irradiation with lethal doses beginning
with the 3rd day after irradiation) decreases the capacity of the organism
to react to other stimulants. It is generally known, that arV process of
sensitization changes the function of the nervous system, causing the de-
velopment of an inhibiting process in its centers (which occurs also in
radiation sickness).

A decroase in allergic reactivity in irradiated animals is dis-
played in different phenomena of the allergic state.

In 1913 Hloinrich (21l) showed a decrease in the inteneity of
.anaphylactic reactions in irradiated guinea pigs. This was confirmed by
Capolli (198) twho showed additionally, that in vitro irradiation of the serum
of sensitized animals decreases its allergenc -activity. V. A. Samtsov and
A. A. Gorodetskii (138), and later Yu. N. Sockolov (147) described the de-
pression of the Arthus phenomenon in irradiated rabbits, Liebersohn and
Shimanko (quoted from Yu. N. Sokolov), and also Lernox (252) have described
the decrease in intwisity of the manLifestation of cutaneous tests by tuber-
culin. The data rulative to the effect of radiation on the occurrence of
anaphylactic reactions in sensitization before irradiation are contradictory.

Z. I. Poluboyarinova has observed a depression of the shock
reaction in guinea pigs sensitized before injection of radioactive substances
(radon, radiothorium) over a period from the 3rd to the 7th day after treat-
ment, with restoration of allergic reactivity on the lhth day.

However, Stoner and Hale (308) reported an increase in an-

aphylactic shock reactions in mice sensitized by " -rays before ir-

radiation, especially over the period from the 2nd-7th day of radiation
sickness. Probably this discrepancy is connected with a difference in ex-
perimental conditions and in the character of the radiations.

Evidently, marV problms of allergic reactivity of the organism
under the effect of ionizing radiation require further study. There is a
little information on the development cf infectious allergies under these
condit ions.

It is known, that a series of allergic reactions found a vast use
in diagnostics of infectious diseases (reactions of Pirke, Bdrne, maleic
test, reaction to tularin and so on).

The only publications which we know of at present (147, 252) in-
dicate-a great change in the manifestations of allergic reactivity of an
irradiated organism to bacterial allergens.

A detailed investigation of the change in reaction of an iriadiated
organism to the injection of allergens (tuberculosis, brucellosis and
tularemia bacteria) .where sensitization of animals was accomplished by in-

jection of living vaccines 3 days and 2 weeks before, and within 1, 3 and
7 days after irradiation were carried out by 0. M. L'vitsyna in our laboratory.
The experiments were 350 guinea pigs and 10 rabbits; the guinea pigs were
exposed to doses of 100, 200 and 500 r of X-rays or by injecting each with
0.03 mC of polonium. The rabbits were exposed to 800 r.

Irradiated rabbits seasited both before and after treatment reacted
to t',..e injection of tuberculin in a manner identical to that of the control
ani!zis, when they were examined on the 3rd day of radiation sickness. How-
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ovor, in a tcso (•antoux reaction) on the 7th day after irradiation always
;:ave a more pronounced inflammatory reaction than in nonirradiated animalts
zr::jitiz,id ry -K;G vaccine. This amplification of the allergic reactivity
of tht. Cincz . gs innreased with increasinr radiation dose.

At first we were astbnished by these data with respect to depression
of allergic reactions to heterologous protein in irradiated animals, which
did not at first agree the data presented in the literature above, astonished
us. A detailed investigation of the discrepancy indicated the important role
of species and the value of nouspecific responsiveness of the tissues of
irradiated guinea pigs even to such an insignificant trauna, as that produced
by allergen during its contact with the tissues of a sensitized organism.

The previously described strengthening of allergic reactivity in
irradiated guinea pigs, as indicated by many confirmatory experiments, was
actually nonspecific and was observed in pigs at this period after injection
of a series of other allergens (for instance, brucellin) and even such sub-
stances, as distilled water (which causes local formation of disintegration
products of tissues) and meat-infusion broth. This nonspecific inflammatory
reaction to the injection of allergens has great practical significance,
because it is obvious, that such widely used allergic reactions as Pixke,
Berne and the like, cannot have diagnostic value for irradiated organisms.

It is of interest, that during an internal -not external-ir-
radiation G. M. L'vitsyna has obscrv qd not amplification, but, on the
contrary, depression of the allergic reactivity to bacterial allergens and
absence of nonspecific reactions. This difference in the effect of a
single external irradiation and prolonged continuous effect of the in-
corporated substances can be explained, for instance, by difference in the
duration of irradiations of both kinds. In fact after repeated external
irradiation (50 r daily to a total dose of 500 r) not amplification but de-
pression of allergic reactions to tuberculin in sensitized guinea pigs was
observed. It was found that, besides this, species is of great significance: , )
a single external irradiation of rabbits leads to a complete depression of
allergic reaction to tuberc-ulin (in aniLra2. SenziIl-ze- - "" 3v 3- K ::iz.e-

-. .. .. ___ . r. . . .. -

. a:.c •h a:pearance of positive reactions to allergens of tuber-
culcsi; brucellosis and tularemia bacteria in animals that received injections
of heterologous and homologous liver and intestinal tissue, and in guinea
pigs with cutaneous inflammatory loci which appeared after injection of
colif•orm bacteria are very interesting. Evidently, the diverse processes
which lead to disintegration of cells and absorption of tissue products,
can change the course of allergic tests with bacterial allergens and lead
to the appearance of nonspecific reactions. These data require intent
attention in order to evaluate properly the data of allergic tests in or-
ganisms that have had contact with ionizing radiation.

A question arises: to what degree are these changes in allergic
reactivity specific for the effect of ionizing radiation?

It is known, that the depression of the allergic reactivity has
not been observed only after irradiation. It has been observed also after
the injection of cortisone (272) on a model of anaphylactic shock and the
Schwartzman phenomenon (287, 291), in pregnancy (85) and in the development
of avitaminoses (65).

Unresponsiveness to tuberculin after injection of yperite prepar-
ation has been established in rabbits injected with BCG vaccine (204). These
data allow one to conclude, that the development of pathologic processes af-
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ter rad'ation treatment are based on phenomena comwmn to other conditions of
the organism connected with a change in its reactivity, differing ir. its
intensity and rate of development due to the peculiarities of the appearance
of radiation injuries.

The theory on the leading role of autoallergy in the pathogenesis
of radiation sickness could also serve for investigation of the effect of
various methods used for prophylaxis and therapy of radiation sickness, be-
cause many methods used for this purpose prove to be capable of affecting
allergic processes. Thus, for instance, some of them can prevent the body's
perception of allergenic stimuli, others depress the development' of the pro-
cess of sensitization which already had begun and so on.

From this point of view, in our opinion, effective therapeutic and
prophylactic means can be separated into three large groups according to their
effect on the process of autosensitization.

All prophylactic methods whose use is effective only if they are
injected several hours or minutes before irradiation may be attributed to
the first group.

Substances rather different in their chemical composition (for
instance sulphur-containing organic and inorganic preparations, cyanides and
the like) refer to them. In addition to their efficiency in prophylactic
use in the struggle against radiation injuries, the presence of a capacity
to depress the function of chemoreceptors of vessels, which, as known, has
a great significance in the perception of allergic and antigenic stimulation,
is a common property of all these substances (167, 13, lh, 146). Against
the background of change in chemoreception under the effects of these
preparations before irradiation, there evidently occurs a weakening of the
toxic and sensitizing effect of the disintegration products of tissue ab3orbed
by the blood stream after irradiation, which results in decreased severity
of radiation sickness. The degree of correspondence of the effect of pro-
tective substances on chemoreception to thG prophylactic effect in radiation
sickness is to be stuicd in detail. If such a correspondence were constantly
present, then prophylactic preparations could be selected before they are
dhecked on anitnals ur.der the condition of radiation treatment; the evaluation
of their effect on chemoreception could be carried out in an acute experiment,
which is a cheaper and quicker method. Then. the effect of the chosen effective
substances on survival rate could be tested in radiation sickness.

The second and third group would include agents which exert an
effect when used at different periods following exterral irradiation or
against the background of a continuing internal effect of radioactive sub-
stances,

Their separation into two groups, in our opinion, is based on
different modes of action of these agents on the process of sensitization.

Injection of preparations of heterologous and homologous tissue,
injection of antibiotics and blood transfusion can be assigned to the second
group.

Each of those effects separately, as known from corresponding lit-
crature data, is capable of causing a state of sensitization in the organism,
"which, evidently, as a reaction to a stronger stimulus, competitively de-
prxesses the development of autoallergy.

Effects which decrease the total allergic reactivity of an organism
can be grouped together in the third group.
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Thus, for instance, special food regimes, vitamin therapy, anesthetic
and narcotic agents, anoxia, decrease in environmental temperature and tht like
(65) exert such effects.

These peculiarities of agents of the three groups mentioned have
to be taken into account in the search for new ways to combat radiation sick-
ness,

The theory of the autoallergic nature of radiation sickness can
Rrovide data for the basic questions which are the criteria, as B. N. Tarusov
156) indicates, of the accuracy of the theory of pathogenesis of radiation

injuries; this theory may explain, why a comparatively small energy affect
induces severe pathologic processes and why there is a latent period after
which the davolopmont of the elokness develop& progreusively.

SThus, the importance of autoallergy p2ocess in the development of
radiation sickness is confirmed by many facts: tie presence of clinical
features characteristic of allergic sicknesses, the efficacy of desensitizirg
therapy, peculiarities of the change in inminobiological reactivity of the
irradiated organism ýchanges in other allergic states are analogous), changes
in antigenic properties of tissue proteins; and experiments on homosensitization,
which resulted in some pathologic manifestations characteristic of radiation
sickness, in nonirradiated animals (leukopenia, loss of weight, fever followed
by hypothermia, and appearance of hemorrhages in internal organs).

Studies of these theoretical problems on the nature of the basic
processes in the organism in radiation sickness has great practical value,
because they indicate ways to search for effective means to combat this
sickness, assist in understanding its causes; and detection of means that
affect the depressed immunobiological reactivity of an irradiated organism,
makes it possible to evaluate the allergic tests under such conditions and
to use corresponding agents to fight the developing autoinfection.

A detailed study of the peculiarities of the allergic reactivity
of an irradiated organism requires further investigations in order to solve
a series of theoretical and practical problems. Even the data obtained in
this direction indicate the great significance of this section of radio-
biology.

The investigation of the nature of the autoallergic processes
will provi de r p ossibility not only of affecting the response of the or-
ganism to varilous allergens, but also of affecting the basic cause of ra-
diation sickness in order to prevent it and to aura.
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Chapter 5

Infectious Diseases in Radiation Sickness.

The data presented in the preceding chapters indicated changes
in immunity which appear after the treatment of the organism with ionizing
radiation. Due to this, the interaction with the normal microflora of the
body is destroyed and at certain radiation doses (median lethal and lethal)
the development of endogenic infection usually is observed in an irradiated
organism. The sensitivity of irradiated animals to infection with microbe-
commensals increases sharply, and the infection usually ends with the gen-
eralization of the infection.

If after irradiation an endogenic infection develops because of
conditionally pathogenic commensals and if the organism becomes extremely
sensitive to infection with them, then, naturally, it will be more sensitive
also to infection with pathogenic bacteria-stirwlants of infectious diseases.

Our numerous experiments and those known frcm the literature con-
cerning the infection of irradiated animals by the agents of infectious
diseases serve as confirmation; among the latter B. perfrirgens, B. Breslau,
B. tetani, C. dinhtherial, Staph lococus aureus, heimolytic streptococcus,
the agents of leptospirosis, malaria, anosoma infection, a series of
viruses and so on, can be mentioned. Let us discuss some of them.

An increased sensitivity of irradiated animals to the agent of gas
gargrene is revealed in experiments on rabbits (V. S. Sosova), guinea pigs
and white mice (R. V. Pctrov).

Intracutaneous infection of rabbits with a culture of B. perfrin~ens
which normally is never followed by a necrotic reaction with gas formation
and bac* exvna, leads to the development of such symptoms after infection of
animals on the 3rd day following X-irradiation at a dose of 1100 r. If after
18 hours after injection of microbes the iniflairatory locus of control animals
represents a hyperemic infiltration with Aimensions of 3-5 x 5-' cn, then in
irradiated animals, intense hemorrhages ar.- black spots of necrosis on the-kin exedoe-eea utpe ftncniees covering the entire
z extend over several muntiples of ten centimeters, cr in t e etr
belly and breast reg4-on, and, on the site of injection, crepitation ý.e. gas
formation) was reported.

The infection of a co.x.i"uted ýutaneous-n,,;cular wound of normal
Cainea pia s with 0.1 ml of 3. ?erfri%,•ens culiurn leads to de..th in LCI of
ani-als. Howuver, if the pigs are as a pralimir.4:7 exposed to a dose of 200 r,
then under identical conditions, death from gas Zm-rone has boon observed
in 100% of the cases (Table 19).
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Table 19

Results of infection of wounds with the agent of gas gangrene in irradiated
and control a inea ]igs.

Group of . .. mber Dose o X-rayi Number of nonsurviving animals •-luber -
guinea pigs of culture dose on days following irradiation of non-

animals in ml in r and infecti.on. survivors
within

1st 3rd 4th 6th 7th 10th 10 days
__ __ _ __ _in

infected
control 10 0.1 . . 1 1 1 1 -- 40

Irrad. and
infectod 10 0.1 100 -- 2 3 -- 50

Irrad. and
infected 10 0.1 200 2 41 -- 2 1 100

Irradiated
control 10 - 200 -- - -- - 20

Analogous data are obtained using Y -rays for irradiation.

The mortality of white mice from gas gangrene after intramascular
injection of a minimal lethal dose of the infectious agent on the 5th-7th
day after irradiation exceeds by 3-5 times the death rate of intact animals.

The increase in the sensitivity of white mice to oral infection
with B. Breslan after 2 days following treatment. with r-rays at a dose of
367 r is illustrated in Fig. 29 (the experiments of R. V. Petrov and A. F.
Kosov). From Fig. 29 it can be seen that the mortality of nonirradiated in-
fected animals is four times lower than in the control group. Analogous
data are obtained after iw.ection of mice irradiated previously (Table 20).
At the same time the incrase in sensitivity to izifection w-th B. Breslau
after irradiation does not depend on the stage of the initial susceptibility
of mice to the given microbe. Gowen and Zelle (230' have revealed this in
their experiments on various strains of mice with mouse typhus; several
strains of mice were characterized by high susceptibility to B. Breslau,
others by low susceptibility one. After two weeks following I a ion
at a dose of 400-600 r the sensitivity to infection increased in all animals.

2N.

2 4 1/1U/1 14

Experimental dayis
F.2ý. .-fefct of irradi~tion on tho mortality of whi~o mice from iaection

S:.3r,)sliu rugardless of strain. 1-infecteod control; 2-irradiated 4.ad
-fzoi 3-irraoiated control of the irradiation.)
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Table 20

Results of enteric infection of irradiated and control white mice with
B. Breslau culture after two days following irradiation (experiments of

A. F. osov).
Group of Number Dose of Dose of Number of Death

mice of X-rays microbe nonsurviving rate in %
mice in r culture mice over

in mi,. 30 day period

,nfected
control 39 3-6 8 20.0

Irradiated
and in-
fected 28 300 3-6 18 64.0

Irradiated
control 28 300 3.5

in this relation the tests with experimental leptospirosis are
very significant (R. V. Petrov).

It is known that mature giinea pigs and especially white mice
are extremely resistant to inspection with leptospires. In our experi-
ments, in which parenteral injection of the leptospire culture << Rat Ram-
enka > 1) was carried out in mature rabbits and white mice, there was not
even one case of death in nonirradiated animals (8 rabbits and 60 mice).
At the same time nine out of ten rabbits infected after irradiation died,
and 26 out of 60 mice died in irradiatea control groups, (Table 21).

We failed2o obsorve death in normal white mice using L.
icterohaemorrhagiae ) C(ee Table 21) for infection; guinea pigs died in
30% of the cases, and two out of three infected young rabbits also died.
An infection of irradiated animals analogous in every way always led to
death from leptospirosis in all mice, guinea pigs and young rabbits.
These experiments will be described below in detail. It must be pointed
out here that diagno.4is of death from leptospirosis is based iot only on
the fact that the death rate was extremely low in the animal groups sub-
jected to a single radiation treatment, but also on the bacteriological
and pathologic-anatomical examination of animal cadavers. The bacteriological
investigations (culture and microscopy) of kidneys and blood) showed the
presence of leptospirýiis in tissues. Pathologic-anatomy and histological
investigations, carried out by V. V. Shikhodyrov, showed the presence af
morphological changes characteristic of leptospirosis.

1) The strain of leptospires <( Rat Ramenka > was obtained from prof.
A. A. Varfolomeyeva in Mechnikov's Insititue, for which we express our
profound gratitude to her. In its antigenic properties this strain is very
close to L. canicola and it is pathogenic for guinea pigs.

W Wo con.ider it our pieaiant duty to express our gratitude to prof.
a. Ya. Liubashrnko for the gift of tVie strai:i of L. icterohaumorrhagiae

5o 2. This strain sorologically is idantical to the Wail strain and
i is pathogenic for puppius, guinea pijs and young raobits.



Table 21

Results of infection of irradiated and-control animals with the agent of
lop ospirosis )

Species Group-of Number Dozo Number of Strain Number Number of
of animals of of hours be- of of days be-

animals animals X-rays tween ir- lepto- nonsur- tween ir-
in r radiation spires viving radiation

and in- animals and death
fectton

Rabbits Infected
controls 8 .... KI 0

Irradiated
and in-
fected 4 6o0 2-3 K 3 8-13

2 600 48 K 2 9
4 500 24 K 4 10-13

Irradiated
controls 5 600 .. . 1 9

4 500 .. .. 1 28
'hite Infected

mice controls 60 ... K- 0 --

10 .. i2 0 --

Irradiated
and in-
fected 40 350 2-3 K 9 Lr30

20 400 2-3 K 17 3-26
10 400 96 I 10 6-30

Irradiated
controls 20 350 .. .. 2 6-11

30 400 -- 13 3-29
Guinea infected
pigs controls 10 1 .. I 3 19-60

Irradiated
and in-
fected io 200 2-3 I 10 9-10

Irradiated
controls 10 200 -- 3 12-15

1) << Rat Ramenka),> strain of le:ptospires.
2) T. icterohaemorrhagiae leptospires.

All these experimen-s as well as experiments with the agents of
tetanus (7;. V. Petrov (124)) and aiphtheria (0. G. Alekseyeva (5)), which
verify an increased sunsitivity of irradiated animals to infection with
the agents of irnectious diseases pathogenic for them, agree with the
literature data entirely. Although other authors in their papers fail to
describe experiments in which th. irradiated animals were infected with
t'e agents of leptospirosis, gas gangrene, diphtheria, tetanus, all pub-
lications indicate the mechanism described. It is displayed in the in-
fection of guinea pigs with the agent of tuberculosis (269), white mice
with pneumococci and streptocoaci (205, 294), white rats with ;he agents
o: 0r.>..oso::a infection (271), chickens and white mice with the plasm-
odium o alaria (311, 300) and so on.

,re experiments of Shechr.eiter and Adler (296) are of special
imntere•t. They showed increased sensitivity of irraciated white mice not ( )
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only to induced infection with the bacteria of pseudotuberculosis. but also
to natural infection of uninfected animals by infected ones that were

placed in contact with them. After the infected animals had been kept to-
gothor with the nonirradiated ones, no ceath was observed among the latter
over the course of three weeks. Under the same conditions pseudotuberculosis
caused death to 22% of animals that were exposed to 200 r, and to 44-70% ofanimals irradiated with 350 r. PI•audotuberculosis was diagnozed on the basis
of clinical, bacteriological and serological methods.

Experiments on infection of irradiated animals with pathogenic
viruses must be discussed separately. As is known, in order to be repro-
ducad the virus must be included in metabolism of the cell (137, 15P, 53),
which is strongly damaged after irradiation (181, 93, 58). But can a
change in meta'olisM delay the reproduction of a virus and, due to this
fact, decrease the susceptibility of an irradiated organism to virus in-
foctioats? A series of investigations gives a negative answer to this
question.

Back in 1939 Clemmesen U202) declared that intracutaneous in-
fection of irradiated rabbits (300-700 r) with the soft fibroma virus leads
to development of a tumor which is larger than in control animals, and to
a more prolonged its manifestation in the organism.

Much higher morbidity and mortality in irradiated (350 r) mice in
comparison with the controls after infection with ectromelia following
contact with sick animals were observed by us (R. V. Petrov).

Beutler and Gezon (191); A. A. Smorodintsev (l15), V. N. Sivertseva
(141), 0. P. Peterson and others (121) showed decreased resistance of ir-
radiated white mice and -rats to influenza virus.

Sensitivity to infection with rickettsia also increases after
radiation treatment (319, 225).

Thus, ionizing raditior increases the sensitivity of the organism
to infection with agents of infectious diseases.

How soon does this state appear after irradiation: immediately or
after some time?

Different investigators indicate different answers to this question
depending mainly on the character of the infections process used in the ex-
periments.

It was shown in preceding chapters that the state of natural
`=zýnological reactivity of the crganism after treatment with ionizing
-'adiation does not change imm•didately. Despite the fact that increased
permeability of tissues (68, 70) and regional decrease in bactericidal
... ivity of skin (N. N. Klerparskaya (3c)) have been observed on the first
way, general resistance to the irfectious agent still persists at this
time.

_here are no casks of !)acteremia among 4t-radiated animals till the
Lhird day, =t the inflax.atory reactions during the first aad second day
alter irrai.ation proceed in a mar.ner identical to those of control animals.

vi~co.ntly, almnost complete compensation of the c~vd.opi.-.Z da.-6Les
to im..un.ty factors occurs during the first two days, and oiy dfter thnis
timne further depression and diccornpezation begins. iy thu third day 4"ct-



eremia develops, and the irdlammatory reactions are characterized by the
predominance of hemorrhagic ard necrotic components with a sharp depression
of proliferation.

Basod on these facts one may imagine that the sensitivity of
animals to infection with pathogenic microbes will not change during the
first day after irradiatiun, if the infection process is stopped on theSlst-2nd day, i.e. before the period of 41C breakdown>> of immunity. Bx-
periments show the accuracy of this assumption.

After intramuscular infection of intact white mice with sublethal
doses of the agent of gas gangrene mixed with calcium chloride, part of
the animals died within 1-2 days; the animals surviving this period lived,
but their infection loci beca-e demarcated and did not progress. In con-
sequence, from our viewpoint, the sensitivity of the mice to infection with
the agent of gas gangrene on the first day following irradiation is unchanged.

Fig. 30 shows experimental results (R. V. Petrov (124)) on clari.
fication of the period of increased sensitivity of irradiated white mice to
infection with B, perfringens No 243. Six hundred an5.mals were irradiated
with Co60 r-rays at a dose of 439 r; such an irradiation causes death to
3-4% of mice. On the day of irradiation and then after 2, 4 and so on
tall the 20th day following, 50 experimental animals at a time were sub-
jected to infection. At the same time a group of nonirradiated mice was in-
fected, of which 10-20% died.

' 101- 4 0

Ecperimental days

irradiated mice

control mice

Fig. 30. Mortality of white mice from gas gangrene after infection at
differe;.t times following irradiation.

Tnie percentage morta..Ity of irradiatod mice was different depend•r.
or*,tu ti• o which pssed between irraTiation and infection. If the infect-

ion . cz.rried out on the cay of irrati..tion, the mortality rate of irradiated
-. s within the 'Limits of the moan prcentage of deaths of the controls

(the .,.;ont2. iin4 on Fig. 20). An- i:2roase in mortality cue to infection
w. A .j,'VO o:n the 3rc-to thu 13th expKzdmental day; its maximAm was on the

5th, ýy f'ollowin irradiation.



An increased sensitivity to S. perfringens failed to show in ax-
perimants on guinea pigs on the first raj iollowing injection by the method

described.

Ecperiments with intraperitoneal infection of white mice with
Staphylococcus aureus are analogous in the respects indicated. In this case
the result of interaction between macro-aand microorganisms also is resolved
during the first 2-3 days. Animals that survive three days after infection
survive in the majority of cases. The infection of intact mice led to death
of 45% of the animals in our exneriments (R. V. Petrov). The irrAdiated
animals died approx-mately in the same percentage (48%), if infection was
carried out on the tay of exposure to 450 r. If the mice were infected within
four days after radiation treatment, 96% died (Table 22).

Table 22

Results of intraperitoneal infection of white mice by Staphylococcus aureus
No 209

Uroup of -uber Irrad. *inectior Number of nonsur- Total Percent-
mice of dose dose in viving animals on number age of

mice in r. bil. of days following in-of non- nonsurvivors
microbes fection - survivors withln 3

ýdays after
--..... 1st 2nd 3rd infecti°n

Infected
controls 40 2.5 5 11 2 18 45

Infected on
the ir-
radiation
day 50 45O 2.5 4 19 1 24 48

Infected
after I
days af-
ter ir-
radiation 50 450 2.5 | 2 2 48 96

Irradiation
controls 20 450 -- 2 3 5 25

If the tiTmes of the increase in sensitivity to i nection in the
exnerm.,nts reported were established on the oasis of mortality of animals,
then vorificition is fcXnd in the paper of Clapper and co-workers (200) by
the times of a~ppararco of generalization of the focal infectious process.
"Whitu mice wore •xposed to 350 r of ý-rays a:ia received a subcutaneous sut.
lot2."! dose of pneumococcus t;rpe III. By moans of culturcs of bloo from
the tail th% rate of appearance of bacteremia was determined.

..:;•n nifýction wus carriod o.ut ýidiitely aftur irracitio:., the
.ý:':.Qs o :.Zazzv o0 bcteria in Olood af "puritental an: co..trol aniuals

:. f the ii£ectioi was carr.ed oat within threo days after
.'ri o *ar.mnt, +hen •ctrei• ±- thd exp?.r-mer.tal grip aivalopad

"t!-.o uxArLm.nts of ' Z. :. 1,A (3e6 Ch.ater o) o f the
."a procozzi w~s i~o-,ud by moans of su~,utca*Q.&ineo -.3 1'~t of



rabbits and dogs by conditionally pathogunic bacteria. Such a process was
characteri.Ainally stopped very rapidly and within 24-4 8 hours demarcated by
a zone of proliferative inflammation. Owing to this, in animals infected
within two days followirg irradiation, a qaick demarcation o.' the focus
developed and the course of the latter did not differ from the control.
However the infection on the third day led to the development of necrotic-
hemorrhagic inflammation, progressive multiplication of microbes in the focus
and generalization of the infection.

Thus, it is characteristic of rapidly proceeding infectious pro-
cesses, when the result of interaction oetween macro- and microorganisms is
decided over the first two days, that the s s itivity of animals to in-
fection is unchanged on the irradiation 7J. It increases and is distinct
from the 3rd day, i.e. in infection during the period of the *Cbreakdown•
of imunity.

By this, of course, we do not predetermine the end result of
interaction between any irradiated animal, and, let us say, the agent of
gas gangrene after transfer to a wound on the day of radiation treatment.
The experiments described, in luding also those with the agent of gas gangrene,
show only a model of a rapidly progressing infectious process. which is
stopped before the period of decompensation of immunity. It is i.Atural that
the duration of the infectious process caused by B. perfrtngens in different
species of anirw.1s, and also with different doses of the infectant, may be
different. Also the period between the time of irradiation and the damage
to i"Manity might differ. It also depends on species and on radiation doze.

The problem of sensitivity to infection during early periods after
radiation treatment is solved only in a general form: if the infectious
process is stopped during the period of compensation of inunity, i.e. if
the end result of macro- and microorganisms is decided before the <( bruak-
downi) period, thee infection at early ti•mes w•.l not display increased )
sensitivity of macroorganisms.

The matter is different in infection of irradiated animals with
infectic'.3 agents which have a prolonged course and covir the period of
decompensation of izmnity even in infections carried out simultaneously
with irradiation. For illustration of this one must turn to 7able 21,
from which it can be seen that infection of rabbits, white mice and gluinea
pig•. with theaent of leptospirosis not only after 2-4 days following
radiation treatment, bat even by 2-3 hours leads to a lethal course of
leptospirosis, while either no deaths or a low mortality wer observea in
control animals.

ýperi7ents on irjnzction of white mice with Uive culture of
3. teta:ni (ý. V. ?rtrov kl2L) show the same thing: irrau-iated animals
die of tetanus earlier and in a higher perzentage than the controls, if
izfected daring the first hours after exposure to ionizing radiation.

An: aralogous phen.ozenon has seen oosr.-ved in temt3 with ex-
perimental malaria in Lrradiatea chickcens (300), with t.-Ar.oina intioni
in w'ite ra~n (271), with p trassl in.ýection ýn mice (153), ana so on.

t t~.jo .,*4t 411 th-.- 4s carrev:t oý,! vw'th ror to

os•g .- uz •ch ear'l.ar. We have aýirvud it witn ga4 4ang-rene in
guine 4g5 pese" to "0 r i.~ to)
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An im-prOssion is forming that the sensitivity of irradiated animals
with respect to the infection by agents of the listed infectious diseases
inireases imr.ediately after irradiation. The reason for this, as it appears
to us, is that these infectious processes because of the duration of their
courses cover the period of <(breakdown) of iirunity. In fact, the course
of experimenta. malaria and trypanosoma infection is measured by weeks.
Death due to leptospir.As takes place on the 7th-15th day after infection
and later. In our tutanus experiments animals died within 6-10 days.

Tf it is true tha1t the duration of the infectious process do-
terminos the times of increase in sensitivity of an irradiated organism
to infection, then two following mechanisms should be observed.

Fir:t, sensitivity to infection with the same infectious agent
ij.,diately ;ftur irradiation bhould oc differ.nt, if in one case the in-
ftction mnthod leads to the development of a rapidly progressing process,
but in the other case to the lingeri;g process.

FV cond, radiation treatment rust aggravate the long continuing
inXectious process also in the case in which irraaiation of the animal is
carried out after infection. Th6 first as w~l as the second phenomena
actually take place.

wharsis sr e-:'i-cn~s •r. sa:.•r',o .. V. i trov)....t; -,aw that infZection of w.-ite -.ice -ar.d z;ainea .pi~s .+ a culture of the
&agnt mixed with calcium chloride led to the development of the acute process
which either caused death of the animal or was abolished within two days.
The sersitivity of irradiated and nonirradiated animals to infection during
the first day after irradiation is identical. If the second infection
method is used-in the wound, Which leads to development of a more prolonged
process, then increased mortality of irradiated animals takes place even
after infection daring the first day following irradiation (see Table 19
and Fig. 30).

An analogous phenomenon can be observed in comparing the papers of
G. N. K•ryzhanovskii and 1. I. Lebedeva (92) with the data presented above.
These authors came to a substantiative conclusion, that irradiation of rats
(400 r) 10-2.2 minutes before the infection of toxin does not aggravate the
course of tetanus intoxication. In our experimentu, however, tetanas was
more severe in mice irradiated immediately before infection.

This contradiction ;aay be easily ýxplained if one keeps in mind
that we used the -ulture of i. týtani and the inufection led to an infectious
process of rilatively .iDng d-ration76-l0 days); however, 0. N. Kryzhanovskii
and N. i. Lebedeva iziduced tetanus with a si.gle injection of toxin which
caused death of anir7al-s Vithin 3-31 days. However if toxi:, is used in coses
t-hat lead to the development of a prolonged process, then the experimezntal
resu.ts agree wit ours (71).

Th7u second mechaniz-m. is proven by experiments of.•v investigators.
Te:St "w a oxnarimontaal malaria irf•otlon in chiCk.es (311) showed that ox-
poozur :ýf h4.zkns to 500 r "ftvr l., -, 1-' and 16 c.•ys tolluwint in:uction

T-e result- Of tir ex: ri:-ents of B. ... ,fro.wav,".53) perl'o3)d
tn u nod&f .41 infctlion alaco c3anfirm the facts

nantior.nd :.JV. radiitixa. of nize withir, three dayis "ftar iet~nled
to aravou of thr.i to~s 4rccess.
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lrradiatior, of w-ite n-Ice waz* X-rays at a dose tf 300 r 1 ar4 2da6. "1 ""a io of tl.. course

fayS A)o"lowi ' -in cti. -t n_ -reslail also led to aggravation of the course

of infention, :ad~zated by increased mortality or experizmntal animals

(.able 23) and groatear :tighit loss.

Tabl e 23

SEffect of raoiation on m~ortality rate of whiite m~ize after enteraV with 6. Breslau

Gruo .ý.,urer n:ecti"n Fadiatien0 Day of death :;uMb i7-ercent-
Smeof dose irn dose in r after infection Of !,go

tnicrobe5 6th 't12th lfth ) 4th

Infected ' . .

,• control ýi 56 12.50 -- 5 -0 4 4 23

S03.6-19 6.25 -- 0 2 2 0 4 33

Irradiated
controls 28 -- 300 0 0 1 0 1 3

DIfected and[
Sirraditad

after 1 day 12 12.O 300 3 1 0 8
6.25 300 l6 1 7 53

10 3.06 300 1 1 2 0 4
Infectsd and[

'rradiated I
after 12 63days 4 6 10.00G 300 - - -19 42

Dcperiments with irradiation at rernote times after injection
verify the activation of latent infection indaced by radiation, the transition
of chronic forms tc acute, and the possibility of appeararce of relapses of
infectious diseases after irradiation. This problem is extremely interestirg
frat the theoretical viepcint and important fro;a the practical view point.
Tne answers carnot be identical for different irfections because of the
peculiarities in their pathogonesis and in the character of izrmnties.

It could be assun.ed a priori, that irradiation will not lead to
the a-"tivation of such an, infection, as gas gangrene, despite the presence
Of living nicrobes in tis.ues., because it -ails to produce conditions
n.ecessary for the devslopment of gas gangrene. These conditions consist of
i the Drese7.-.e of necrotic tissues, which cannot oe created by irradiation

alone. This assulzcoIn was entirely confirsned by experiments carried out on
waite rats (R. V. ?etrov). 7he aninrals received intra•uscular infections

with sublethal doses of B. nerfringens. After 5-6 hours iollowing infection,
t'e sit- of inc tier deve.3oed edena, which covered the main part of the
.ip, and crepitýation due to the apoearanze of gas. However, rithin a day the
L.-Ifection Site -,':3 -Q 6 'ca.,ed P.nd did not spread. After 3-4 days it. wa.-
aD~arcnt only as a sl~ h: con.;olidation, fro7. which i- all cases pure cu!,'• -
Sof the age t of gas gaaorane couId be seoaraled. irradiation of these rat
with subletha. doses of ionizirg radi4tion did not exert a visible influerce

on the infection site, and the gas gangrene did not develop.

. also failed *- induce activa-ion of latent leptospirosis in-

feotion in -.h.iTe mie (R. V. Petrov). The infection of these aniraLs with ( )
S)8

i S8 a



Ithe alont of leptospirosis leads to a short (3-5 days) leptospiremia which
cease-- after accur-,!ation of specific agglutinins and lysins in blood.
Aftar the leptospirermC: period leptospires disappear from all internal
organs except the kidneys. Large numbers of antiLodies are accumulated in
blood (their titer is equal to 1:100000 and more).

After 3-! weekb no clinical symptoms of infection are displayed;
the infections agents can be Zound only in the kidneys. Tr..atment of the
anials with X-rays (400 r) at this period does not cause intensification
of loptospirosis.

In this case evidently, there was an infection which could not be
activated after irradiation because of the character of the immunity. It is
kn-,win (9, 19), that accarmilation of aZelutinins and lysins in blood play a
great role in i'n.-unity, uhile radiation, as we sa previously (see Chapter 3),
does not exert an essential effect on the number/ntibodies formed and circulating.

However, the activating effect of radiation on the latent infectious
Process is manifested in experiments with a series of other infections. Thus,
for instance, irradiation of white mice that were recovering from mouse typhus
or that had been carriers of the agent for long periods led to activation of
the iniection process. The experiments were arranged in the following way:
.hite mice were infected per os with B. 2reslau culture at a dose of 12.5 mil.

microbe bodies. Such an infection caused death in 40% of the animals. The
-jority died within the first two weeks. After a month following infection

the surviving mice (28 anim;als) were subjected to X-irradiation at a dose of
300 r. All mice died; in mos- of the cases B. Breslau. were cultured from the
Laznernal organs.

In order to check whether. actix•ion of the latent infection actually
occurs and mortality could bW• ot i• by a decrease in resistance of the
convalescent mice to irradiation, an experiment with infection of animals was
carried out; this infection did not show clinical symptoms. For this purpose
an anount of B. Breslau was passed by can.ula into the stomach ulhioh did not
kill any mite. Over a course of one month all 38 animals were clinically
healthy and gained h-5 g each. After the mice were checked to determine
whether they were carrying the agent (the culture was separated from 2 out of
3), the animals were exposed to X-irradiation at 300 r. Nine out of 35 mice,
i.e. 26%, died during 16 days. After such an irradiation 3-5% of animals die
of radiation sickness. Activation of the diseasc as a cause of death ,as
confirmed by the detection of 6. Breslau in mezoitorial nodes, livur 1Ad

spleen of nonsurvivors.

However, on the basis of these and similar experiments it is not
possible to affirm categorically that the activation of an existing infection
always occurs after irradiation. Such experiments do not exclude the possibility
of Lnfection of animals from each other after irradiation, when the sensitivity
to iLnection is increased, and release of microbes takes place. Due to this
fact a new or repeated sickness, appearing as the result of a new infection,
may be considered as activation of the infectiou- process.

An original solution of this difficulty was foand in the paper of

Shezh.eister and Adler ý296). They e•c-crin.ented with mrce of the R-line,
wic4h are charactcrized by capacity to c 7c-on iJnfection and soitaneous
a.z:earance of pseotuberc..osis. Under the a u .'. toz, th, iw

of'" deaths from this infection variad from 0.5 to L, within 12 wu-(.s. If the

mice were exposed to X-irradiation at a dose of 350 r or 250 r, then the
..ortality from pseudotuberculosis increased to 40-69% within 4-10 weeks.
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To clarify whether activation of latent infection plays a role in
this increase in death rate, or whether the spreading of pseudotuberculosis
is due to an increased suseptibility in irradiated wnrzals maintained to-
gether, a second experiment was performed by Shechmeister and Adler: one )
hundred-and-ten irradiated mice were separated into two equal groups; the
first one was placed in a common cage. Animals of the second group were
placed after irradiation in glass jars, isolated from each other, two mice
in each. Thus, a postradiation infection was not possible in the second
group. Regardless of this, the death rate during the first three weeks was
identical: 20% of mice died of pseudotuberculosis over this time. With the
4th week a difference in mortality between the two groups was observed.
While it continued to increase in the first group and reached 60% in the 8th
week, in the second group there were almost no deaths after the 3rd week.
This difference may be explained by spreading of pseudotuberculosis among
irradiated animals of the first group, which was impossible in the second
group. Activation of the latent or ?< subclinical>> form is the only
reason for increasing mortality from the indicated infection in mice main-
tained separately.

In connection with this, the daba of Schmitt and Thierfelder (288)
are of interest. They have observed the development of herpes zoster within
1-73 days after cessation of roentgenotherapy in tumor and other diseases.

It is known that the virus of herpes can always be found in the
latent state in the human body and that it causes sickness when the defen-
sive powers of th3 organism are weakened (53). In this case X-irradiation
was the factor which activated the latent infection. Relapse of experimental
malaria was observed by Taliaforro and co-workers (311) in chickens irradiated
after 20-27, 39 or 72 days following .nfection.

Activation of latent dysentery after radiation treatment has been
observed in monkeys by V. L. Trotskii and M. A. Iamanian (157). Thus, the
of•,'ot of ion izing rad-iation on the one hand determines an increased sensitivity
i)"' Um' uO•rAii=m Lo infuction with the agents of infectious diseases, and on

the other, may lead to the activation oi a series of latent or chronically
progressing infections.

How long is the duration of the period of decreased resistance of
an organism after irradiation with regard to the pathogenic microbes? Inas-
.rach as the damaging effect of radiation on immunity is the basis of this
phenomenon, the duration of this period should depend not only on radiation

dose, species and individual sensitivity, but also on the peculiarities of
the infectious process and immunity. However, when the effect of radiation
on immunity was discussed, we did not touch on the peculiarities during
different infections; this affects the duration of period of increased
sensitivity of the irradiated organism to the infection with arn agent,

because various damaged factors of immunity are not restored simultaneously.

There are some examples of variations in the duration of the period
indicated depending on the infection buU under otherwise identical conditiors.

Normal resistance of irradiated (433 r of (*-rays) white mice to
intramuscular infection with the agent of gas gangrene is restored within

15 days (see Fig. 30), but increased sensivity of mice irradited with a
-e-uvalent bofolgicai. effe.tiveness (350 r) to aeroSeaic

t~~~0 r..x.er 3Z' -est~Y of aazza..s
.' s .aes place b te 30th day (297), out does not occur to

•e' re cven. Wit*nln 1.1 "zs•s . V. Fetrov). fe..tio. o "
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L. ictrohiumorrhagiae Killed 14 out of 16 animals within 72 days following
irradiation while there were no deaths among the infected controls. Over this
perioo. of time the mice did not die of radiation sickness.

Tanus, one and the same species of animals exposed to identical A

doses of ionizing radiation, and in the last three exam,,les at identical
dose rates (20-25 r per minute), manifests anincreased sensitivity to
various infections over the course of different time periods.

Increased sensitivity of irradiated animals to the agents of
infecticus diseeases under the effect of radiation is accompanied by the
appearance of peculiarities in the course of these diseases. To characterize
these poculiarities, the characteristic features of so-called local focal
infections have to be discussed.

Ide wrote in Chapter 2, that the unusual character of the inflammatory
reactions in radiation sickness is ma:i•fested in a depression of •ril development,
and sometimes even in a complete aosenace of Lhe cellular component o.: in-
fla;rmatory loci. This was illust:,ated with the experiments on intracutaneous
infection of irradiated raobits with ccliform bacteria and several other
microbes. This is confirmed oy the data of many experLments published (ll5,
90, 91, 177, 178), and .1so by observations of humans affected by ionizing
radiation (325, 253).

The results of observations of focal changes appearing after infection
of irradiated guinea pigs with the agent of gas gangrene (R. V. Petrov (124))
are given below.

As is known (39), the peculiarities of the local manifestations of
gas gangrene infection show in the development of serous-alterative process

( (edema, necrosis) and gas formation.

In the progressing gas gangrene, enema spreads extremely rapidly,
the necrosis of tissues becomes more extensive and gas is seen far beyond the
limits of the infection site. Productive-infiltrating processes have not
been observed. Development of the latter is associated only with the beginring
of recovery. The infection locus is demarcated by the zone of productive in-
fla.-,:ation, and this infiltrate orevents further extension of the anaerobic
process, uhich becomes benign in character. I. V. Davydovskii (39) reports,
that a nonspecific inflammatory process which follows the anaerobic specific
process is a turning point to convalescence and it verifies objectively the
beginning of recovery.

In our experiments on the infection of normal guinea pigs with
the culture of B. perfrin gens such a turning point started usually within 2-3
days. Under the same conditions, the infiltration which demarcates the in-
fection locus did not aopear. As we saw it (Table 19), 100" of the guinea
pigs exposed to 200 r died of gas gangrene, while in control animals only

'O% died.

Evidently, the depression of the devlopment of productive inflammation
is the cause of the second oeculiarity in the l!cal manifestations of anaerobic
gan•grene in irradiated animals. This peculiarity is characterized by a con-
spicuous edema- and necrosis of tissues, and also by an abundant accumulation
and vwst extension of gas as compared with the control animals.

The third .p.culiarity is the fact that the changes indicated de-
velop more rapidly in arradiatnd animals than in nonirradiated. Z-ray pictures
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illustrate these facts. The unusual character of the local infectious processes hi
is revealed also in the invustigation of many infectious agents.

In addition to the data of the first two chapters, the results of te
computation of the agents of gas gangrene in lg of the focal tissue of
irradiated and intact guinea pigs can be presented (R. V. Petrov). For the
purpose of calculation, the tissue homogenate was inoculated in a plate with st
Wilson-Blair agar, whose surface was covered with meat-infusion agar. It
can be seen from Table 24, that accumulation of significantly larger numbers
of microbes occurs in the infectious foci of irradiated guinea pigs, than
that in controls. The difference is especially marked-several thousand fold- f
if the animal is infected with a sublethal dose of the agent (25 mil. of
microbe bodies by the optical standard). However, if a conditionally lethal
dose (150 mil. of microbe bodies) is used for infection, then in the foci
of irradiated guinea pigs the accumulation of microbes is 1.7 times larger
than in the control animals. C,

a
Table 2L

Number of microbes (in thousands) in ig of the injured tissue of irradiated
and control inea npigs drin. gas gangrene infection.

After one day After 5 hours following After a day followngg
Group of following in- infection with a dose infection at a dose c

guinea pigs fection with of 150 mil. of microbe of 150 mil. microbe
25 nil. of mi- bodies, bodies. C

crobe bodies. C

infla . inguinal inflamu'.ation inguinal i lamtio 1giuina
focus in cellular focus in cellular focus in cellular
muscle tissue muscle (from tissue muscle (fro tissue
(from hip) hip)
hip))

Nonirradiatec 63 4.9 28C 000 3 1 500 000 35 000

Irradiated
with a dose
of 350 r
four days
before in-
fection 210 000 1 L00 490 000 51 700 000 33 000

N o t e: Each number is the arithmetical mean of the results of examination
of three guinea pigs.

One can see from Table 24, that the multiplication of microbes on
the periphery of the focus in irradiated animals occurs more intensely than
in controls: within five hours after the injection of 150 mil. of bacteria
into the femoral muscles the number of microbes in the region of inguinal
cellular tissue exceeds by 17 times that of nori.rradiated animals. This di-
fference disappeared within 24 hours, evidently, die to the use of a high
infection dose, which caused death of all animals by the beginning of the
second day. TŽis assumption is confirmed by the fact that after infection
with a sublethal dose of microbes (25 mil.), the number of microbes in the
inguinal cellular tissue of irradiated animals after a day following in-
fection waZ several hundred times higher than in the uontrol animals.

A significant accumulation of microbes in the infectious foci of
irradiated aninals was observed by us also during experimental diphtheria _

infection in guinea pigs (0. G. Alokseyeva). The examination of smears- )
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imprints from the foci of experimental and control animals showed a markedly
higher number of microbes in the former.

The experiments of B. N. Sofronov (153) concerning experimental
tetanus infection in irradiated white mice also agree with our data.

Analogous results were obtained by V. N. Sivertseva (140) in the
study of a focal staphylococcus infection, anu by A. A. Smorodintsev (145)
in irradiated mice infected with influenza virus.

The accumulation of large numbers of microbes in the infectious
foci of irradiated animals is accompanied by an unfailing absorption of the
microbes by blood. This peculiarity is described by us in Chapter 1. The
experimunts of 3. N. Sofrtnov, B. N. Sivertseva, P. N. Kiselev (68, 70),
Brooks (194) and others mentioned above, can be preaented as souroso from
literature indicating this accumulation. All the authors listed have re-
corded an early generalization of the focal infection typical for irradiated
animals even in those cases in which it never appears under normal conditions.

The observations of Brooks are especially indicative; they illustrate
the generalization of wound infection caused by pathogenic 8 -hemolytic
streptococcus. The experiments were performed on dogs expoted to X-irradiation
at a dose of 100 r. Immediately after irradiation, a burn was made, which
covered 20% of the body surface; the burn was produced by applying a plate,
heated to 600, to the skin. The wound surface, which appeared within several
days beginning with the 3rd-hth day was spontaneously complicated by P -stpto-
coccus infection. In 30 out of 40 dogs the P-streptococcus was detected in
blood, and septicemia was observed in all cases after the appearance of the
agent in the wound. Streptococ.ci in the wound and blood were serologically
identical. There was no generalization of the p -streptococcus infection
in 10 animals, and they survived.

K In the control (nonirraciated) group of dogs the P-streptococcus
complication on the woand surface was not accompanied by the penetration of
cocci into blood. The mortality in this group of animals was six times lower
than among the irradiated.

Thus, the predominance of alterative inflammation components over
...e proliferative, accumulation of large quantities of microbes in th-ý focus,

and generalization of the infection are characteristic of the focal processes
in irradiated animals.

The general symptoms of infection diseases, appearing under the
cooidmtions of radiation danage to the ism, also have essential peculiarities.
The most dieLnctive peculis *ity which been observed continuously and
h"IS been described over the course of years, was reported in this book.
Higher. mortality of irradiated animals after inf3ction with any agent is this
s-pecial feature.

Is this only the result of a more severe course of infe•tion, or
does the Lnfectious disease in turn aggravate the radiation sickness, and
the combination of two pathologic processes affecting each other provide a
higher mortality?

It is hard to imagine two pathologic processes proceeding simultaneously
in an organism without affecting each other. It is even more difficult to
demarcate the symptoms of each process and to find out which one was the
cause of death. This may be easily decided only under certain conditions,

( for instance, when radiation'sickness has not yet developed, out the in-
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fection is proceeding rapidly and exhibits distinct external symptoms. Thus,
if on the third day after irradiation guinea pigs are infected with the agents
of gas gangrene infection, then they die on the fourth day displaying clearly
pronounced gas gangrene. At this time the development of radiation sickness
is only beginning, and deaths have not been observed before the 7th-8th day.
In such an arrangement of the experiment, one can see clearly that radiation
treatment aggravates the course of gas gangrene infection and that the latter
is toe cause of death. A more severe course of several infections is manifested
as clearly, if the animals are infected at remote times after irradiation. We
have observed this in the case of experimental icteric leptospirosis in white
mice infected after 40 and 72 days following radiation treatment, when acute
radiation sickness was alre.'dy over.

Under other conditions tvo -zthlogic processes interlace more
tightly, but their combination is not an arithmetrical sum; it is more complex.
In many cases not only may aggravatiorn or perversion of either manifestation
of the disease b,, cserved, as we sa"w in the example of focal infections, but
also a peculiar 44 extinction >,P of one process by the other h,s been recorded.

1,t is found by Moroz (cited by 1. A. Pigalev (129)), that tetanus
intoxication aggravates radiation sickness in white rats caused by injection
of polonium at a dose of 0.1 m^n per 1 kg 3f weight. At this dose of the radio-
active substance acute radiation sickness developed and 100% of animals died
witnin 30 days. After a simultaneous injection of a lethal dose of tetanus
toxin all animals died over the period from the 9th to the 17th day, while the
toxin alone caused death of rats on the 5th-8th day. Tn experimental animals
the picture of tetanus intoxication was slightly pronounced, out general
tetanus in many cases did not develo? at all. Thus, in combining two pathologic
processes intensification of radiation injury and weakening of tetanus in-
toxication were observed simultaneously.

Very interesting examples of the mutual effect of radiation injury
and irnfection were observed by 0. G. Alekseyeva in experiments relative to
infection of irradiated guinea pigs with the agent of diphtheria. It has been
noted, that if two pathologic processes are combined, the strongest one prevails.
The weaker process comes forward as suppementary, aggravating the other. If tuo
pathologic processes of approximately equal force meet, then a sharp mutually
aggravating effect has been observed (for a description of the experiments see
Chapter 3).

At the International Conference on Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy
in Geneva in 1955 I. A. Pigalcv (129) put the question relative to the mutual
effect of radiation injury and infection. In our book the attention of the

reader is drawn to the indicated interaction because the peculiarities of the
general manifestations of infectious diseases, which are under the condition
of radiation effect, can be discussed only from such a viewpoint.

11hat are those peculiarities? In which sections of the pathologic
process are they manifestea?

in fact all manifes9.tions of infection in an irradiated organism
differ frýn those in an intact one. Even in comparing the appearance of
ani;;als infected after irradiation with the controls they often show a more
severe state. Especially clearly is this displayed in small laboratory
animals, in particular in white mice, infected with different bacteria (B.
2resla'!, agents of leptoapirosis, pus-producing cocci ý.'.d so on). While-
the control (irradiated only and irnzcted only) animals are still completely
healthy in their appearance, the experimental animals are in an evidently

Ssick concition: their hair loses luster, the aniffals become unclean and
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ninactive$ they sit with fur ruffled. The difference in their appearance n¢
persists during the entire experiment.

Great changes in weight indices are typical of experimental animals.
For instance, rabbits that were infected with the agent of leptospirosis at bk
one day following irradiation (500 r), lost 380-590 g of weight within 10 days,
while animals irradiated only or infocted only lost not more than 70 g (R. V. a:
Petrov). In a gi c- weighing of white mice infected with B. Breslau (experi-
ments of A. F. Zosova), an analogous phenomenon was recorded.

Temperature reactions in infectious diseases of irraJiated animals
are also of interest. As is known, fever is one of the main general symptoms
of infectious disease (57). It is known also, that radiation injuries often
are accompanied by an increased body temperature, and one of the frequent
causes of an increased.temperature is a developing infection (31). Therefore,
the experiments (R. V. Petrov) in wnich an earlier hyperthermia is registered
in experimehtal animals in comparison with the controls, do not cause surprise.
Thus, for instance, an increase in temperature to h00 and higher was ooserved
in guinea pigs infected with L. icterohaernorrhagiae from the 8th to the 15th
day following infection. UndO-r identical conditions an increased temperature
was observea in animals infected after irradiation (200 r) over the period
from the 5th-8th day. The animals died on the 9th-12th day, but despite the
presene of clearly exhibited infection (jaundice, leptospiremia), by the 8th
day the body temperature was normal or dropped below norml figures. After
the infection of cutaneous-mascular wounds in guinea pigs with a culture of
B. perfringens (R. V. Petrov (124)), peculiarities of the temperature reaction
in irradiated animals-absence of a prolonged increase in temperature, typical
for normal guinea pigs- was recorded. The infection in irradiated animals

led to a temporary rise in temperature, which on the second day dropped below
normal; gas gargrene, as indicated above, had a more vigorous course.

The observations of rabbits that w-'e injected with coliform bacteria )
at different times after irradiation (V. F. Sosova (152)) showed, that the tem-
perature reaction may oe absen;. during the period of nar~ed manifestation of
radiation sickaess, even during the generalization of the infection. The aosence
of hyperthermia has been observed in many tests with experiuiental diphtheria in-
fection in irrauiated guinea ;igs (0. G. Alekseyeva).

The axplanation of this phenomenon may oe found in the change 3
general reactivity o.C the organism in radiation sickness (33, 97, 129), and
also in the disturbanze in thermoregulation (31, 20). The latter do', not de-
velop imediately aftor irradiation. The temperature reaction to tie injection
of pyro:eral in dn~s exposea to -40-600 r decreases from the 3rd-l-th day. The

in~ectioir of pyrogenic vaccine at 21- hours following eVxposure to ionizing
radiationr (150-lO00 r) causes a smaller rise of the oody temperature than in
the ao.,tro group. .•>en it was injected after 18 hours, a decrease in the tem-
•erature cr.- oven oc ocs.rveu, i.e. a perverted reaction occurs. The aisturbaice
..n t:er:.;c:'o.ation, oeriously, is based on a change in the functional state of
the vege:uivo ce:,ters of ciencephalon (97).

s milnr change in reactivity is revealed also oy the leucocyte
counts In .ocIod of animals infected after irradiation. It is known that many
iru'ect`iou proce~ses are acconpanied by leua:ocjzos's. The infectious
Seucoc ouIs in irradiated animals aovelopu o:.l. Lt ec r'ly tines .>fter rauiation
treatme.•, W inu it cnanges raoialy into leu olenia, typical of raaiation sick-
S;oos. Thus, a.. intracutaneous infection of uinea i ,s witl "tacY1Ococ:c. i within
t'.j firs- t•.o aays after X-Irr•,tion at c Lose of I -.-500 r (cxperi.jnts of
Ji. n. ;e•.i.o) i;. , of caseL; leaus to *ho a :v-. , ant o' iccyT:osis. ?hMs

~ocosi• is temporar;,, b't all ihe Same it is tn:'u. Thor.;nIs:r reacts
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thro n ae increase in the number of leucocytos can be observed only in l6i of the

cases, and it cannot be called leucocytosis: there is only a slightly excessive
nuimber of 'white cells in blood after infection as compared with their number
before it. After an infection of guinea pigs on the 3ru-lOth day after irradiation
with 500 r there was no consistant rise in the number of leucocytes. Several
aosolute numbers, which illustrate these facts, are presented in Table 25.

Table 25

Increase in tne number of loucocyteb in blood of irradiated guinea pigs within
2'4-48 hours after intracutaneous infection with a culture of Staphylococcus albus

No. of Day zifter

guinea" :rzadiation Radiation dose in r __

pig on which in- 100 200 300 1 O 500
fecto.on
o c c u r r e d . U 8 0 0 1 _ 1_ _ g o o

1 !-2nd 4700-"'18001 LS80-11 900 3550-5 350 2250-4500
2 540C-13350 2300-4 550 2150-4 000

1 3-10th 2 450-5 00C 1700-3 200 850-1 000 No cases of in-
2 1800-3 700 2 700-5 500 800-1 200 creased leucocyte

count.
rn9t200-15 7502 'Were no'. 8500-I1 900

irradiated I
1) The first number indiu~tes the number of leucocytes in 1mm3 of blood before
infection, the second-the naximal increase after infection.

600 r +- 500 r+- 600 r +-
infection infection

o0 N X• 4 1 " g o A•1••3 0 0. . IN
' AA P / t4\ ,', !i J.

= .VV /Z : ,,'-.J,. ,4 ,
S I I I

• . ,s x , : \ ', , , ,,1

LXperimental aays

-- . --- --- Inf ucted con'trol- L-r-l •adiated controls - Ir-
radiatea a.a iafu'ctoc

x-D)eath of aal.=a!

i.,:. 32ý. C;hange in the Ilucocyto cou;t in tha blood of irradiated and control
r~bbits in leptoapiLrosi3.
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Fig. 32 shos the results of computation of the number of leucocytes
in the blood of rabbits infected with the agent of leptospirosis at different
times after irradiation (R. V. Petrov). One may see, that leptospirosis in
nonirradiated animals is accompanied by leucocytosis (15000-20000 cells in
1 =3 if olood). Leucocytosis develops al3o if infection is carried out on the
day of radiation exposure or within a day afterward. However, infection within
t;-,o days following irradiation does not lead to an increased number of leuco-
cAos in blood; their number decreases parallel to that in the irradiated con-
trol animals.

Thus, if infection is carried out on the first two days after
irradiation, then the infectiots process leads to the development of leuco-
cytosis. If the infection is done later, then the microbe does not induce
reaction in the form of leucocytosis typical for it. Only a somewhat more
profound leukopenia than in radiation sickness which is not complicated by
infection, has been observed.

These observations have been confirmed by the exporfments of many
investigators (194, 271).

Endogenic infectious complications, regularly developing during the
<leuaukopenic period>> (76, 77), also do not lead to the development of leuco-

cytosis; the animals die with a profound leukopenia present.

\ \
0 S~\ ,
0r-• 0 0. S.ro 0 = • 5 ' 'f-I 0 Cd)'-4 'f

0 ~ +)

o N 3
.4 J5 17 1

xcperimental days

Fig. 33. Change in the number of leucocytes in the blood of guinea pigs
during gas gangrene.
1-Irradiated controls; 2-infected coritrols; 3-infected and ir-
radiated.

It is easy to imagine that, in the case in which the two pathologic
processes-the infectious and radiation lead to leukopunia, they exert a sum-
rated effect. Similar phenomenon could be seen (R. V. Ptrov) in the example

of exporimental gas gangrene in guinea pigs. After irfection of the wound
oith the agent of this disease, development of a slight leukooenia has always
been observec (7000-5000 leucocytes in I mm3 of blood, while the normal level
is 10000 - Ii0c00). Fig. 33 shows the dman.mis of the change in the number of
leucocytes in the blood of guinea pigs that were . nfected only, irradiated
only at.d infected after irraaiation. In the latter case leukopenia is charact-
erized by special sevority, and it develops decidedly more rapidly, than in the
first two cases. The data presented verify the peculiarities of manifestation

1
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of several symptoms common for many pathologic processes (change in woight and
body temperature, and reactions of white blood cells).

Is the special character of the course of infections during radiation
injuries restricted to this, or does it extend also over the specific features
of infectious processes, which separate them in a special grouip of diseases
(the presence of a microbe-agent, its spreading and maltiplication in the org i.•,
accumulation of immune bodies and others)?

In characterizing focal infectious processes in Lrradiated animals
we s.id zhat accumlation of substantially greater number of bacteria, than is
the control group, is typical for them. A series of experiments show, that this
is typical also for generalized infectious processes.

A.n intraperi-oneal infection of nonirradiated rats with Tryanosoma
i.X (271) in th amount 7,f 10000-15 000 leads to a pheziomenon, in which at

the climax of the sickness (bn the 10th day) the number of parasites in blood

amounts to 200000-700 ONx in 1 mm3 . if animals infected at one hour after
irraUiat:.on (300-500 r) are exarrihed at an identical time, then 1-2 mil. of
parasites, i.e. 3-5 times more than in nonirradiated, have been found in 1 EM3
of blood.

If on the day of exposure to a sublethal dose of X-rays (500 r):
chi-ciens are infected th plasmodia of bird malaria, then Lhe same regularity
has been oiserved: the number of the parasites in the blood of irradiated
chickens e.cieds twofold that in controls (18100 to 8 800 computed per 10000
erythrocyt es).

Mou;se typhus in irradiated white mice proceeds with more pronounced
infection of the internal organs and blood (150), than in the control animals
Intravenous injection of Proteus in mice irradiated with Wo0-500 r (240) leads

to a sharp increase in blood, while the number of microbes disseminated by
blood of nonirradiated animals decreases sharply.

The facts presented enable one to assume, that accumulation of large

quantities of microbes in the tissue:3 proves to be a typical feature of most

of the infectious processes in an organism injured by ionizing radiation. Ex-
ceotions to this concept must be evaluated correctly. Thus, for instance,
Rigdon and Rudisell (281), later Singer (300) under defined experimental con-

ditions discovered a lower parasitemia in irradiated white mice infected with
P1. Berghei. Singer has revealed, that irradiation at one day or 20 minutes
before the infection of mice leads tý. the development of a less pronounced
parasitemia, than in nonirradiated animals. An identical radiation dose used

within a day or on the 3rd day following infection guarantees almost complete

disappearance of the parasites from blood by the 7th through the 11th day;

temporarily (by the 5th day) their number inri-eases 3-4 times. However, if

the irradiation is carried cut on the 7th day -fter infection then varia'ionz

in the number of erfthrocytes in either direction are insignificant.

Taking, into consideration the peculiarities of the mutu.al effect of

two pathologic processes, Singer interprets this unuaual response on the basis

of tWo Phenomena. Pronounced tropism of F1. Bcrghei to young ex-throcytes and

the absence of capacity to use rature forms of mouse erythrocytt are the first

concepts. A qaick darage-within a day after irradiation- to erythrogenesis
(217, L2, 56) is the second concept. By co:iparing the two co%.cepts one may

understand the lower level of parasitemia in mice irradiated a day Oefore in-

fection: i. is caused by the smaller number of young forms of erythrocytes in

the blood of irradiated mice.
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If the irradiation is carried outt on the 3rd-7th day after infection,
then interaction of at least three main factors, which define the course of the
corbtined injury, occurs: stimul~ated kematopoiesis which takes place due to the
beginning of tc infectious process, its depression under the effezt of radiation,
and damage to the immune mechanisms. Depression of irrmnity allows a quick
multiplication of parasites. However, this situation cannot persist long,
because the stimulation of erythropoiesis is replaced by depression, and, con-
sequently, by a decrease in the number of young erythrocytes. Increase in the
number of the blood parasites is replaced by decrease. Singer reports, that the
stimulation of hematopoiesis which preceaes irradiation, imposed a pattern on
the course of radiation sickness in that its symptoms were less pronounced. Thus,
the meeting of two pathologic processes mutually affects their manifestations,

In the description of the peculiarities of focal infectious processes
in irradiated animals, it was pointed out that an early generalization of in-
fections, even in cases in which it never .appears in the controls, is typical.

Is this peculiarity common also for infecticlxs diseases, for which
spreading of the agent in the whole organism is an absolutely constant patho-
genetic link?

Ecpz-im.ents ascertain this question positively (247, 200, 140). The
most descriptive results are obtained by V. N. Sivertseva (140) in her experi-
ments with enteric infection of white mice with B. 3reslau. After the infection
of intact mice the bacteria in mesenteric nodes were first revealed on the 5th
day, and in liver and spleen on the 8th day.. In animals irraoiated (470 r) 2
days before infection, the bacteria in mesenteric nodes, liver, spleen and
blood were found as early as the 2nd day.

The darme paper demonstrates one more peculiarity of infecticus
diseases in irradia ed animals-decrease in the natural bactericidal activity x
of the organism toward the agent. Although B. Breslau in the liver and spleen \ )
of control mice are discovered only up to the 15th day after infection, in
irradiated they are found up to the 30th day.

The experiment of V. X. Sivertseva completely agrees with analogous
observations of the co-worker of our laboratory A. F. Kosov.

In experiments with leptospirosis infection in irradiated mice (R. V.
?etrov), data are obtained which confirm the regularity described above.

It is known, that leptospirosis is characterized by the presence of
a leptozpiremic phase which persists for 4-5 days, and oy a following dis-
szmiration of leptospirilla in the organs; the organisms can be found in kidneys
for a prolonged time-up to several months (LO, ia, 117). In order to trace
these phases in irradj.:..ted animals, white mice were killed at different times
after in-fect 4 on (2-7 anir-als at a time) and blond cultures, emulsions of liver
and kidneys ware made. The tissues of liver and kidneys were emulsified by
neans of E special apparatus for sterile crushing of the organs (R. V. Petrov
(122)). The cultures were incubated for not less than a month.

.- Table 26 are shown the results of examinations of white mice at
di..fferet ti:m.es after intraperitoneal injection of the /< Rat Ramen1a>) culture
within four days following irradiation. Table 26 shows that after the inrfection
of normal white mice, leptospiremia was ol served darirg the first four days,
but after the infection of irradiated mice it could be seen significantly longer
(7-13 days). In the kidneys of control animals leptospirilla were detected
during the first five days, thereafter over the period between the 38th-90th
day, and the.n only on the 220th day. In irradiated mice the agents were de-
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i:ýrinz; fh firs;. 1.6 C:ays. Z-8 -ec-Wid period of =anifestation of lopto-
spir~ cc cs nat Persist till thie ýOth day, Ibt till the 190th day. iaairzation
after 220 days also showed the Presence of leptospirilla, in kianeys.

It. s*-o-l2d be .oted t~hat we as well as ost*-6r investigat~or-- (35) have
observed t-emporar-f disa',peararnce of leptospirilla from. all tissues ex-aized.
~o-.ev.er, in itadaed an'inAls these Periods were eit.her significantly shorter
(f~rom the 6th ttroush the 25th day in control anim-ls ar~d from the 17th- thruough
the 2 th day in ex:porinzental), or were absent (iJ.1-190 days).

Table 2-6

Discovery of letftospirilla in, the tisz-_Es of white mice at different times af-

1~.o 2 .yifc 3 4 S 6 0Ii 113 14;1 I7j6 ..-_23IT-70 014

inmfection Lv: -- ~ - - -__

(350r) ILiver +r +: -I-'- +- +!T7I
azd intec-I 1O~-+++i riiI

Sy Y o 2. S: I ::aars t-~at groW~h of lentospirilla is revealed in the
tissue cultiure; mez.ns thnat thne -.issue culkture is negative.

A slower dianeerankce f. o.= an. irradiated organism of the age~nts of
i-eeti~on is verified lxy te ex erltents of 0- G. -lekseyeva on infection of
gui-ea i Wit~h di_,..Ž.eria. Afer an irntraneritoneal irnjection of 2 'oil..

_,nzze-ia bnacteria in guý- ea 7oi-?s that re-ei'-ved antitoxic serum, the abdominal
cavity becommes sterile within 2tiI. hS ou s, whi-le in the an~izals that were
irradiat.ed 'Live days before infection t~he xicrob:es can be found in the cavity
for five days and longer.

Thu.s, I n i.-Zectious nrocesses of --;radiated ari:-aals a longer period
of spreading of niarobes in the organism, and also a lo;-Zer period of excretion

an ý.url bactericidal actiUvity -gas obserilec.

:t was in-dizated abowve tht n focal .-~ect1-oas nroc ess es of irradiated
al nterative -enone'.a nrevaii in. the in"-l'a~ation picture and porol"Iferatic

Co:% p~nvzets are sharply de'nressed o-, are ent~"I&y absent. th.ere is a basis for
~ssn~g ;ati:.la~toy hanesna generalized nato~ are distingu~ished

.ythe samne urnueual character -istcs nornazely., we failed to find invasti-
,:&-.ions in detail o- this ;:aestio:. in Literature. -L-t us present .ne obsz-vations

onto us.

Krayevsk-ii (Q'-97) rý!Deatedly '-as indicated the unzsiual character
o ~cnn:csin %u-zoinfec-ticus complications durin.-, radiation sick-

n ~w"hich are acc cnianid by iseiato-'o rrdicrooes in th-e intVernal or-ans.
.. :~z~ca. nvet~'atonof tissues cnaa-,tos th-at the islets of bactzrial

I%ýC1'7.ýIton. r, a-so ccce necrotic foci4 --re not surroun~ded oy an inf.a,=,tory

.n ncroscocac investiga tio s of nesernteric 1--oh ndsi nc n

~ w~n nu~e ~rcusV. i Siertsva 14M has discovered an ir-!rc~ase
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in the nodes of the intact animals, and absence of such a reaction in irradiated
animals. The exneriments of P. N. Kiselev (7%) also show the unusual character
of the reaction of lymph nodes after radiation treatment; they indicate lower
fixing capacity of these nodes relative to pathogenic B. 3reslau.

'Ie failed to find data in the literature on the questions of the
peculiarities of inflaTmatory reactions in generalized infections of irradiated
animals as well as data on the formation of antibodies in the dynamics of the
infectious process after raciation treatment. The domestic and foreign liter-
ature is rich in descriptiors of the effect of radiation on the production of
antibodies, but in all these experiments the effect of ionizing radiation on
the formation of antibodies was studied in iLnonization, not aurir.g the course
of an infectious disease (see Chapter 3). In connection ;.._th this, we think
it to be expedient to report in detail on our investigations of the number of
antibodiez Auring experimental leptospirosis in animals exposed to X-irradiation
(R. V. Petrov).

In addition to the peculiarities of the accumulation of agglutinins,
data will be presented which characterize the spreading of leptospirilla in
organism. This is necessary bacause the disappearance of the stimulant from
blood curing leptospirosis usually coincides with Lae appearance of antibodies
in it (19), and, evidently, is dependent on it, because the mechanism of im-
munity to this infection is basically connected with the accumulation of rimmne
bodies (9). However, this has not been proven by experiments, in which the
depression of the production of antibodies was induced-depression, which leads
to a corresponding prolongation of period of circulation cf !eotospirili a in
blood; therefore investigation of the formation of antibodies during the process
of leptospirosis infection in an irradiated organisn, and parallel studies of
the spreading of leptospirilla in it, are of special interest.

The xerLments were carried out on rabbits weighing 1.5-3 kg and )
guinea pigs weighing 200-250 r. The aninmals were exposed to sublethal doses
of X-rays: rabbits to 5W0- 6 00 r, guinea pigs to 200 r. The infection was
carried out with a strain of the agent of<< Rat Ramenkm >> leptospirosis.
The rabbits were infected intravenously, guinea pigs intraperitoneall2y.
The infection resulted in development of a latent infection with no lethal
outcome in nonirradiated animnals.

Analysis of the r sults (Table 27) showed depression of the formation
of antioodies in irradiated ranbits.

The depression was slight in the 5-roup of animals infected during the
first hours after irradiation. Tne begin.ning of the formation of antibooies
in these lagged 1-2 days in comparison with the control group. Leptospirilla
were founn in blood during 6-8 days, while in the control group lepTospiremia
persis-ea for 3-5 days.

f the arabdits were infectod within a day foiiowing irradiation, then
a h of the pro-uction of antibodies was observed: the agglutinin
tite-r ibood of irzadiated ar.i-als was l:L0-l!1600, at th'a same tie in the
centr ou? it was 1:h0000 to 1:1600 000. ohe beginning of tne formation of
"anti'odies was 2--3 aays later. Leptospiremia lasted for 9-10 days.

Infection of rabbits within two days after irradiaLton did not result
in appeazance of antibodies at all. The leptospirilla may be found in blood
till death. )
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Table 27

Results of infection of rabbits with the stizmlant of leptospirosis . Rat
Ramrenka >7.

Group N o Weight Radiation Hours after Duration of Maximal .Day af-of of • of tab- dose in r irradiation leptospiremia agglutinin ter it-
anim•als the bit in when infec- from the in- titer in radiation

rabbiý g tions oc- fection time blood on which
curred (in days) death oc-

I_ _ curred

Infectek 2 2 620 5 1620 000 Survived
control 5 3 170 4 640 000 ',

7 2 900 4 800 000 0
8 2 200 4 1600000 It

29 2 800 800 OO It
30 2 900 3 400 000
L 3 610 3 800 000
4 1 530 3 1600000 "

Irradi- 1 2 390 600 8 80 000 13th
ated and 3 2 930 600 2-3 7 128 000 8th
i.fected 6 2 800 600 6 1280 000 Survived

10 2 L140 6C1 0 6 1600000 13th
39 1 860 500 i10 1600 13th
L40 1 530 500 24 10 320 134th
14 1 620 500 10 800 13th
L42 1 750 500 9 40 10th
25 2 810 600 48 7 0 9th
26 2 580 600 7 0 9th

Irradi- 1 2 600 600 Survived
ated 9 2500 600
Controls 1_ 2 400 600 9th

27 2 593 600 Survived
28 2 530 600
35 1 550 500
36 1 590 500 28th

I37 1 610 500 Survived
38 1 300 500

FiZ. 3L show.s the dynamics of the formation of antibodies and the
duration of leptospiremia in rabbits of the control and the experiarental
groups.

The experiments on gainea pigs showed the sa:.re mechanism. For te
purpose of illustra•tion the results of infection of tWo irradiated and two
S:.zr;•i arlals are presented in Table 20.
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ooo Leptospiremia
.H

0

"R I0
10-1

/ 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 iO !I 12 13 14 IS 15 17 IS 19 20
Days after infection

i] Rabbit No 2 (infected control)

P] Rabbit No 1 (infected within 3 hours after irradiation)
Rabbit No 41 (infected within a day after irradiation)

Fig. 3L. Formation of antibodies and duration of leptospiremia in rabbits
infected with the agent of leptospirosis

Table 28

Results of infection of guinea pigs with the agent of leptospirosis-4 Rat
- Ra.-remka

Group of e g Aggiutinin titers en lays on
animals rt which infection occurred.

0 o oo 7th 9th llth 14th 17th
0 0 44 o 0 d o-4

Infec ted 1Sontls 13 250 0 1350 i00C HOO0 36000 36000

0 050 1350 350 1350 36000
Irradi-te 5d 70 2 8 8 050 150 1450 D.ed

Infectedd 2 28 150 Died

che da+ presented permit one to draw two co:, 1 216ons.

First, the depression and deceleration of the process of anti-
body formation during exper~wental leptospirosis i.n irr~aiated animal~s are
accorpa.,ed by corresaonding prolongation of the §eriod of circulation cf
leptospirilla in blood. This fact, in our opinior, is important not only as
one of th e actorsentd pe more severe course of leptospirosis in

irradiated anim•als. it indiza;es the gzreater :•ole of specific antibodies
in the patho tenesis of !eptorssiosis, and, ion oaf t in the fechanism
of liberation from leptospiri4la.

Second, the fornation of antibodies in irrante.ed aniof als during the
process of infectiouissickne si subjected to -h, sa ine mechanismr, which are

1 1
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etablished for i...nization of the ani.als at different times after radiatl on

S~~~~~~. ............ .........._... .... ... a. F ~. ...-

.- 2 daa's >Zee Zhnazter 3).

1n describing the depression of antiJody formation in radiation sick-
ness, the Problem of the diagnostic value of determination of antibodios in
blood during anky infectious disease of an irradiatod animal cannot ba ovorlookod.
Th.ing into consideration that the irnection in such an organism can procuod
without the appearance of imaune bodies in blood, reactions of the Vidal
type under the conditions of radiation injury might lose any diagnostic value.

In Chapter IV we reported the peculiarities of allergic reactions in
irradiated animals. it was noted that their specificity decreases and non-
spocific allergy to the substances of various bacteria even appears. It is
natural that this fact also lessens the value of allergic tests as diagnostic
means.

The diagnostics of infection in radiation injury on the basis of
clinical features also can oe puzzling, inasmuch as the clinical manifestations
of an infectious sickness, as was shown in this Chapter, distinguish themselves
by their atypical character.

All this permits us to assume that only the isolation of the culture
of a specific agent can be ;onsidered as an absolutely reliable diagnostic sign
of infection in an irradiated organism. however even this may in a series of
cases be difficult due to the dissemi: tion of the microbes of autoflora into
the tissues in radiation sickness (set Chapter 1). The last circumstance re-
quires obligatory use of elective culture media.

S3efore completing this Chapter, it is necessary to answer two more
questions which are important from both the theoretical and the practical view-
point.

The first can be formulated as follows: since ionizing radiatim

sharply destroys the mechanism of nonsusceptibility, which laads to an in-
creased sensitivity of the organism to pathogenic bacteria and to a severe,
usually lethal, course of infections, can an irradiated organism not be af-
fected by an infection, which is not characteristic of this species? We
did not find special investigations dedicated to this problem, but several
data in literature and our own studies permit one to answer this question
negatively, temporarily. ,iolmer and co-workers (251) have announced, that
they failed to overcome an inherited nonsusceptibility of rabbits, guinea
pigs, rats and fitcheis to the virus of poliomyelit's, despite the fact
that the animals were subjected to irradiation twice-before and after in-
fection. The radiation doses were equal to .00-250 r each. At the 12th
(unference of Microbiologists, 0. P. Peterson and co-workers (121) reported
ana logous data relative tu preservation of the inheri.ted nonsusceptibility
of guinea pigs to the virus of yellow fever after irradiation. Our efforts
to cause diphtherial (0. G. Alekseyeva) or anthracic (R. V. Petrov) infectious
processes `n irradiated white rats failed; they were infccted with the bacteria
of diohtheria and Siberian plagae. 1he species nonsusceptibility of animals
was treserved.

,cn analogous conclusion can be draw•n also on the basis of an ex-

pen•,t, which aimed at the creation of a C< jar epidemic>> of lepto-

si:zosis among irradiated white mice (R. V. Petrov). Transfer of mice in-
f'e~; . iih t'e agent of leptospirosis (strain iat Ramenka*) to healthy
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* animals did not lead to the dcvelopment of epidemics among the animals in con-
Paef: This fact was confirmed by negative results in the cultures of wgans
of mice killed at different times, and also by the absence of specific anti-
bodies in the blood. This is 2nderstandable, because mature white mice possess )
a high natural resistance to leptospirosis, and, as we saw previously, even
an induced infection of white mice with the culture of leptospirilla leads to
the development of a latent infectious process orly. After the induced in-
fection, a clinically apparent infection with lethal end results deeloped in
irradiated mice, therefore, one might expect it to be possible to cause
epidemics in a jar of irradiated animals by placing infected mice among them.
However, prolonged observation ot these mice indicated that they as well as
the intact mice, failed to become infected with !eptuspirosis, i.e. despite
irradiation (350 r), the natural nonsusceptibi.lity was preserved. Of coirse,
we realize the relative nature of the results of this experiment, since we
do not know whether the conditions were favorabla for infection of healthy
mice by the sick -and, if they were, what was the infecting dose. However,
in the perspective of the experiments presented above, this experiment also

-could be evaluated as the verification of the preservation of species' non-
susceptibility in radiation sickness.

In all prooability, diseases not characteristic of the species, can-
not appear after radiation treatment, which, apparently, depresses all factors
of immunity (phagocytosis, formation of antibodies and so on). If this is
correct, then the experiments on irradiated animal- demonstrate once more that
specific nonsusceptibility is dependent not only on phagocytosis and other
universally accepted factors of immunity, but also on the biochemical composition
of the tissues and on the type of metabolism. Thelatter, evidently, creates
conditions which are inadequate for the interaction between the two species.,
i.e. for the appearance of an infectious diseasb.

From the practical point of view the question concerning the
efficiency of antimicrobial therapy of infectious diseases under conditions .!
of radiation injury is rather important.

The data of Chapter 1, which discuss methods for combatting endo-
senic infection in radiation sickness, show the defini'te efficiency of many
specific antimicrobial means, among which antibiotics occupy the leading
place. This alone Dermits one to assume, that in exogenic infectious diseases
of irradiated organis=m, the specific antimicrobial means vary in efficiency.
Illustrative facts are ubtained in experiments with different diseases. Let
us discuss some of them.

Treatment of white mice with penicillin begun 2h hours after intra-
miscular irnection with 100 Dlm of hemolytic streptococcus leads to the re-
covery of animals and to the destruction of the microorganisms, even at the
site of injection, within 48 hours. A similar experiment on animals exposed
to a dose of 450 r one day before infection showed high efficiency of the
th-.orapy: the experimental animals were dying parallel to 'he irradiated control
aniimals, i.e. of radiation sickless, not of streztococcus sepsis. Howevr,
at the inýjection site the living streptococcus was preserved for a long tine.
The effect of b-iomycintherapy in a similar experiment, judging by the survival
rate, turned out to be two times smaller than that in irradiated mice (2117).

:'he use of penicillin for the therapy of infectious co1plication of
the wound surface in irradiated dogs decreased their mortality from 73 to 19%;
the mortality in the control (nonirradiated) group was equal to 12% (Brooks
and co-workers (194)).
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Treatment of exp,.rimental petrussal infection in irradiated white
mice sh.owod a decreased therapeutic effect of immune serum and biomycln using
them separately (153).

Eperiments on ,itudies of efficiency of specific therapy of experimental
ras gangrene in guinea pigs exposed to 200 r of X-rays w-re carried out by
R. V. rctrov. Gas g'angrene was initiated by intramusculkr injection of an
absolutely lethal dose of B. perfringens mixed with calcium chloride. A
clinically pronouewed infection developed within 3-4 hours, and the animals
died within 1-3 days.

A combination of specific antitoxin serum with penicillin was used
for therap:r. Such a combination, according to data in the literature (99,
320), i- the most effective. In our expEriments the medical treatment began
within 1-3 hours after infectio:,. Penicillin at a dose of 1-2 tolerance units
per I k7 of animal -..eight was inrectecd directly into the focus of infection.
Serum (0.2-0.4 tolerance units per 1 kg (.f weight) was injected in the muscles
of the other (healthy) hip. At one hour after infection the indicated prepar-
ations were injected once. In the case in which therapy began within 3 hours
after i:ifection, injection of the preparations was repeated after one day at an
identical dose.

The experimental results are presented Ln Table 29. The mortality
rate wLs evaluated over a seven days' period. Such an observation period was
selected for two reasons. 1irst, usually no deaths were observed in animals
irradiated only, at this period (at this radiation dose guinea pigs die af-
ter the seventh day of radiation sickness). Second, when this infection method
is used, the animals die of gas gangrena during the first three days. The
majority of animals die on the lst-2nd day. In guinea pis that survived
sever, days due to the medical treatment, the focus of infection is demarcated
by an infiltration zone and becomes encapsulated; in these cases we failed to
observe death of animals of gas gangrene at later times. The results obtained
agree with the data in literature (2).

Local manifestations of gas gangrene infection were c(aluated by us
according to the following scale: 11 -the presence of crepitation, i.e. accum-
ulation of gas in the tissue;44" the presence of edema a&d infiltration ex-
ceeding the limits of the hip; ++the presence of infiltration covering the
hip; + the infiltration not covering the whole hip, its diameter not exceeding
1 cm.

One sees from Table 29 that the efficiency of the therapy of ax-
perimental gas gangrene in guinea p.gs is different and depends first of all
on the time that passed between the infection and beginning of therapy. Thus.,
•hile the combination of serum and penicillin within one hour after infection
resulted in recovery of all guinea pigs, a similar therapji started within three
hours after infection, was effective in 13 out of 15 a,.imals. Therapy of ex-
perimental gas gangrene with penicillin or serum applied separately is also
effCective, if the preparationz are injected earlier.

A more severe course of el'erimetal gas gangrene and lower ef-
ficiency of therapy with penicillin only or seran only, is characteristic of

irraciated guinea pigs.
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On ;.• contrary, the combination of serum with penicillin Is equally
effecti e a gas infection in ooth irradiated1 ) and nionir:adiaLod animals.

Obviously, the use of a bii.gle antitoxic (serum) or antibacterial
(penicillin) agent in a nonirradiated organism is affective in halting the
infectious ,process. The same meLhod used in the case of gas gangrene in ir-
radiated ani.als proves to be less effectiv3, and only the combination of
both means leads to the desirable result. The explanation for this phenomenon,
evidently, is similar to the explanation for a higher sensitivity of irradiated
anLimals to i-nfectious agents, i.e. depression of the immunity factors (leuko-
poiesis, phagocytic activity, formation of antibodies and so on).

Tie data presented indicatc that if an infectious disease begins in
tne irradiated organism, then the thur"cutic effect is highest in cases in
which therapy is directed simtultaneously against all pathogenetic links of the
in.fection.

01, closing this section one is temnted to answer thi following
questions: are the cad pecaliarities of the course of infectious
diseases specific only for radiation injury of an ornaiis;.i or do such per-
vorsions apprar in different pathologic states characterized by profound damages
to metabolisn.? Many published papers showing the peculiarities, similar to
the described ones of infecticus processes uzrig starvatbn, avitaminosis, dis-
turbances in the activity of endocrine glands, acid-base equilibrium, different
poisonings, etc. give the answers to this question.

Darin, alimentary dystrophy, for instance, the sensitivity to the
agents of infectious increases, and even such microbes, as the fecal alkalization
agent or Bacterium Xorgani frequently proves to be pathogenic for humans (127).
The fo:'.Tationr of antibodies after inmanization and during thu course of the in-
fectious process is sharply dopressed in protein deficiency (127, 197).

Numerous experiments of A. X. Kircnenstein (78) show the peculia,-ities
of disturbances in imnunity and in the course of infectious diseasez during
avitaminosis. The similarity of these disturaances with those of radiation
sickness is obvious. The sensitivity to bacteria and their toxins in scurvy
increases by several multiples oi ten. Infectious diseases (staphylococcus
infection in guinea pigs, pneumonia in humans) proc.eed in a more severe form z.nd
frequently with no leucocytosis or increased temperature. The phagoc.tic act.ivity
of leucocytes is decreased, and the function of the reticulo-endott•elial system
is depressed which is demonszrated in particala-, in the weakening of the
caoacity of regional lymph nodes to retain the oacteria spreading from the in-
fection focus. The formation of antioodi~s is depressed, and complement titer
ir blood docreats. An analogoas pheno.ic,-,on has b.en observed in deficiency
of other vitamins. T!us, latent psittacocis in;'ection of narrots wlich fails
to give clinical Ur.. , is transformed Into a lethal disiease, if vitamin l
is exal•'i•d from their food (273). _ich.L11z and g1"usen \quo~ed from A. M.
.irchensbein ) have observed, that rachitic children are more sascePT_`.1e
to infrcioros and in particular to whooping coauh, than cnildren who obtain
D vitamin in food. Predisposition to i:i'ections has also been observe - in
-avitaninos as.

1) Tne fact should c e;, oph-size" that th i,.§,cion of animals was carried out
winhin�the first three hours followin, irra. ;:ition. Th,•r is ou.ndation for
azsuming that after the irfection at later t. , u, tnu theapi)y of ,.4''aigrý.
will bu lees effective.
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Dioturbanccs in hormone balance also increase the senisitivity of thu
organ'sm to infections. 1'his fact was emrphlasized even in the papers of
I. I. iMechnikov (106). xp:eriments show an increased sensitivity of anLaals
to the agents of many infections after the i.njection of cartisone (290, 267). )
The injection of testosterone in mice increases the multiplication of influena
virus in lurigs (246).

A docroase in phagocytic activity, the capacity to pruiiuco :,AinLi,o•,i:,
weakening of Bactericidal properties of the organism arn decrease i, the resiAt•nce
to infection have •con ooserved in eoXperimiental acidosis (192, 310). Poaisoning
of white mice with mnlonate decreases their resistance to S. tynhi =rium (190;.
V. F. Sosova has roported on analogous chanjes in infla=.-atory foci in animals
poisoned with benzene during radiation sickness.

The dita presented permit one to affirm, that the described peculiarities
of infectious procasses under conditilons of radation injury are not ýz.ecific
or charactaristic onrIl - radiation sickness. They are the result of a nr(,found
damage to i,'.nanity and reactivity of the organism, which may occur not only i.1

i response to ionizing radiation, but also in other pathologic states. However,
in hýpovitamizhosis, hormonal disturb:);trs, starvation and so on, immunolo~ical
reactivity can be presc-ved at a high "evel for a prolonged time, and in many
cases its chanrea are not so profound or d5 not involve all factors of imunity.
In radiation sickness, the aisturbanae in i.vmunobiological reactivity takes
place rapidly, co?.pzises all factors 31 irirnity and is mani~fested sharply.
Therefore when an in.ectious aisease appears after radiation exposure the
peculiarities of interaction Detweon the macro-and microor-aisms, to which
this chApter is dedic.ted, will certainly be observed.
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Conclusions

Our data oroserntud in. the present paper refer to all basic disciplines
by w.hic'h tlhe -aecuI-arItvIos of interrelations between microbes and an irradiated
organizm are characterizcd.

Data on changes in, the properties of Ticrobes and dynamics of their
s-rreading~ in an irradiated organism are givcn. T1he basic peculiaritin3 of

~anoic~oicalreactivity and, the cbaracter of allergic reactions* are dern-
onzt~ratCed. What is the significance of the data obtained for theoretical
st-udies of' radiation sick<ness and for practical dovelopment' of measures for

~batingin~fecti.ons in irradiated orrganisms?

Inthe field of studies of autoirnfeCtion inrdain sic'ns,

the, data inciicýata that under the effect of the irradiated organism the biLological
o3IC-,c:r--ics of its ricrobe-autoflora change significantly, the vixulence of

=m:icob,-s and their resistance to antLibiotics increaso and. the bcacte.rial count
bot;.h in ir~fla.-miatory foci and in body savities in)habitod by microorganissms in-
crease by several hundre~d thousand times. Howuever, this change in properties
and inzrease in the amount of the microb G mass fails to occur i;-.mediatoIY af-
ter irradiation. Duaring the first. 2-3 days the organism still po.ssesses

suffciet iossibilitics Afor stopping the infectious processecs, and its tissues
are net infected with bacteria of the autoflora. Zaa observations of the
ýynirnics of development of autoinfection show,,ed the prasence of high defensive
J.Unctior"- in man~y organs, iii w-hich noticeable Lamge begins (at lethal radiation
doses) only froma tho '--h-5th, day following radiation. Conxeqaentuly, the use of
powerfal bacteriostatic agents and antltoxic preparation by the first day
after irradiation can, entiroly prvvent (as shown in the model of gas gang-rene
infection) the dovolop:.-ont. of in-fecti.-Us processes.

According to, the data in the lit~erat*ure and on r~ew experimental modals
(11CPtospirosis., gas ganzrý,ne) aggravatLion. Of the course o-1 infections has been
snho-wn in irrnadi.Ated aniLmals. This is manifested in an inrnreasod mortality rate
and in -,,-e sign-ificantly larger size of local inflaariitory processes with
accu;:ýlation of hu"go numbers. of thu microorganisms in tissues. Depress ion of
antibod6y formation, iLncreased duration of the retzention of pathogenic microbes

inthe org,,anism and prolongo., excrotioJ a oe noted. Thea character of the
tO.:-eratUre and leucocyti%, rýiaction typica'l. of the givon infection changes, too.

The ;oursa cf in,.ectiýous di~seases, vyhose duration cove.ýs the phase

oj~ ith lydrdia-ti.on sickniess, chan-e3 especiallIy sharpl. How-
-1ýtiaous e~zaao is of a short duration, (whiLch, happons rarely)

and the infection occurs on the -irst day following irradia'tion, then the course
o:' the disease is aZ'ý-oslv~cane in compcarison ,vith T.he nonirradiated anima~l-'

Thnus, an infoct ad and irradieatd organism appears t.:, be a more
dan.-;erous zou.-rce of infectionstn an. infoc~ad but r.vt irradiated; howover it

... ......



is much more difficult to reveal the cavse of this duo to the milder and non-
typical course of the disease and the unreliability of the general serologic
and allergic reactions (because after irradiation the production of antibodies
and development of allergy changes). Therefore, the laboratory invostigational )
methods which permit the detection of pathogenic microbes in blood and excretions
of the organism become very significant. The sanitary-hygienic measures which
prevent the possibility of carrying the infection to other organisms are also
very important. Not only have the facts of a different infection course in
irradiated organisms been stated by us, but also efforts were made to find
therapeutic means for these processes. It has been shown, that the ccmbination
of antitoxic serum and antibiotics can be useful and may lead to recovery
from an infectious disease (gas gangrene) of animals subjected to lethal
radiation doses.

Profound disturbances in the imrmunobiological reactivity of' the
organism lie at the basis of phenomena which characterize the change in in-
fectious processes after irradiation. It is kno-n that the reactivity of an
organism depends on many factors-functional state of the nervous system, endocrine
regulation, food rich in protein and vitamins, state of metabolism, activity of
many enzyme systems, and oxygen supply. The effect of seasonal and climatic
factors are of a great value, too.

The importance of the indicated factors in the formation of im-mnity
in an irradiated organism has hardly been investigated at all. The basic attention
of th authors of the published works was dedicated mainly to the study of
the change in the production of antibodies and in the intensity of phagocytosis
together with the evaluation of the resistance to infection with living microbes
or to the injection of exotoxir-.

In addition to the characteristics of antibodies, phagocytosis and re-
sistarnce of infected irradiated animals to living microorganisms, other mani-
festations of defensive functions of an organism are also clarified in our
book: the bactericidal and bacteriostatic activity of the tegmina, organs
and their excretions, the adsorption capacity of cells and tissues, the pro-
duction of lysozyme and the determination of the phagocytic activity not only
from in vit o samples, but also by injecting living pathogenic microbes in the
irradiated organism. All these multiform manifestations of the capacity of the
organism to destroy microbes are not damaged immediately after irradiation and
not simultaneously. Also the depression is not continuous, but in phases usually
coinciding with the times of exacerbation of the clinical symptoms of the ir-
radiated organism. It has been noted that injuries to the defense reactions
frequently are arranged in zones, and they are displayed nonuniformly in various
body section; probably, in connection with the differing severity of injury of
individual organs and systems by radiation.

The use of several tests for the detection of early disturbances in
natural immunity in irradiated organisms may have practical significance (as
for instance, determiration of the bactericidal'activity of skin, amount of
lysozyme in saliva, phagocytic reaction, content of microflora) in order to
diagnoze early the presence of pathologic effects of radiation :on the organism.

Observation of the state of natural imirunity permits one to detect
changes iin the reactivity of the organism under the effect of tierapeutic
treatments, and may help in the evaluation of the efficiency of the medical
treatment.

As is known, the presence of an induced immunity in the organism
exerts the strongest specific defensive effect against infection. In this
book, for evaluation of the state of active and passive immunity in irrad-

1
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iated organisms, not only are the reactions of immunity used, b•at also infection
with livina bacteria (agents of diphtheria, typhoid, gas ganrrone and tetanus).
According to the data from the literature and from our experiscrits, depression
of irumunobiolo.-ical reactivity after irradiation takes place, especially during
the period of the clinical syndrome of radiation sickness. aBsides this, it
was found that depression of active immunity is displayed differently after dif-
ferent routes of injection of antigens, and it can be compensated to a large
extent by preliminary immunization before irradiation. Revaccination after
irradiation increases the survival rate of infected animals subjected to
irradiatio:n in comparison with vaccination alone. At the same time, another
useful effect of prelimin.-y (before irradiation) r-acination can be mentioned:
the vaccinated animals tolerated radiation sickness significantly better and
survived to a larger extent. Consequently, in addition to its important
specific prophylactic effect, vaccination befor'j irradiation may have a practical
value for the abatement of the intensity of radiation injury. However, if an
irradiated organism is infected, then it was observed, that irradiation not
only decreases the efficiency of vaccination, but increases the severity of
the postvaccination reaction to a large extent. Taking these data into consid-
eration, great attention should be paid to the discovery of indications and con-
traine-ications for parenteral vaccination in huamans subjected to the effect of
ionizing radiation.

The presence of a aecrease in the efficiency of passive immunization
in irrý-diated animals verifies the importance of the role of active response
of the organism to the injection of therapeutic serum. This active response
to already-formed antibodies, obviously, is strongly depressed after treatment
with ionizing rad-iation. However, despite the serious changes in the reactivity
of the organism, the efficiency of serum therapy was successfully increased by
increasing the serum dose ane combining its injection with the use of antibiotics.

it is shown that in irradiated organisms not only does the efficiency

of active and passive immunization decrease, out also allergic reactions, which
appear due to the injection of hoterologous protein (Schwartzman phenomenon,
anaphylactic shock, cutaneous tests uith bacterial allergens), are depressed.
intensification of the cutaneous reactions to bacterial allergens and appearance
of intensely displayed nonspecific reactions are observed in guinea pigs, which
makes it impossible to use cutaneous tests in guinea pigs for evaluation of the
infection of the organism with corresponding infectiouts agent.

""hus,. the character of the reaction of an organism to the injection
of substances of antigenic nature changes substantially after treatment with
ionizing radiation. DevelopMent of a state of sensitization to the disinte-
gration products of the intrinsic tissues proves to be one of the reasons for
this change.

It is well known, that if a reaction to some antigenic stimulant
appears in an organism, then perception of the effect of other antigenic
agents decreases sharply. Investigation of the problems of autoallergy of an
irradiated organism has great theoretical and practical significance. The
facts relative to the change in antigenic properties of tissues, biological
effect of homosensitization, detection of cytolysines and redistribution of
the tissue proteins after irradiation, labial tests on the extracts of homo-
logous tissues and so or mark only the beginning of investigations in this
field.

Change in the reactivity of the organism to bacterial after home-
sensitization deserves attention: after the infection of sensitiied rabbits
and guinea pigs a type of necrotic-hemorrhagic reaction identical to that in

) irradiated animals has been observed. The animals sensitized with tissue
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substances of the same species of o:-gar.isms acquire an increased sensitivity
to the effect of radiation, which may explain why in trauma, pregnancy or in-
fection (i.e. during processes tonnected with tissue sensitization)tne
organisms are affected by radiation more severil3y than the healthy ones. The \
studies on allergies to tissues have great theoretical vw lue, because they
pertain to the field of studies of the pathogenesis of radiation sickness.
Obviously, the solution of this problem is of great practical importarne in
order to discover pathways for prophy' axis and therapy of radiation injuries.

Many of the reported changes in the reactivity of an irradiated
organism may be found also in other sicknesses and therefore, rnpparentl'-,
cannot be considered as specific for radiation sickness. However the cum-
bination of all changes, their significant intensity against the backgrouna
of the general state of the organism, which frequently is still good, are
oharacteristio of radiation injuries. The presence of compensating reactions
makes it. necessary for one who uses imnmnobiological tests for the evaluation
of the state of the irradiated organism not to confine himself to any one
indication, but always to use the data of several reactions.

The study of interrelations of microbes and the irradiated organism
proves to be one of the most interesting sections of medical radiology, and
has great theoretical and practical value. Further accumulation of data in
this field will permit one to detect means for successfully combatting the
infection developing in irradiated organism.

14)
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